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VISION1.0

In 1987, in her introduction to the seminal 
United Nations report, ‘Our Common Future’1

!" #$%" &'()*+,#*-." /$*+$" 0%0-1,()2" 3%4.%3"
the concept of sustainable development – Gro 
Harlem Brundtland wrote that, ‘vast campaigns 
of education, debate and public participation 
are needed to correct the course of development’.
Well, most certainly, 25 years later they still are. 

But perhaps now the greater need is for whole, 
tangible examples, at scale, of what sustainable 
development and lives lived sustainably might 
actually be like, look like and feel like. We have 
become adept at setting out in broad terms what 
we would like sustainable places and communities 
to do, as in the new National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) which in policy terms 
ultimately presides over how this planning 
application will be determined, but we remain 
frankly inept at actually doing much if anything 
differently.

Inspiring and practical examples are needed that:

5 provide well-moderated, meaningful processes
in which people can participate, and through 
which their voices can be heard and acted 
upon, delivering concrete outcomes rather than 
a never-ending cycle of hand-wringing and 
debate;

5 present the opportunity for people to create and 
experience for themselves the richly varied, 
!"#$%&'( )*+,++$-.( !-/( 0&!+#01( +$%&2 that can be 
achieved in well-designed, environmentally 
sustainable places and spaces with appropriate 
infrastructure and technology but with a 
fraction of our current damaging environmental 
footprint;

5 show how we can live together – enjoying our 
wonderful 21st century diversity – in societies
and communities that are safe, tolerant, creative 
and civic, reconciling individual freedom and 
choice with shared needs and ideals;

1 The report of the, ‘World Commission on Environment & 
6%7%)-&0%.#8"/$*+$"*."#'1."9,7%"1*:%"#-"#$%"41:#";,1#$"<'00*#="
Rio de Janeiro, 1992

5 offer work and enterprise" #$,#" *:" >')4))*.9"
and purposeful and which provides a fair and 
reliable income in return for enthusiasm and 
commitment;

5 working examples of technologies that are 
cleaner, leaner, greener, that are accessible 
to and used by all and which make life more 
pleasurable, save time and money and begin 
safeguarding global and local environments 
now, not in some too-distant future;

5 assemble these attributes and possibilities 
together in one place, integrated and as a 
whole rather than as individual and too-often 
idiosyncratic or even eccentric projects; and

5 reveal how, done well, designs for sustainable 
lifestyles, economies and community directly 
,.3" :&%+*4+,))2" )%,3" #-" well-functioning,
enduring and potentially beautiful living 
environments which, at their best, lift our 
sights and our souls above the frustrations 
and mundanities of everyday life and make us 
wonder why we ever built places to a different 
set of values and precepts.

1.1. THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF LIFE WITH THE 
LOWEST ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT

This is why at Beyond Green our primary focus is 
on large-scale planning and development projects, 
and it provides the underpinning rationale for 
our work and proposals here in Broadland. Our 
passion here, as elsewhere, is to create an excellent 
physical setting and infrastructure, establish 
robust development principles and policies, 
an economic model, governance and delivery 
processes and other critical conditions through 
which eventually, via myriad partnerships, joint 
ventures and alliances, we can both help mend 
existing places and make new kinds of place. We 
aim to provide homes, a civic realm, work and 
leisure together here in one place – in Broadland 
– in ways that can inspire, enable and demonstrate 
the highest quality of life with the lowest 
environmental footprint. 
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We have been greatly encouraged by the way 
in which people in Broadland and in the city 
and county have been prepared to commit their 
expertise, local knowledge and time to working 
/*#$" ':" #-" %?&)-1%" ,.3" 3%4.%"/$,#" ," 91%,#" &),+%"
could be and how best to integrate with existing 
fabric, services and communities. Their input 
will continue to be invaluable should this project 
proceed.

1.2. WILL YOU BECOME OUR DELIVERY 
PARTNER?

Once this application has been submitted we will 
re-double our efforts to engage and involve. We 
/*))" :%#" -'#" #-" 4.3" &%-&)%" .-#" @':#" #-" +-00%.#"
on these proposals but who want to become our 
development and delivery partners: individuals 
or perhaps groups or cooperatives who want to: 
commission, design and/or    build their own 
home; help design one of our own standard 
housing typologies; get their name on lists for a 
brilliant new social or private-rented home; learn 
to engineer and operate the new state-of-the-art, 
smart energy grid or sustainable water systems; 
plumb the homes; plan, manage and maintain 
the extensive grounds and parks; grow food on 
roof tops, in allotments or at a new plant centre 
and supply the local restaurants; work alongside 
our experts in programming and then designing 
the new main square and eventually perhaps run 
a festival, arts or sports event there; invest in, co-
create or work in a hotel or B&B; start a brand 
new business - run a café, bike-hire scheme, shop, 
or car club; establish a day nursery or manage 
supported living facilities.

1.3. AN ENERGETIC AND ENTERPRISING 
ECONOMY

It is this richness of enterprise and these complex 
relationships from which vibrant economies and 
communities are made and sustained. North 
<&1-/:#-." A" B)3" C,##-." DE<ABCF" /*))" (%+-0%"
a place of and for the area and its existing 
communities and obtain the vitality to spring into 
life with an energetic and enterprising economy. 

It will also quickly enter the regional market as a 
highly competitive, desirable place to live, work 
and play. 

G$%"&),.:"/%"&1%:%.#"$%1%"$,7%"(%.%4#%3"91%,#)2"
from our principal urban designers’ – Paul 
Murrain’s and Jeremy Caulton’s – deep knowledge 
of urban form, drawn from a lifelong study of 
how great, usually older, more established places 
actually are and how and why they have worked 
so well for so long. Our scheme has also evolved 
under the tutelage of Jan Gehl’s celebrated 
team from Copenhagen – designing people-
41:#" %.7*1-.0%.#:=" $%)&*.9" ,3,&#" ,.3" ,&&)2"
<+,.3*.,7*,.HI',)*#2" D&)':JF" &'()*+" 1%,)0" ,.3"
systems of movement.

I should also like to pay tribute to my own team 
in Beyond Green who are increasingly expert at 
assembling the multiple dimensions and aspects 
of sustainable places into coherent proposals. We 
have a saying in Beyond Green that sustainability
is easy you just have to do everything differently.
Well, in truth, of course it really isn’t easy but you 
really do have to do everything differently and the 
attention to detail in this outline application is, I 
hope, an encouraging signal that we can adhere to 
#$*:"&1*.+*&)%"#$1-'9$"*.#-"3%)*7%12J

So, if the foregoing account describes 
something of our purpose behind these 
!"#!#$%&$'()%*' +$' +*',#"-' $!-.+/.%&&0' *)%*'
will mark out NS&OC as a special and 
-$!-.+%&&0' $1$*%+2%3&-' !&%.-4' 526' ()%*'
might it feel like to live there, work there or 
7+$+*4'

If the proposals in this application are granted 
consent and our plans come to fruition expect 
#-" 4.3" $%1%" ," :#'..*.9" &,1K" !" ,." ,::%#" >-1" #$%"
whole of the Greater Norwich area – consisting 
of the restored historic landscape of Beeston Park 
(currently inaccessible, privately-farmed, arable 
4%)3:F"/*#$"L%3"M,))"N,10",.3",".%/"+*9,1H:$,&%3"
linear green space, fronted by splendid houses, 
which joins the two together.

Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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8&%2'9:;<='>?@A'8"#!#$-6'B-0'5"-%$'8&%2 Scale 1:10 000
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1.4. CHOICE IN HOUSING 

Future visitors will enjoy rows of elegant town 
houses and terraces accommodating different 
':%:" ,.3" +-.49'1,#*-.:" ->" )*7*.9" :&,+%=" :&)%.3*3"
apartment villas with generously proportioned 
O,#:" ,.3" :$,1%3" 9,13%.:=" ,.3" ,." -#$%1/*:%"
extraordinary choice in housing tenure, price, 
:*P%="+-.49'1,#*-.",.3"3%:*9.Q"#$%"1,.9%"*."3%:*9."
and situation of the homes will be quite unlike 
the housing estates which have sprung up in and 
around most English towns and cities over the last 
80 years and which still characterize most new 
development today.

1.5. ABUNDANT, SOFTER, FEATURED GREENERY

Although compact and mostly town-like in feel 
1,#$%1" #$,." :'(H'1(,.=" E<ABC" /*))" $,7%" ," .%/"
aesthetic which at Beyond Green we believe will 
become characteristic of authentically sustainable 
&),+%:" *." #$%" >'#'1%R" <&%+*4+,))2=" #$*:" *:" #$,#" #$%"
basic, necessary urbanity of a place that employs 
scarce land wisely and facilitates exchange will be 
enveloped by abundant, softer, textured greenery. 
This will be visible almost everywhere on roofs and 
walls, in tree-lined streets, ‘pocket parks’, small 
woodlands and copses. There will be productive 
landscapes at every turn with small-scale food 
production such as small orchards and raised-
bed growing, water features forming important 
&,1#:" ->" #$%" :':#,*.,()%" 31,*.,9%" :2:#%0" D<'6<F="
play and sports areas. The place will be alive with 
vibrant insect and associated bird life existing in 
niche habitats: preserved and, where possible, 
enhanced; newly designed and managed; and 
which evolve from the new ecology of the place.

1.6. PROFOUNDLY SOCIAL, FAMILY-CENTERED 
COMMUNITY

As is characteristic of the best market towns and 
.%*9$(-'1$--3:" ,.2/$%1%" *." #$%" /-1)3" E<ABC"
will feel and be busy with people and movement, 
making full use of the excellent, high quality 
public realm. In our centres, places of work are 
interspersed with homes and primary schools and 

other essential public services too. This means 
#$,#" &%-&)%" /*))" 4.3" *#" %,:*%:#" ,:" /%))" ,:" 0-:#"
pleasant to move around for everyday journeys 
on foot and by bicycle. This, in turn, makes for a 
profoundly social, family-centred environment 
and community with lots of people on the streets 
going about their business and enjoying frequent 
planned and chance encounters with neighbours, 
friends and colleagues.

1.7. BIKE CULTURE

From day one we will be actively encouraging 
a culture of cycling, with the carefully designed 
streets, widespread bike parking in both public 
and domestic spaces, retail and repair outlets, 
incentives, information and other practical 
support, clubs and events; expect this part of 
Broadland to become the place to live and visit for 
people who really enjoy cycling for all the family 
and as an everyday activity, not just for weekend 
leisure.

1.8. FOOD CULTURE

Alongside the bike culture we are deeply 
committed to the principle of local, sustainably 
grown food and the practical measures needed to 
stimulate this. It is intended that a re-furbished 
Red Hall Farm will become the focal point for 
food and food-related enterprises. There will be a 
superb new restaurant and café, cookery school, 
a plant centre, demonstration gardens and food-
growing areas, education and interpretation 
facilities, food processing facilities and a farm 
store and associated box scheme. This may also 
be the base for the estate and green infrastructure, 
&,1K:="9,13%.:="<'6<",.3"/--3),.3"0,.,9%0%.#"
#%,0:="$-':*.9"#$%*1"%I'*&0%.#",.3"->4+%:R"G,K%."
together these facilities will provide the critical 
mass for a lively, multi-faceted public attraction. 

There will be a mainstream food store situated 
->>" #$%" S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" /%" /*))" %.9,9%" #$%"
prospective retailers in a process of determining 
how it can become a beacon and an outlet for 
this approach, developing a singular new facility. 

Outstanding chefs and local food entrepreneurs 
– growers, retailers and hospitality specialists – 
will be invited and enabled to open for business 
,#"E<ABC">1-0"#$%"-'#:%#",.3",:"#$%"(1,.3"->"#$%"
place evolves we intend it will become a nationally 
renowned hub for gorgeous, ‘slow’ and sustainably 
grown, healthy food.

1.9. ONE DESIGN CODE, MANY HANDS

It is too early to say exactly what the architecture 
,#" E<ABC" /*))" )--K" )*K%R" T%" ,1%" +-00*##%3" #-"
&1-3'+*.9","3%:*9."+-3%"&1*-1"#-"#$%"41:#"3%#,*)%3"
planning application. This code will govern the 
overall aesthetic and functionality of the place and 
buildings. The general feel will be like a modern, 
if conspicuously greener version of a traditional 
market town based on the repeating rhythms of 
proven housing types peppered with distinctive, 
highly accomplished, one-off architecture inspired 
by the best contemporary design has to offer.

There are many wonderful sites in the plan for 
E<ABC">-1":'+$",1+$*#%+#'1%"*.+)'3*.9"#$%"+-1.%1:"
of blocks, buildings facing onto squares or parks, 
#$%"&1-&-:%3"(':*.%::"$'(="->4+%:",.3":#'3*-:"->"
various kinds, the aforementioned town house and 
apartment villa typologies, self-commissioned and 
cooperative housing, our own standard typologies2

the primary schools and so forth. We will brief 
architects and other designers rigorously and with 
due regard to our own code and sustainability 
principles and will be supporting a lot of individual 
design talent in the next 15 to 20 years on the 
principle of what is sometimes called “one code, 
many hands”.

2 a multi-disciplinary team is to be established consisting of 
architects, engineers, builders, technology specialists, crafts-
people, agents and prospective buyers/renters to work on 
design scenarios for the standard typologies. These will typically 
be wholly ot partly factory-made for environmental and cost-
%>4+*%.+2"1%,:-.:",.3"$,.3H4.*:$%3"/*#$"0%.'H31*7%."-&#*-.:"-."
4.*:$%:",.3"4#H-'#R"U)#$-'9$"0-3%:#",.3"$*9$)2",>>-13,()%"#$%1%"
is no reason why these buildings should not have architectural 
distinction.

1.10. GENIUS LOCI

The sum outcome of all of this will, we intend, be a 
vivacious, colourful and yet self-assured place. The 
tried and tested urbanism will give it a maturity 
and a reassuring familiarity and rootedness while 
#$%"91%%.%12="#$%"4.%":#1%%#:="#$%",1+$*#%+#'1%",.3"
the technology of designed-for environmental 
and social sustainability will combine to provide 
unforgettable genius loci.

1.11. A REMARKABLE NEW PLACE

Working with the ideals and ambition expressed 
by Broadland members, our excellent host Town 
and Parishes and their community leaders, and 
(2" &,1#.%1:" *." #$%" VE6W=" E<ABC" &1%:%.#:" ,."
opportunity to build a remarkable new place 
and stimulate a new, more resilient economy. 
No longer should students of design and place-
0,K*.9"$,7%"#-")--K",(1-,3"#-"6%.0,1K="</%3%."
or the Netherlands or only to older places for their 
practical inspiration when thinking about and 
making plans for sustainable human settlement.

I hope we can seize the opportunity now in 
Broadland to work together to answer the question, 
‘how should we live?’ in the environmentally 
and economically constrained realities of the 
21st century, delivering a place that helps us to 
achieve the highest quality of life with the lowest 
environmental footprint.

Jonathan Smales

Executive Chairman, the Beyond Green Group
<%&#%0(%1"XYZX
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G$*:" 6%:*9." ,.3" U++%::" <#,#%0%.#" D6U<F"
accompanies an Outline Planning Application 
(OPA) submitted by Beyond Green Developments 
(Broadland) Ltd. and a consortium of landowners 
for the development of a sustainable urban 
extension on land within Broadland District, north 
of Norwich. For the purposes of the planning 
application the development is known as North 
<&1-/:#-."A"B)3"C,##-."DE<ABCFR

The application site consists of 207.4 hectares of 
land under the ownership of a group of landowners 
consortium comprising the Beeston Estate, Morley 
Agricultural Foundation, Alderman Norman Trust, 
Norfolk County Council and the Howard family. It 
)*%:"/*#$*."#$%"B)3"C,##-.="<&1-/:#-.="L,+K$%,#$"
,.3"G$-1&%"<#"U.31%/"[V1-/#$"G1*,.9)%8"-1*9*.,))2"
designated by the adopted Greater Norwich 
Development Partnership (GNDP) Joint Core 
<#1,#%92" D\C<F" ,:" ," )-+,#*-." >-1" #$%" 3%7%)-&0%.#"
of 7,000 homes by 2026, rising to 10,000 after 
2026, to help meet rising demand for housing in 
Norwich and Norfolk. 

Note: Following a legal challenge, parts of the text 
of the adopted GNDP Joint Core Strategy were 
remitted by High Court Order and reverted to the 
pre-submission stage of the plan process, to be 
treated as not having been subject to examination 
and adoption. Following further work to address 
the High Court ruling, a version of the Joint Core 
Strategy containing proposed submission text 
was published for consultation on 10th August 
2012.

The application site is bounded to the south by 
the established communities of Old Catton and 
<&1-/:#-.=" #-" #$%" %,:#" (2"<&1-/:#-."S,.-1"V-)>"
C)'(",.3"#-"#$%"/%:#"(2"<#"N,*#$8:"],.%R"E-1#$"->"
the site runs the proposed route of the Norwich 
Northern Distributor Road (NDR), beyond which 
)*%:" #$%" 7*)),9%"->"<&*?/-1#$R"W,1#:"->" #$%" :*#%" >,))"
/*#$*." #$%" >-'1" +*7*)" &,1*:$%:" ->" <&1-/:#-.=" B)3"
C,##-.=" ^%%:#-." <#" U.31%/=" ,.3" <&*?/-1#$R" G$%"
:*#%" (%.%4#:" >1-0" *#:" )-+,#*-." -." #$1%%" 1,3*,)"
routes to and from central Norwich: the A1151 
Wroxham Road immediately east of the site; the 
B1150 North Walsham Road, which bisects it; 
,.3" #$%" '.+),::*4%3" ^'?#-." L-,3" #-" #$%" /%:#R"
W1%3-0*.,.#)2" ,91*+')#'1,)" ),.3=" ," :*9.*4+,.#"
part of the site comprises the locally-designated 
historic parkland of Beeston Park. Within the park, 
^%%:#-."M,))" *#:%)>" *:",":*9.*4+,.#"('*)3*.9"/*#$","
range of future potential uses, and this potential 
will be addressed in a separate future planning 
aplication.

As a large-scale, masterplanned development 
which would come forward in phases over a 
period of between 15 and 20 years depending 
on market conditions, the development is being 
promoted via a multi-stage consent process in 
which detailed design will be dealt with by means 
of reserved matters applications pursuant to an 
outline planning consent. The OPA is ‘parametric’, 
which means that it seeks to establish maxima and 
minima for key design features and to determine 
D-1" [4?8F" #$%:%" >%,#'1%:" &1%+*:%)2" -.)2" /$%1%" *#" *:"
necessary or possible to do so at outline stage.

The proposals have been prepared by a 
multidisciplinary team assembled and led by 
Beyond Green’s in-house team (see inside back 
cover). The design process has been and will 
continue to be “sustainability led” in that the 
overall aim of the scheme is to create an urban 
extension to Greater Norwich in which it is 
easy and attractive to live in environmentally 
sustainable ways while enjoying a high quality of 
life.

2.1. ABOUT BEYOND GREEN DEVELOPMENTS 
AND THE LANDOWNER CONSORTIUM

Beyond Green Developments Ltd. is part of the 
Beyond Green Group, a family of companies with 
a mission to promote and deliver sustainability 
outcomes by changing the places in which we 
live and how we live in them. Beyond Green 
Developments was born to a large extent out of 
frustration with the inability of the development 
industry to create genuinely sustainable 
development: places which engender a sense of 
community, promote economic prosperity and 
give a high quality of life whilst making it easy and 
attractive to live in environmentally sustainable 
ways. Through a joint venture with Development 
<%+'1*#*%:" &)+=" ^%2-.3" V1%%." :%%K" #-" /-1K" /*#$"
local people and institutions in areas that need new 
development to conceive and deliver authentically 
sustainable places, bringing an understanding 
of how successful urban places have worked 
throughout the ages together with the best of 
contemporary planning, design and technology for 
sustainability.

Beyond Green are promoting development at 
E-1#$" <&1-/:#-." A" B)3" C,##-." *." &,1#.%1:$*&"
with a group of landowners all of whom have 
a longstanding association with the area and a 
commitment to seeing their land developed in 
a way that creates long-term value and leaves a 
legacy: the Beeston Estate, the Morley Agricultural 
Foundation, the Alderman Norman Trust, Norfolk 
County Council and the Howard family.  Beyond 
Green were chosen as development partners 
through a competition because of our approach 
to optimising value whilst achieving sustainable 
development outcomes, including our commitment 
to a rigorous and consultative approach to design, 
planning and community development.
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Plan NS&OC 102: Land Ownership Plan Scale 1:10 000
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2.2. PURPOSE OF THE DESIGN AND ACCESS 
STATEMENT

G$%" 6U<" *:" &,1#" ->" ," :'*#%" ->" 3-+'0%.#:" (%*.9"
:'(0*##%3" *." :'&&-1#" ->" #$%" BWUR" _#" >')4):" #$%"
&1-7*:*-.:" ->" <%+#*-." `X" ->" #$%" XYY`" W),..*.9"
,.3" C-0&'):-12" W'1+$,:%" U+#" ,.3" <%+#*-."
6 of the Department for Communities and 
Local Government’s Guidance on information 
requirements and validation, which sets out 
guidance for design and access statements.

G$%" 6U<" 3%:+1*(%:" #$%" 3%:*9." *.#%.#*-.:" >-1" #$%"
proposed development. It sets out the principles 
and concepts adopted by the promoter and its 
design team, the process by which the proposals 
have evolved (including through stakeholder and 
public involvement), and the strategic design 
features of the scheme. Only access is not reserved 
for future approval.

In accordance with the provisions of the General 
Development Procedure Order (as amended), 
the application includes further information on 
use, amount, scale and layout of development. 
These elements of the application are shown on 
#$%" W,1,0%#%1" W),.:" ,.3" <+$%3')%:" +-.#,*.%3" *."
U&&%.3*?"U"->"#$%"6U<",.3"1%>%11%3"#-"#$1-'9$-'#R"
It is anticipated that Broadland District Council 
(BDC) would secure delivery of the scheme in 
accordance with these parameters by way of 
conditions attached to a planning permission.

G$%"6U<",):-"*.+)'3%:","0,:#%1&),."3*,91,0",.3"
other design information which, in aggregrate, 
show one way in which the development could be 
implemented within the parameters, recognising 
that this will be determined through detailed design 
and reserved matters. The applicants believe this is 
a robust and appropriate approach to take with an 
EIA scheme which is to be delivered over multiple 
phases, balancing the need for certainty and 
comprehensiveness with constrained discretion to 
respond to changeable market conditions, policy 
requirements and consumer preferences. There 
will also be a robust system for subsequent design 
control, which is described in Chapter 10.

2.3. STRUCTURE OF THE DESIGN AND ACCESS 
STATEMENT

G$%"6U<"*:"*."#/-"&,1#:R"G$%"41:#">-'1"+$,&#%1:"!"
Part I – explain the vision, content, analysis and 
developmental work behind the proposals for 
E<ABCR"C$,&#%1:" aHZY"!"W,1#" __"!" #$%."3%:+1*(%"
the design of the application proposals.

1. Vision

Describes Beyond Green’s vision for a place 
that enables a high quality of life with a very low 
environmental footprint. 

85CD'EF' =#2*-G*H'!"+2.+!&-$'%26'-7#&1*+#2

IF' E2*"#61.*+#2

6%:+1*(%:" #$%" &'1&-:%" ,.3" :#1'+#'1%" ->" #$%" 6U<"
and summarises the scheme proposals.

JF' =#2*-G*

Appraises the strategic context for the development 
and the opportunities and constraints presented 
by the location and site.

4. Design principles and evolution

Explains the design principles adopted by the 
applicants and their design team, a summary 
->" #$%" 4.3*.9:" ->" :#,K%$-)3%1" ,.3" +-00'.*#2"
involvement, and the process by which the scheme 
has evolved.

85CD'EEF' :.)-,-'6-$+K2

LF' M%0#1*H'$*"1.*1"-'%26'&%26'1$-

Explains the strategic design features of the 
scheme with regard to structure and layout, land 
use mix and distribution.

6. Connections, access and movement

Explains the proposed site access arrangements, 

design of streets and junctions, strategies for 
movement by different modes of transport, and 
proposals for increasing area-wide (i.e. beyond the 
site) adoption of sustainable travel modes.

7. Landscape, green infrastructure and
-.#&#K0

Explains the approach to landscape design, green 
infrastructure, open space (including play and 
recreational space), climate change adaptation, 
ecological mitigation and enhancement, and food 
production.

NF' =)%"%.*-"'%26'+6-2*+*0

Explains the approach to achieving a distinctive 
and varied character and appearance, including 
with reference to more detailed studies of key 
locations within the scheme, integrating and 
exemplifying the elements described in chapters 
5-7.

OF' E2P"%$*"1.*1"-'%26'1*+&+*+-$

<'00,1*:%:"#$%",&&1-,+$"#,K%."#-"#$%":'&&)2",.3"
management of energy, water, waste and telecoms.

>?F' Q-&+7-"0'%26',%2%K-,-2*

Describes how the development will be delivered 
including the ongoing role to be played by Beyond 
Green Developments, intended phasing, and 
how design quality will be assured throughout 
implementation of the scheme.

5!!-26+GA'B-0'!%"%,-*-"$

<%#:"-'#"#$%"&,1,0%#%1:"/*#$*."/$*+$"3%7%)-&0%.#"
would be brought forward including the overall 
amount of development, block typologies, transect 
of densities and characters, mix and distribution of 
housing and other land uses, open space provision 
and parking.

G$%" 6U<" *:" ,++-0&,.*%3" (2" #$%" >-))-/*.9"
supporting statements:

1. V1%%."_.>1,:#1'+#'1%"<#,#%0%.#Q

2. <#,#%0%.#"->"C-00'.*#2"_.7-)7%0%.#Q

3. <':#,*.,(*)*#2"<#,#%0%.#Q

4. W),..*.9"<'&&-1#"<#,#%0%.#Q

5. M-':*.9"<#,#%0%.#Q

6. <-+*,)",.3";+-.-0*+"6%7%)-&0%.#"" "
" " <#,#%0%.#Q

7. <,>%",.3"_.+)':*7%"6%:*9."<#,#%0%.#

8. ]*9$#*.9"<#,#%0%.#

9. W'()*+"G1,.:&-1#"<#,#%0%.#

10. Framework Travel Plan

11. ;.%192",.3"b#*)*#*%:"<#,#%0%.#Q

12. T,#%1",.3"61,*.,9%"<#,#%0%.#Q

13. T,:#%"S,.,9%0%.#"<#,#%0%.#Q

14. S*.%1,):"<,>%9',13*.9"<#,#%0%.#Q

15. U*1&-1#"<,>%9',13*.9"<#,#%0%.#Q",.3

16. 6%)*7%12",.3"S,.,9%0%.#"<#,#%0%.#R

These statements should be read in conjunction 
/*#$" #$%" 6U<R" G$%" ,&&)*+,#*-." *:" ,):-" :'&&-1#%3"
(2" ,." ;.7*1-.0%.#,)" <#,#%0%.#=" G1,.:&-1#"
Assessment and Town Centre Uses and Health 
Impact Assessments.
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2.4. SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS

The OPA seeks to develop the application site as 
an integrated, mixed use urban extension to the 
north of Norwich. The proposals comprise:

5 residential development of up to 3,520 
dwellings (C3 use class);

5 up to 16,800m² (Gross Internal Area (GIA)) of 
commercial development (B1);

5 up to 8,800m² (GIA) of retail and service 
development (A1-A5);

5 up to 1,000m² (GIA) of hotel development (C1);

5 up to 5,000m² (NIA) of education development 
(D1);

5 up to 2,000m² (NIA) of other community 
development (D1);

5 an energy centre measuring up to 1,500m²;

5 82.5 hectares of green space including up to 
20.1ha of play and recreational space and at 
least 31.3ha of new and retained natural and 
semi-natural space; and

5 four accesses to the highway network.

The proposals will additionally deliver:

5 ,." %>4+*%.#=" &%10%,()%" ),2-'#" (,:%3" -." #$%"
principles of the walkable neighbourhood, 
with character and density varying according 
to a ‘transect’ of greatest intensity closest to 
accessible mixed-use centres and least closer to 
neighbourhood edges;

5 a wide choice of housing, including up to 33% 
‘affordable’ homes, responding to evidence of 
demographic and market demand in Broadland 
and Greater Norwich;

5 around 1,000 jobs within easy access of new 
and existing residents and an enhanced public 
transport network;

5 small business incubators and move-on 
accommodation, and a business ‘hub’ to support 
micro companies and homeworkers;

5 a new east-west high street connecting the 
^'?#-.d<&*?/-1#$" ,.3" T1-?$,0" L-,3:="
forming a link in a potential orbital route 
between Broadland Business Park and Norwich 
Airport Industrial Estate;

5 new primary, secondary and tertiary streets 
designed to make walking and cycling the 
primary and most convenient modes of 
transport and provide easy public transport 
access;

5 a major public square at the intersection of the 
high street and a realigned North Walsham 
Road, incorporating a small supermarket, 
shops, cafes and restaurants, with the potential 
to grow from a local to a district centre, 
alongside secondary neighbourhood centres;

5 sites for two two-form entry primary schools, at 
)%,:#"#/-"O%?*()%"+-00'.*#2"$,)):",.3","1,.9%"
of spaces suitable for community facilities 
including a library and integrated health centre;

5 a comprehensive green infrastructure network 
including the dedication of Beeston Park as a 
major new public park, plus two new recreation 
grounds, local parks and play spaces, space 
for allotments and food production, wildlife 
corridors, green roofs and new and retained 
habitat areas;

5 a very-low-carbon decentralised energy 
network; and

5 water supply, sewerage and sustainable 
31,*.,9%" D<'6<F" *.>1,:#1'+#'1%" (,:%3" -."
existing natural catchment boundaries 
and comprising rainwater harvesting ring, 
attenuation basins including a water feature 
in Beeston Park, green roofs and permeable 
paving.

2.5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Beyond Green wish to express our thanks to the 
many people within statutory bodies and other 
organisations and members of the public who have 
contributed to what we hope has been an open 
and rigorous design process and in doing so have 
improved the proposals immeasurably as well as 
making the whole process hugely enjoyable and 
>')4))*.9" >-1"-'1" #%,0R"T%"+),*0"#-"(%","3*>>%1%.#"
kind of developer, and people have generously 
9*7%."':"#$%"(%.%4#"->"#$%"3-'(#R
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This chapter sets out the context for Beyond 
V1%%.8:" &1-&-:,):" >-1" E-1#$" <&1-/:#-." A" B)3"
C,##-."DE<ABCFR"_#":'00,1*:%:"#$%"3%0-91,&$*+"
and socioeconomic drivers for additional 
development in Broadland and Greater Norwich 
(which are described more fully in supporting 
statements) and summarises the opportunities 
and constraints of the location and site to which 
the scheme design responds.

3.1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT FOR GROWTH

The strategic context for growth in Broadland is 
sustained recent and forecast growth in demand 
for homes and jobs. People are living longer, 
more are living alone, and the appeal of the area 
to people and businesses is attracting them to live 
and work in Norwich and Broadland. Moreover 
the compound effect of failing to provide enough 
new homes in the past means there are existing 
housing pressures, manifesting in a growing gap 
between the cost of housing and people’s incomes, 
which need to be alleviated.

G$%"VE6W"\-*.#"C-1%"<#1,#%92"D\C<F=",3-&#%3"(2"
the local authorities of Broadland, Norwich and 
<-'#$"E-1>-)K"-."XX.3"S,1+$"XYZX=":%#:"-'#","&),."
to provide 37,000 additional homes up to 2026 

across the three local authority areas, with 21,000 
of them in the Norwich Policy Area forming the 
+-1%"->" [V1%,#%1"E-1/*+$8R"G$%"\C<"3%:*9.,#%3",."
area known as the ‘Growth Triangle’ in Broadland 
north-east of Norwich (see Figure 3.2) which 
would provide 7,000 of these homes by 2026, 
rising to at least 10,000 after 2026, and it is wholly 
within this Growth Triangle that the application 
site is located. Following a legal challenge, parts 
->" #$%" #%?#"->" #$%",3-&#%3"\C<"/%1%":'(:%I'%.#)2"
remitted by High Court Order and reverted to the 
pre-submission stage of the plan process, to be 
treated as not having been subject to examination 
and adoption. Following further work to address 
the High Court ruling, a version of the Joint Core 
<#1,#%92" +-.#,*.*.9" &1-&-:%3" :'(0*::*-." #%?#"
which, if found sound at a further examination and 
subsequently adopted, would serve to reinstate the 

Growth Triangle into the development plan was 
published for consultation on 10th August 2012. 
The planning policy context is discussed fully in 
#$%"W),..*.9"<'&&-1#"<#,#%0%.#R

Early results from the 2011 Census show that the 
population of Greater Norwich grew by 9% or 
30,000 people between 2001 and 2011 – more 
than the average for England – and that the 
number of households grew by 6% compared with 
3.8% for England; these results add weight to the 
&1-@%+#*-.:">-1".%%3",.3"3%0,.3"-."/$*+$"#$%"\C<"
is based. A detailed analysis of the demographic 
+-.#%?#"*:"+-.#,*.%3"*."#$%"M-':*.9"<#,#%0%.#R

Growth in population goes hand in hand with 
growth in the need for jobs and the capacity of the 
economy for productive output. Of necessity, there 

Figure 3.1: Broadland District Council: planning 
for growth

R+K1"-'JFIA'S"-%*-"'9#"(+.)H'*)-'T"#%6&%26'US"#(*)'D"+%2K&-V'%26'*)-'T-0#26'S"--2'$*160'%"-%
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is a focus on concentrating jobs within the urban 
core of Norwich and at strategic locations close to 
potential drivers of innovation, such as Norwich 
Research Park. However, there is also recognition 
that housing-led growth must take place in a 
mixed-use context in which accessibility to work 
and to shops and public services – whose viability 
is underpinned by a daytime as well as residential 
population - are integral elements.

Attention not only to the need for more housing but 
to the way that growth is delivered is a hallmark of 
#$%"\C<R"^2">-+':*.9","+1*#*+,)"0,::"->"91-/#$"*."K%2"
locations around the city, key infrastructure such as 
public transport, schools and recreational facilities 
+,." (%" &),..%3" ,.3" &1-7*3%3" 0-1%" %>4+*%.#)2R"
Perhaps more importantly, it allows housing-
led development to be brought forward not as 
fragmented, inward-looking or car-dependent 
‘estates’ but as new and extended neighbourhoods 
that have a life of their own as well as enhancing 
the places to which they add.

3.2. THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPERATIVE

For Beyond Green, a deep part of the rationale 
>-1"E<ABC" *:" #$%" '19%.#" .%%3" #-" ,3-&#" )*>%:#2)%:"
that have a radically less damaging impact on 
the environment. The scale of this challenge is 
most profoundly expressed in the legally binding 
obligation on the UK (enshrined in the 2008 
Climate Change Act) to reduce atmospheric carbon 
emissions by 80% by 2050 and 34% by 2020 on 
1990 levels. Many consider it necessary to extend 
this to a 90% cut. 

At the heart of Beyond Green’s philosophy and 
conception of sustainability is the understanding 
#$,#" $'0,." (%$,7*-'1" *:" &1->-'.3)2" *.O'%.+%3"
by the environment in which we live; as Winston 
Churchill said, “We shape our buildings and 
afterwards they shape us” – or, put another way, 
people rather than buildings ultimately use energy 
and cause environmental harm. By designing and 
making places at scale, planning and development 
+,." *.O'%.+%" )*>%:#2)%" +$-*+%" ,.3" 0,K%" )*7*.9"
sustainably natural and attractive. In particular, 

adopting the compact ‘walkable neighbourhood’ 
as the primary unit of urban planning, providing 
such neighbourhoods are located sensibly, 
enables vital issues such as access to work and 
community facilities, and patterns of production 
and consumption of food and materials, to 
(%" *.O'%.+%3Q" ,.3" ,." *.>1,:#1'+#'1%" &),#>-10"
providing low-impact means of supplying and 
managing energy, water and other needs can 
be established with relatively few constraints. 
Within this type of sustainable urban framework, 
3%:*9.*.9" #$%10,))2" ,.3" 1%:-'1+%H%>4+*%.#"
buildings – often the relatively narrow focus of 
planning discourse – becomes both an easier and 
a more meaningful task. A fuller explanation of 
#$%" :':#,*.,(*)*#2" &1*.+*&)%:" (%$*.3" E<ABC" ,1%"
&1-7*3%3"*."#$%"<':#,*.,(*)*#2"<#,#%0%.#R

3.3. OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

G$%" 3%:*9." ->" E<ABC" 1%:&-.3:" #-" ," .%?':" ->"
opportunities and constraints conferred by the 
location of the site in relation to its immediate 
surroundings and wider geography and by its own 
character, uses and functions. These are discussed 
in further detail at the appropriate points in the 
,&&)*+,#*-.="(-#$"/*#$*."#$*:"6U<",.3"*.":'&&-1#*.9"
strategies and assessments, making clear how 
opportunities have been capitalised upon and 
constraints either overcome or respected, through 
design or where necessary through mitigating 
action. In summary, the main opportunities and 
constraints that have shaped the scheme proposals 
>-1"E<ABC",1%",:">-))-/:e

5 #$%" 1%),#*7%)2" O,#=" &1%3-0*.,.#)2" ,91*+')#'1,)"
nature of the site (including Grade 2 agricultural 
land) and the network of hedgerows with 
:#,.3*.9"#1%%:",.3"#$%"4%)3"&,##%1."#$%2"+1%,#%="
together with the presence of recreational 
facilities adjacent to the site at Lavare Park, 
Norwich Rugby Club and Redmayne Field;

5 the permeation of the site by three radial roads 
to/from central Norwich within or adjacent to 
the site (the Wroxham, North Walsham and 
<&*?/-1#$" L-,3:F" ,.3" ," )-+,)" +-..%+#*-." #-"

R+K1"-'JFJA'D#*%&'=%"3#2'R##*!"+2*'#P'*)-'%7-"%K-'T"#%6&%26'"-$+6-2*'
W$#1".-A'CX58H'(((F"-$#1".-Y%..#12*+2KF#"KF1Z[

R+K1"-'JF@A'T-0#26'S"--2V$'>?'!+&&%"$'#P'(-&&'3-+2K';'$1$*%+2%3&-'&+7+2K

OTHER
0.07 tonnes 
CO2/capita

HOUSING
3.6 tonnes 
CO2/capita

TRANSPORT
3.95 tonnes 
CO2/capitaFOOD

1.22 tonnes 
CO2/capita

CONSUMER ITEMS
1.26 tonnes CO2/capita

PRIVATE SERVICES
0.84 tonnes CO2/capita

PUBLIC SERVICES
1.61 tonnes CO2/capita

CAPITAL INVESTMENT
0.31 tonnes CO2/capita
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<&1-/:#-."7*,"C$'1+$"],.%Q"('#"#$%"-#$%1/*:%"
poor availability currently of connection 
opportunities to existing areas owing to 
community green spaces, such as allotments 
and woodlands, and the late-20th-Century cul-
de-sac nature of development on the urban 
%39%"->"<&1-/:#-.",.3"B)3"C,##-.Q

5 the importance of Church Lane as the main 
+-..%+#*-." #-" %?*:#*.9" <&1-/:#-." 7*," #$%"
Millennium Woodland, and the setting for the 
)*:#%3"+$'1+$"->"<#"S,12",.3"<#"S,19,1%#Q

5 the proposed development of the Norwich 
Northern Distributor Road to the north of the 
site and the transport impacts and physical 
and environmental constraints it is likely to 
introduce;

5 ,3@,+%.+2" #-" #$%" <&1-/:#-." W,1K" A" L*3%" :*#%"
both as a physical constraint and as a potential 
opportunity for rapid connectivity with central 
Norwich;

5 proximity to Norwich International Airport and 
the existence of a public safety zone permeating 
the site and other safeguarding measures;

5 location of the site in relation to the Norfolk 
^1-,3:" ,.3" #$%*1" :*9.*4+,.+%" ,:" ," &1-#%+#%3"
/*)3)*>%" $,(*#,#" ->" ;'1-&%,." :*9.*4+,.+%=" ,.3"
the need for mitigation to meet an ‘Appropriate 
Assessment’ of any development;

5 the presence of protected species in the area, 
particularly several varieties of bat;

5 the relatively high landscape quality of Beeston 
Park and its local designation as a historic 
parkland, together with the presence of existing 
(partly listed) buildings within the Park, and its 
proximity to existing equestrian centre at Red 
Hall Farm linked via historic Beeston Lane;

5 fragmented land ownership west of the North 
Walsham Road, with both Norwich Rugby Club 
,.3" E-1/*+$" <+$--)" -'#:*3%" #$%" ,&&)*+,#*-."
consortium and with different aspirations for 
the long term use of their land;

5 likely requirements for provision of social and 
green infrastructure based on adopted and 
emerging policy in Broadland and the GNDP 
area;

5 the existence of a District Centre at Old Catton 
as well as other local shopping and service 
centres within the vicinity of the site, but the 
relative lack of an established centre within 
<&1-/:#-." ,.3" 1%),#*7%)2" /%,K" )-+,)" :%17*+%"
,++%::*(*)*#2">-1"0,.2"<&1-/:#-."1%:*3%.#:Q"

5 the intention of Broadland District Council to 
prepare an Area Action Plan (AAP) to provide 
additional policy prescription and guidance for 
development in the ‘Growth Triangle’, and the 
need, as far as possible, to anticipate and remain 
consistent with its likely principles and contents 
and to show how the delivery of important 
potential elements of it – such as a local orbital 
east-west transport connection – would be 
:'&&-1#%3"(2"#$%"3%7%)-&0%.#"->"E<ABCR

Figure 3.5: Beeston Park R+K1"-'JF\A'C-6']%&&'R%", R+K1"-'JF^A'<&6'=%**#2'9#"*)-"2'X6K- R+K1"-'JFLA'9#"*)'_%&$)%,'C#%6

Figure 3.9: Church Lane R+K1"-'JF>?A':!"#($*#2'8%"Z'%26'C+6- R+K1"-'JF>>A'T--$*#2']%&& R+K1"-'JF>IA'=)1".)'M%2-'`'9#"*)'_%&$)%,'C#%6`'
Beeston Lane Junction
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Plan NS&OC 130: Site Constraints Plan Scale 1:10 000
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G$%" 3%:*9." ->" E-1#$" <&1-/:#-." A" B)3" C,##-." *:"
(,:%3"-."#/-":%#:"->"&1*.+*&)%:e"41:#H-13%1"3%:*9."
principles, which are generic tenets of sustainable 
urbanism and describe Beyond Green’s underlying 
design ethos; and context-sensitive design 
&1*.+*&)%:="/$*+$",1%" :&%+*4+" #-" #$*:" :*#%",.3" #$*:"
location. Together with the results of an extensive 
programme of community and stakeholder 
consultation, these have informed a design process 
which began in late 2010 and has evolved gradually 
as the base of information has expanded and 
feedback on emerging proposals been gathered.

4.1. FIRST-ORDER DESIGN PRINCIPLES

5 Working at scale to shape sustainable 
behaviours. Too much emphasis is put on the 
sustainability of individual buildings, when 
actually it is the combination of ingredients in 
&),+%:"#$,#"%?%1#"0-1%"*.O'%.+%"-."$-/"/%")*7%R"
Development conceived comprehensively and 
at scale offers the opportunity to create places 
that make it far easier and more attractive to 
live sustainably.

5 Meeting housing and other social needs. The 
purpose of development is to meet human 
needs, most elementally the need for personal 
shelter and collective goods such as work, 
leisure and social space. Design must respond 
to local evidence on the need for housing and 
:%17*+%:" ,.3" &'#" #$%0" *.#-" ," 4.%H91,*.%3="
human-scaled, sociable urban setting in which 
face-to-face contact and everyday exchange are 

the outstanding features.

5 32$-.( 4&25*4"&2( &),"$&-#+1( !-/( 4&265-2$7+18(
Land and water are two of our most precious 
resources, and our use of energy is responsible 
for potentially catastrophic climate change. To 
be environmentally sustainable, development 
needs to be compact in form, as lean as possible 
in its use of energy, water and materials, and 
to do whatever it can to generate its own clean 
energy and reuse and recycle the resources it 
takes up.

5 Making it easy to walk and cycle and reducing 
dependence on the private car. Mobility 
(2" +,1" $,:" (1-'9$#" 0,.2" (%.%4#:" #-" 0,.2"
people but growing dependence on the car is 
responsible for many social problems including 
rising inequality as well as the debasement of 
townscapes and around a third of UK carbon 
emissions. Development needs to reintroduce 

genuine transport choice by making a mixed-
use environment in which most people can 
access their daily needs within walking 
distance, and by following a compact layout 
with attractive, plentiful and connected streets 
to create an environment in which walking, 
cycling and public transport are the preferred 
modes of movement.

5 Integrating multifunctional green 
infrastructure. Development is widely, and 
->#%."@':#*4,()2="1%9,13%3",:"(%*.9",#"-33:"/*#$"
environmental protection, access to green space 
and biodiversity. Thoughtful design and good 
management can create developments that 
serve other species’ needs for habitat as well 
as humans’, and provide people with clean air, 
places to play, opportunities to grow food, and 
protection against climate change, in ways that 
do not compromise urban character.

Figure 4.1: some sources of inspiration
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4.2. CONTEXT-SENSITIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

5 Learning from the best of Norwich and Norfolk 
urbanism. Norwich, Broadland and other parts 
of Norfolk contain some truly exceptional 
urbanism, from the market squares of Aylsham 
,.3" M-)#" #-" #$%" +-0&,+#=" 1%4.%3" 1%:*3%.#*,)"
streets of Old Catton Norwich’s ‘golden 
triangle’ and its beautiful medieval centre. 
Applying these lessons in traditional urbanism 
to the challenges of contemporary sustainable 
design offers a way to incorporate vernacular 
references without resorting to architectural 
pastiche.

5 Enabling and supporting development across 
the ‘Growth Triangle’." E<ABC" >-10:" &,1#" ->"
a bigger vision and strategy for the growth of 
Greater Norwich to the north east, and as an 
‘early mover’ in that strategy needs to be alive to 
the wider possibilities for the area including in 
terms of strategic connections and movement 
corridors, mix of uses and strategic green and 
social infrastructure.

5 Connecting with Sprowston, Old Catton, the 
city and the countryside." E<ABC" /*))" 31,/"
much of its work from Norwich, much of 
its appeal from its proximity to the city and 
countryside, and potentially much of its identity 
>1-0" *#:" [$-:#8" &,1*:$%:=" <&1-/:#-." ,.3" B)3"
C,##-.R" _#" +-')3",):-"(%+-0%"," :*9.*4+,.#".%/"
asset for Broadland and Greater Norwich, and 
a resource for people living in existing areas 
within its local catchment. To capitalise on 
#$%:%" &-::*(*)*#*%:=" E<ABC" .%%3:" #-"0,?*0*:%"
the number and extent of physical and transport 
connections off-site at both local and strategic 
scales.

5 Retaining what is best in the landscape and 
integrating it into exceptional townscape. 
Wherever possible, mature and semi-mature 
trees and woodland will be retained and 
%.$,.+%3=" &1-7*3*.9" ," 4.%" :%##*.9" >-1" .%/"
homes and neighbourhoods. Beeston Park 
and Red Hall Farm are superb landscape 

assets that will be celebrated, enhanced and 
opened to the public. The irreversible change of 
landscape and farmland to built habitat must be 
@':#*4%3"#$1-'9$"#$%"3%7%)-&0%.#"->"#-/.:+,&%"
that is attractive, works exceptionally well 
,.3"':%:" ),.3",:" %>4+*%.#)2" ,:"&-::*()%=" ,.3" *:"
outstandingly rich in urban ecology.

5 Protecting water resources and sensitive 
ecology. The proximity of the site to the Norfolk 
Broads and the high level of water stress in 
the area demand a comprehensive approach 
to capturing rainfall, ensuring run-off is 
managed onsite and protecting neighbouring 
+-00'.*#*%:" >1-0" O--3*.9R" <&%+*%:" ,.3"
habitats that are sensitive to development must 
be protected and enhanced where possible, and 
with off-site mitigation where required.

5 9&+"5:$-.( #045*.0( #4!),"( !-/( "!6#*4$-.(
passing trade."E<ABC"/*))"0,K%"#$%"0-:#"->"*#:"
location on radial routes to and from Norwich 
C*#2"C%.#1%"#-"+,&#'1%"#1,3%">1-0"#1,>4+"&,::*.9"
through or adjacent to the development. 
Diverting the North Walsham Road and 
creating an attractive gateway off the Wroxham 
Road will help support a vibrant mix of uses. 
The creation of new east-west connections will 
provide alternative routes between radials for 
people traveling to/from the north.

5 Airport safeguarding." G$%" ),2-'#" ->" E<ABC"
and the location of tall buildings will take 
account of constraints relating to airport 
:,>%9',13*.9=" #$%" W'()*+" <,>%#2" f-.%" ,.3"
aircraft noise. 

Photo by Graham
Hop

kin
s
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4.3. STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY 
INVOLVEMENT

W1-&-:,):" >-1" E<ABC" $,7%" (%%." *.>-10%3" (2"
extensive consultation with local residents 
,.3" :#,K%$-)3%1:R" G$%" E<ABC" *.7-)7%0%.#"
programme included a series of events designed 
to feed into the design process at points when the 
.%%3" >-1" :&%+*4+" :#,K%$-)3%1" *.&'#" /,:" 91%,#%:#"
and where feedback could have the greatest 
*.O'%.+%R"G$%"&1-+%::">-1"+-00'.*#2"*.7-)7%0%.#"
can be summarised as follows:

5 Stage 1: key issues and opportunities 
(September 2009-May 2011) initial 
engagement aiming to allow Beyond Green 
to introduce itself and begin to develop a 
detailed understanding of the key issues and 
-&&-1#'.*#*%:"1%),#*.9"#-"E<ABCR"G$*:"#--K"#$%"
form of one-to-one meetings, a cycle tour of 
Norwich with cycle interest groups and Beyond 
Green’s design team; and a series of evening 
events with key specialist stakeholders;

5 Stage 2: community planning (June 
2011-August 2011) this period saw the public 
),'.+$" ,.3" 41:#" %7%.#:" ->" ^%2-.3" V1%%.8:"
formal community involvement programme, 
aiming to establish a series of key principles 
to inform the development of proposals for 
E<ABCR";7%.#:"*.+)'3%3e"#$1%%"%7%.*.9"&'()*+"
%?$*(*#*-.",.3"/-1K:$-&"%7%.#:",#"<#"C'#$(%1#8:"
C$'1+$" *." <&1-/:#-.Q" &'()*+" %?$*(*#*-.:" ,#"
<&1-/:#-." N%#%=" <&*?/-1#$" N%#%" ,.3" B)3"
C,##-."N)-/%1" <$-/Q" ," 2-'#$"/-1K:$-&" ,.3" ,"
4-day programme of thematic workshops for 
specialist stakeholders;

5 Stage 3: design review (September 
2011-October 2011) following a summer 
working up strategies and plans, this stage of 
engagement provided an opportunity to review, 
test and further develop draft proposals for 
E<ABCR" U" :%1*%:" ->" %7%.#:" >-1" +-00'.*#2="
public and specialist stakeholders included: 
a 2-day public exhibition and workshops at 
<&1-/:#-." W,1*:$" C-'.+*)" ->4+%:Q" ," XH3,2"

programme of masterplanning and design 
workshops with specialist stakeholders; a 
presentation to the GNDP Design Review Panel; 
and a stakeholder forum;

5 ;#!.&( <=( 4&,-&:&-#( 5)( 645652!+2( >?5%&:7&4(
2011-July 2012)"#$%"4.,)"&%1*-3">-1"1%4.%0%.#"
of proposals, beginning with an internal 
1%7*%/" ,.3" +-.:-)*3,#*-." ->" 4.3*.9:=" >-))-/%3"
(2" -.9-*.9" 3%:*9." ,.3" :#1,#%92" 1%4.%0%.#"
with regular feedback from pre-application 
3*:+'::*-.:" ,.3" ," :%1*%:" ->" #$%0%H:&%+*4+"
workshops with specialist stakeholders.

Full details of the of the stakeholder and 
community involvement process can be found in 
#$%" <#,#%0%.#" ->" C-00'.*#2" _.7-)7%0%.#R" G$%"
statement includes a summary of the key issues 
arising from consultation activities and how 
Beyond Green and our design team’s response to 
#$%0"$,:"*.O'%.+%3"&1-&-:,):">-1"E<ABCR

R+K1"-'@FIA'T-0#26'S"--2'*%&Z+2K'*#'!13&+.'%*':!"#($*#2'Ra*-H'>N*)'b12-'I?>> R+K1"-'@FJA'8-#!&-Y/"$*'!&%22+2K
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4.4. DESIGN EVOLUTION

G$%" 3%:*9." ->" E<ABC" $,:" %7-)7%3" -7%1"
approximately two-and-a-half years and has been 
intertwined with the processes of stakeholder and 
community consultation described above. The 
evolution of the design can be separated into four 
main stages:

5 initial stages of work from inception up to the 
Community Planning Workshops held in June 
2011, which focused on site and contextual 
analysis, principles and ideologies in place, 
development, lifestyle, aesthetics, economics 
and environmental sustainability, and 
consideration of the role of the site in relation to 
the wider ‘Growth Triangle’ policy area in which 
it sits through a ‘framework planning’ exercise. 

5 an intensive period of work between June 
and October 2011 following the Community 

Planning Workshops and in the run-up to the 
Community Design Workshops, when the 
focus was on an emerging masterplan and the 
key elements of supporting infrastructure and 
delivery strategies; and

5 work from October 2011 to January 2012 to 
1%4.%" ,.3" #%:#" #$%" %0%19*.9" 0,:#%1&),." ,.3"
supporting strategies prior to a ‘design freeze’ 
at the end of January 2012 to enable the scheme 
to be subjected to Environmental Impact 
Assessment and Transport Assessment; and

5 4.,)"+$,.9%:"*."#$%":*.+%"\,.',12"XYZX"#-"*1-."
out minor details and address issues raised in 
the assessment process.

The following sections explain the key 
developments at each stage with reference to a 
selection of working drawings.

<-+*,)"
Community

<#1-.9"
Identity

<':#,*.,()%
Living

Variety of 
Activities

<,>%"
Environment

Connectivity Diversity
and Flexibility

Enjoyable
Places

R+K1"-'@F@A'X'''%"&0'%"-%Y(+6-'P"%,-(#"Z'!&%22+2K'-G-".+$-
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4.4.1. INITIAL STUDIES AND DESIGN IDEAS, 
TO JUNE 2011

Design work initially focused on the following 
overarching issues and options:

5 a framework study of the wider ‘Growth 
Triangle’ to consider the role of the consortium’s 
land in the sustainable spatial planning of the 
wider area, applying the principles described 
above. This established that, although there 
is more developable land in the Triangle 
#$,." *:" .%+%::,12" #-" 3%)*7%1" #$%" \C<" 91-/#$"
&-)*+2=" ," :*9.*4+,.#" )%7%)" ->" 3%7%)-&0%.#" -."
the consortium’s land is essential to achieve a 
coherent settlement pattern through ‘growth’ 
with a logical distribution of centres and 
amenities, and to maximise accessibility 
between new development and the wider area 
via sustainable travel modes1;

5 a development capacity study of the site, which 
*3%.#*4%3"#$%-1%#*+,)"+,&,+*#2">-1",1-'.3"̀ =aYYH
5,000 homes at typical densities alongside 
an appropriate mix of other land uses, as well 
as series of essential and optional parcels 
of development which, taken in the context 
of the design principles and analysis, could 
potentially be combined to deliver a scheme 
of 3,000-4,000 units with a strong spatial and 
commercial logic;

5 the layout of the primary street network in order 
to create the desired east-west connectivity and 
(,),.+%"#$%"(%.%4#:"->",++%::"#-"%?*:#*.9"1,3*,)"
roads with the need to distribute movement for 
a benign impact on both the highway network 
and the internal character of the development;

5 the location of new neighbourhood or local 
centres in relation to the topography and shape 
of the site, connectivity with and accessibility 
>1-0"%?*:#*.9",1%,:"#-"#$%":-'#$=")*K%)2"O-/:"->"
movement (of people and thus custom) along 

1 Much of the analysis is mirrored in the independent, preliminary 
analysis undertaken by Broadland Council and published in its 
N1,0%/-1K"W),."<#'32="<%&#%0(%1"XYZZ

1. Framework plan, February 2010

5 Early, exploratory sketch

5 _3%.#*4%:"1,3*,)",.3"-1(*#,)"1-'#%:",.3"->>H:*#%"
connections and key edges;

5 Considers the possible development of the 
whole site up to possible alignments of the 
Northern Distributor Road;

5 Encompasses adjacent land not within the 
applicants’ control, and within the Airport 
W'()*+"<,>%#2"f-.%"D),#%1"-0*##%3FQ

5 _3%.#*4%:" &-#%.#*,)" /,)K,()%" .%*9$(-'1$--3"
radii and centres, including a potential major 
centre located on North Walsham Road; and

5 _3%.#*4%:" &-#%.#*,)" :#1,#%9*+" 91%%." :&,+%:"
at Beeston Park and Red Hall Farm.

2. Block plan, December 2010

5 Illustrative plan showing possible layout of 
blocks, street grid and public spaces including 
local green spaces

5 Focuses on development on eastern part of 
landholding, including east of Beeston Park 

5 Emerging idea for central market square and 
meeting point of primary routes with diversion 
of North Walsham Road

5 Development in southern part of Beeston Park 
mooted with avenue connection to centre

5 <I',1%" ->>" T1-?$,0" L-,3" :'99%:#%3=" /*#$"
alternative road connection south of Park and 
Ride

R+K1"-'@FLA'R"%,-(#"Z'!&%2H'R-3"1%"0'I?>?

Figure 4.6: Block plan, December 2010
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primary routes, and the creation of walkable 
catchments within the scheme.

These ‘structuring’ studies resulted in several 
preliminary conclusions which, with minor 
variations, have proven robust through subsequent 
consultations and design iterations. These include 
the alignment of the east-west connection and 
consequent distribution of development east-
west along its length; realignment of the North 
Walsham Road to create a new primary north-
south route and location of the main mixed-use 
centre close to its intersection; and location of 
second mixed-use focal point close to the junction 
with the Wroxham Road and a smaller, tertiary 
centre at the ‘entrance’ to the development from 
%?*:#*.9" <&1-/:#-." -." C$'1+$" ],.%=" +1%,#*.9"
walkable catchments around well-spaced centres.

4.4.2. EMERGING SCHEME DESIGN, JUNE-
SEPTEMBER 2011

Informed by the outputs of the Community 
Planning Workshops, design work then broadened 
to explore and test the wider layout and street 
.%#/-1K=" 3%4.*#*-." ->" +$,1,+#%1" ,1%,:" ,.3"
distribution of the ‘transect’, integration of green 
infrastructure and open spaces, mix of housing 
and other land-uses, and preliminary options for 
energy, water and waste infrastructure. At this 
stage several further important design issues were 
largely resolved:

5 the secondary and tertiary street network was 
largely established, with opportunities for 
additional pedestrian and cycle connections 
and routes away from the primary accesses and 
:#1%%#:"*3%.#*4%3Q

5 a preferred approach of establishing a large 
public square as the focal piece of formal public 
realm at the centre of the development, off the 
M*9$"<#1%%#="/,:",3-&#%3="/*#$"7,1*-':"-&#*-.:"
being explored to meet the key function of 
creating a focal place for community facilities, 
employment and public gathering (with 
several market squares in Norfolk studied for 

3. Block & land use plan, 
December 2010

5 <#1-.9" %,:#H/%:#" 3*:#1*('#*-." ,.3" -1*%.#,#*-."
with potential alignment of inner east-west 
route shown

5 <%+-.3,12" %,:#H/%:#" +-..%+#*-." :$-/." 7*,"
possible development in and east of Beeston Park 

5 Considers impact of land ownership boundaries 
and possible exclusions of parts of site (overlays)

5 Considers possible later phasing of peripheral 
areas

5 Possible locations of non-residential uses 
shown (red-edged blocks) at centres

5 6*>>%1%.#" )-+,#*-." ,.3" :$,&%" ->" S,*." <I',1%"
considered

4. Block plan, December 2010

5 Development contained south of Airport 
<,>%#2" f-.%=" /*#$" ('>>%1" #-" E6L=" ,.3" %,:#" ->"
<&*?/-1#$"L-,3

5 Distribution of one major and 4-5 minor 
centres within walkable neighbourhoods

5 Main square shifted further south and west, 
drawing east-west link south of the Park and 
Ride

5 <*9.*4+,.#" 91%%." :&,+%" %?&)-1%3" ,#" C$'1+$"
],.%"<-'#$

5 Possible network of connective green streets 
between major green spaces shown, including 
91%%.%3"S,*."<I',1%

Figure 4.7: Block & land use plan, December 2010

Figure 4.8: Block plan, December 2010
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reference). A preferred location for a primary 
:+$--)"@':#"->>"#$%":I',1%"/,:"*3%.#*4%3Q

5 following several detailed studies, it was decided 
not to pursue the option of development in 
or east of Beeston Park, instead retaining the 
Park in its entirety (with the exception of the 
Hall and its immediate grounds), enclosing it 
with development and opening it up to public 
access as a major piece of green infrastructure 
with the potential to mitigate possible impact 
of the development on recreational use of the 
Broads. It was also decided that the attractive 
meadow south of Red Hall Farm should be 
retained as parkland, providing another local 
landscape resource. A distributed approach to 
local open space was also adopted, providing 
smaller green spaces throughout the layout 
and identifying potential green streets to create 
a continuous greenspace network as strongly 
favoured in the outcomes of the Community 
Planning Workshops; and

5 the principal options for energy and water 
infrastructure, including potential for a 
1,*./,#%1"$,17%:#*.9"1*.9="/%1%"*3%.#*4%3R

4.4.3. SCHEME DESIGN TO ‘DESIGN FREEZE’, 
OCTOBER 2011-JANUARY 2012

Work-in-progress was presented and discussed 
with stakeholders and the public via the 
Community Design Workshops in early October 
2011, and, following, a programme of intensive 
discussions with the Local Planning Authority 
and other stakeholders ran in parallel to resolve 
outstanding design matters. During this period the 
design evolved in several ways:

5 ,." %.7%)-&%" ->" 3%7%)-&0%.#" /,:" *3%.#*4%3"
which would deliver around 3,300-3,500 units, 
balancing competing planning imperatives and 
maximising connectivity and spatial coherence. 
This meant, in effect, ruling out development 

5. Capacity & transect study, March 2011

5 Aims to identify theoretical maximum 
capacity to inform judgements about 
priority development areas and green space 
distribution

5 Looks at possible distribution of housing 
densities across entire landholding, between 
range of less than 30 to over 50 dwellings per 
hectare

5 Focus of higher density development on 
more accessible east-west and radial primary 
routes; lower density development in and east 
of Beeston Park

6. Structure plan, March 2011

5 Constraints-conscious plan studying realistic 
achievable development capacity within core 
landholding

5 Avoids development in sensitive locations 
e.g. within Beeston Park and close to route of 
NNDR

5 Considers implications of no east-west 
+-..%+#*-." (%#/%%." <&*?/-1#$" ,.3" E-1#$"
Walsham Roads for distribution of centres 
with option to move main centre further 
north or south

5 [<#,.3,)-.%8" 3%7%)-&0%.#" -." %,:#%1." ,.3"
western peripheries

R+K1"-'@FOA'=%!%.+*0';'*"%2$-.*'$*160H'c%".)'I?>>

R+K1"-'@F>?A':*"1.*1"-'!&%2H'c%".)'I?>>
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directly north and west of Red Hall Farm 
where land ownership, airport safeguarding 
and potential landscape constraints make 
integration of development into resolved 
‘walkable neighbourhoods’ more challenging in 
the present circumstances;

5 an approximate distribution of the ‘transect’ was 
established based on seven transect typologies 
for which basic parameters were set out (this 
/-')3" ),#%1" (%" :*0&)*4%3" #-" >-'1" #2&-)-9*%:"
but the basic distribution of conditions would 
remain broadly similar);

5 #$%":#1%%#"$*%1,1+$2"/,:"3%7%)-&%3",.3"1%4.%3"
,.3"*#:"&,1,0%#%1:"4?%3Q

5 the green infrastructure strategy was updated 
to take account of the latest information on 
requirements for ecological mitigation;

5 further work was undertaken on the layout in 
the western part of the scheme to take account 
of the possibility of adjacent land not within 
the scheme coming forward for development in 
future, allowing for suitable street connections;

5 *." 1%:&-.:%" #-" #$%" <&1-/:#-." E%*9$(-'1$--3"
Planning Workshop, the block layout around 
the connecting edge of the development with 
<&1-/:#-.",#"C$'1+$"],.%"/,:",)#%1%3"#-",))-/"
for the possibility of a future change in adjacent 
land use, increasing the range of possible 
connection points;

5 several sites for a second two-form entry 
primary school were analysed and debated with 
stakeholders, resulting in the preferred location 
being chosen;

5 a linear park between Red Hall Farm and 
Beeston Park, retaining and encompassing 
Beeston Lane and creating a more substantial 
formal gateway to Beeston Park, was 
introduced; and

5 a parking strategy was developed.

7. Block plan, March 2011

5 Block study of scheme east of North Walsham 
Road on north-south axis, with development 
north of Reed Hall Farm

5 S,*." <I',1%" >-))-/:" .-1#$H:-'#$" ,?*:" ,.3" *:"
moved north with alignmet of east-west route 
recognising inability to obtain vehicular access 
south of the Park and Ride

5 Final iteration of the plan to consider 
development in Beeston Park

5 Opportunity for gateway green space at 
Church Lane entrance to south recognised

8. Block plan, September 2011

5 Examines structure and connections between 
S,*."<I',1%",.3"T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%

5 <#'3*%:"1%-1*%.#*.9"S,*."<I',1%"#-"1'."%,:#H
west rather than north-south and ‘stretches’ 
it so it becomes a widening of the east-west 
street rather than an orthogonal space. 
T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%",):-":$-/.",:"[)*.%,18"
space.

5 No development considered in Beeston Park, 
which is instead fronted.

5 Green space connection between Norwich 
<+$--)",.3"],7,1%"W,1K":'99%:#%3R

R+K1"-'@F>>A'T&#.Z'!&%2H'c%".)'I?>>

Figure 4.12: Block plan, September 2011
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4.4.4. FINAL SCHEME ADJUSTMENTS, 
FEBRUARY-JUNE 2012

Following the ‘freezing’ of the design to enable 
formal environmental and transport assessments 
#-"#,K%"&),+%="4.,)":+$%0%",3@':#0%.#:">-+':%3"-."
technical changes to make the scheme as robust 
as possible in design, planning and environmental 
terms. This included:

5 4.,)*:*.9" ," 3%)*7%1,()%" ,)*9.0%.#" ->" #$%" %,:#H
west link road between the old North Walsham 
L-,3",.3"<&*?/-1#$"L-,3="+-..%+#*.9"#$%"B)3"
Catton area of the development directly to the 
S,*."<I',1%Q

5 1%+-.49'1*.9"&),2*.9"4%)3"&1-7*:*-."#-"&1-7*3%"
a better distribution and improve accessibility 
levels throughout the development;

5 *.+1%,:*.9" #$%" ,0-'.#" ,.3" 1,.9%" ->" <b6:"
attenuation space and where necessary 
reworking the block structure to maintain a 
coherent and integrated layout; and

5 1%4.*.9" #$%" #1,.:%+#" (,:%3" -." ,1+$*#%+#'1,)"
testing of the masterplan to achieve a better 
balance of densities and housing mix across the 
development.

4.5. TESTING THE EMERGING PLAN

At key stages of the design process, detailed 
‘cameo’ studies were undertaken of selected blocks 
and groups of blocks to test the urban framework, 
explore connectivity and illuminate key conditions 
and spaces. A selection of these studies is shown in 
Figures 4.15 to 4.20.

9. Picture plan, October 2011

5 Work-in-progress illustrative masterplan 
presented publicly at Community Design 
Workshops

5 <$-/:" [0,?*0,)8" 3%7%)-&0%.#=" /$*+$" .-/"
excludes development in and north east of 
Beeston Park but includes land outside the 
red line likely to be brought forward by other 
parties for development

5 Main square now oriented east-west 

5 6*:#1*('#*-."->"91%%.":&,+%:="&),2*.9"4%)3",.3"
parks largely settled (including linear park 
connection between Red Hall and Beeston 
parks)

5 Potential local green spaces and green streets 
illustrated

10. Key areas plan, September 2012

5 Final plan showing key elements of 
,&&)*+,#*-." :+$%0%" ,.3" 1%O%+#*.9" 3%:*9."
‘freeze’ from February 2012 for environmental 
and transport assessments

5 ;?#%.#" ->" 3%7%)-&0%.#" 1%O%+#:" *.#%.3%3"
capacity of 3,520 homes and mixed uses with 
extensive integrated green and community 
infrastructure

5 Resolved alignment of primary east-west 
1-'#%Q" S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" T1-?$,0" L-,3"
<I',1%" 1%:-)7%3",:",&&1-&1*,#%)2H:+,)%3" >-+,)"
places for primary movement and mixed-use 
activity

5 Neighbouring sites likely to be proposed for 
development by their owners/promoters 
are shown, illustrating how integrated 
development could be achieved between 
<&*?/-1#$",.3"E-1#$"T,):$,0"1-,3:

Figure 4.13: Picture plan, October 2011

R+K1"-'@F>@A'B-0'%"-%$'!&%2H':-!*-,3-"'I?>I
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R+K1"-'@F>LA'=)1".)'M%2-':#1*)'=%,-#':*160

R+K1"-'@F>OA'c%+2':d1%"- R+K1"-'@FI?A'813&+.':d1%"-'!&%22+2K'e'K##6'!"%.*+.-'30'S-)&'5".)+*-.*$
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Layout plays a fundamental part in determining 
whether a place makes life easy and pleasant for 
its habitants and enables them to live healthy, 
&1-:&%1-':" ,.3" :':#,*.,()%" )*>%:#2)%:R" <'++%::>')"
places offer busyness and peace, vibrancy and 
quiet, opportunities to commune and trade with 
others and to be alone. For centuries, people 
$,7%" ,+$*%7%3" #$*:" (2" ('*)3*.9" ," 4.%" 91,*." ->"
interconnected streets that vary in character, 
visual distinction and use; some busier and more 
direct than others, and the whole allowing many 
different activities and settings to exist in close 
proximity. This is evident in many of Norfolk’s 
4.%:#"&),+%:R"B.)2"*."#$%"),:#"gY"2%,1:"$,7%"&%-&)%"
ceased to do this, mainly in the pursuit of greater 
7%$*+'),1" %>4+*%.+2" ('#" ,#" 91%,#" +-:#" #-" +-))%+#*7%"
*.#%1,+#*-." ,.3" %>4+*%.#" 0-7%0%.#=" %:&%+*,))2"
at the pedestrian scale. Timeless urban design 
&1*.+*&)%:"!"4.%"91,*.="7,1*%3"+$,1,+#%1="3*7%1:*#2"
->" ':%" ,.3" /,)K,(*)*#2" !" ,&&)*%3" #-" #$%" :&%+*4+"
conditions presented by the land are the basis for 
#$%"),2-'#"->"E<ABCR

The following sections described how the layout of 
E<ABC"$,:"(%%.",+$*%7%3"#$1-'9$"#$%"),2%1*.9"->"
the following structuring factors and techniques:

5 the primary movement network;

5 streets, blocks and plots;

5 walkable neighbourhoods and the ‘transect’;

5 edge conditions and ownership boundaries;

5 focal places; and

5 mix and distribution of uses.

5.1. PRIMARY MOVEMENT NETWORK

Historically, places grew around movement 
networks – junctions in roads where markets 
and lodgings sprung up, or rivers were crossed. 
A problem facing many new developments is the 
lack of a reason to be there other than for reasons 
of residence, so that even with good design the 
mixed-use that makes places work as places rather 
than as housing estates struggles to get going.

5.1.1. THREE IMPORTANT RADIAL ROUTES

E<ABC"*:"%?#1%0%)2">-1#'.,#%"*."(%*.9":*#',#%3"-."
three important radial routes to and from Norwich: 
moving from east to west, and from most to least 
importance in terms of the strategic highway 
network, the A1151 Wroxham Road, B1150 North 
T,):$,0" L-,3" ,.3" #$%" '.+),::*4%3" ^'?#-." -1"
<&*?/-1#$"L-,3R"U:"/%))",:"&1-7*3*.9",))H*0&-1#,.#"
access to the network, these roads confer on the 
E<ABC" :*#%" ,." *.#1*.:*+" )%7%)" ->" %.%192" #$1-'9$"
&,::*.9"#1,3%",.3"+-..%+#"*#"3*1%+#)2",.3"%>4+*%.#)2"
with higher-order places, most particularly 
Norwich City Centre but also the existing localities 
->"<&1-/:#-.",.3"B)3"C,##-."->"/$*+$"E<ABC" *:"
intended as an extension, and the market towns 
and villages of rural northern Norfolk. The presence 
of these radial routes has profound implications 
for layout because it signals where within the site 
local nodes of mixed-use activity and exchange are 
likely to succeed; where global and local patterns of 
movement and trade can be coincided for greatest 
%>4+*%.+2R"_."-#$%1"/-13:="+%.#1%:"0':#"(%")-+,#%3"
on these radial routes.

5.1.2. THE CENTRALITY OF NORTH  
WALSHAM ROAD

Although not in highway terms, the North 
Walsham Road is the most important in terms of 
the geography of the applicants’ land because it is 
central, and therefore accessible from most other 
parts of the land in the shortest time, and there is 
scope for development on all sides. The Wroxham 
Road is also important because it forms an edge, 
and thus potentially a ‘gateway’, to the east, is 
the most capacious of the three roads, and has 
intrinsically high accessibility levels by virtue of 
the Park & Ride terminus being adjacent to the 
:*#%Q"#$%"O*&:*3%"*:"#$,#"/*#$"<&1-/:#-."S,.-1"9-)>"
club on the other side of the road a centre here will 
be only half ‘loaded’ with development creating 
)-+,)"3%0,.3R"G$%"^'?#-.d"<&*?/-1#$"L-,3">-10:"
an artery to the western part of the development 
and there is already a mixed-use centre in close 
proximity to the site for which development will 
allow a local walkable catchment to be extended.

5.1.3. MOVING EAST TO WEST

A vital counterpoint to the strong north-south 
primary network is the achievement of primary 
east-west movement. The wider concept for growth 
in the Broadland ‘Growth Triangle’ makes clear 
how important this is, with the aim, ultimately, 
of creating an orbital route connecting Norwich 
Airport Industrial Estate and Broadland Business 
Park via housing-led growth areas. This is in 
addition to the role of the Northern Distributor 
Road (NDR) as a faster strategic road for orbital 
#1,>4+=" /*#$" #$%" *..%1" )*.K" >-10*.9" ," :)-/%1="
more multi-modal and ideally street-based route 
emphasizing walking, cycling and public transport. 
An early design assumption was therefore that, 
/*#$*."E<ABC="#$*:"%,:#H/%:#"1-'#%"/-')3">-10","
direct primary or ‘high’ street running through the 
3%7%)-&0%.#">1-0"T1-?$,0"L-,3"*."#$%"%,:#"#-"<#"
Faith’s Road in the east, with its junctions with the 
radial routes – especially North Walsham Road 
and Wroxham Road – forming the key movement 
nodes and interchanges around which it would be 
logical to posit centres of activity.

The alignment of the east-west street takes account 
of opportunities and constraints on the ground. 
Land ownership and engineering constraints mean 
that a potentially logical alignment south of the 
Park & Ride site is currently unavailable (although 
this can be used for pedestrian and cycle access, 
and the secondary street alignment between 
$%1%" ,.3" #$%" S,*." <I',1%" ,))-/:" >-1" >'#'1%"
connection), so the optimal eastern ‘entrance’ 
#-"E<ABC" *:" -&&-:*#%" #$%" %.#1,.+%" #-"<&1-/:#-."
Manor. This also allows the route to be fronted 
with buildings and integrated into the public 
realm network as soon as it enters the site. Land 
ownership constraints on the stretch between 
#$%" E-1#$" T,):$,0" ,.3" <&*?/-1#$d" ^'?#-."
Roads also determine an alignment here, with a 
high probability that the route will eventually be 
urbanised on both sides along this stretch as other 
land comes forward for development. Between 
the North Walsham and Wroxham Roads, the 
east-west route is aligned to produce a direct (but 
not straight) street which passes just south of the 
highest point of the site between existing tree belts.

Local mixed use 
neighbourhoods

have strong
connections
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Plan NS&OC 103: Proposed Development Blocks Plan Scale 1:10 000
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5.1.4. LEGIBILITY AND A NEW GREEN STREET

In studying the primary route network, and taking 
,++-'.#"->"*.*#*,)"4%)3":#'3*%:="*#"(%+,0%"+)%,1"#$,#"
there is a strong case for altering the alignment of 
the B1150, using the northern part of Church Lane, 
so that its junction with the east-west primary street 
*:"0-7%3"%,:#/,13:R"G$*:")-+,#%:"#$%"S,*."<I',1%"
close to the highest point of the site (contributing 
to the legibility of the overall scheme), ensures 
that this important centre is surrounded by 
development on all sides (thereby maximising 
accessibility and density of activity), and removes 
:#1,#%9*+" #1,>4+" >1-0" #$%" &1%:%.#"E-1#$"T,):$,0"
Road (allowing this important wildlife corridor to 
be recast as a quiet, green street).

5.2. STREETS, BLOCKS AND PLOTS

With the primary movement network establishing 
the spine of the plan, development is laid out 
around an irregular grid of connected streets 
fronted by perimeter blocks of development. A 
perimeter block is developable land surrounded on 
,))":*3%:"(2":#1%%#:="/$*+$"*."#'1.",1%"3%4.%3"(2"#$%"
fronts of the buildings they access. Found in towns 
and cities across England, perimeter blocks address 
the importance of both busy, active public realm 
and quiet, peaceful private realms to the success 
of settlements, and create a clear demarcation 
between the two: the street, fronted and enclosed by 
buildings, and the garden or courtyard, to the rear 
of the building. This endows the scheme with an 
intrinsic legibility, permeability and connectedness 
which is then compounded by the way that, at later 
design stages, streets are composed and individual 
buildings arranged and designed.

5.2.1. A HIERARCHY OF STREETS

The street hierarchy, described in detail in 
C$,&#%1" g=" 3%4.%:" #$%" >'.+#*-." ->" ,.3" 3%:+1*(%:"
parameters for each street within the plan, based 
on three typologies: primary, which are principal 
routes for public transport and through and local 
#1,>4+"D,:"3%:+1*(%3",(-7%FQ":%+-.3,12="/$*+$",1%"
3*:#1*('#-1:"->")-+,)"#1,>4+"/$*+$"0,2",):-".%%3"#-"

accommodate public transport, and are primarily 
residential; and tertiary, which are local access 
streets with pedestrian priority, and are primarily 
or wholly residential. The interplay of the street 
hierarchy and the transect, described below, 
determines the broad function (in terms of mix 
of uses) and scale (height, density, massing) of 
each block, and the composition of each street. At 
detailed design stage, the sizing and juxtaposition 
of plots within each block, together with the 
detailing of the buildings, becomes critical to 
,+$*%7*.9" :'++%::>')" >-10" !" &,1#*+'),1)2" #$%" 4.%"
grain that is a feature of most great streets – and 
will be subject to design coding (see Chapter 6).

E-#" ,))" 3%7%)-&0%.#" ,#" E<ABC" /*))" .%+%::,1*)2"
follow the perimeter block pattern: special 
+-.3*#*-.:" 0,2" (%" *3%.#*4%3" *." 3%#,*)%3" 3%:*9."
– for example where an important tree is to be 
retained, where development meets existing 
residential backs, or to accommodate a major 
civic building – where the pattern is disrupted; 
although the principle of connective streets is 
'.*7%1:,)R" <-0%" ->" #$%" ),19%1" ()-+K:" 3%4.%3" (2"
the masterplan diagram may be subdivided later 
to create additional connections, and many – 
particularly close to the two main centres – will 
accommodate mews and lane conditions within.

5.3. WALKABLE NEIGHBOURHOODS AND THE 
‘TRANSECT’

The walkable neighbourhood (Figure 5.1) is an 
established urban planning concept much more 
evoked in theory than in practice, but which is a 
+%.#1,)"&1*.+*&)%"(%$*.3" #$%" ),2-'#"->"E<ABCR" _."
essence, a walkable neighbourhood is an urban 
unit of 1,500-2,000 homes with a mixed-use 
centre which is accessible by most residents within 
," `YYH0%#1%" -1" 47%H0*.'#%" /,)K" DN*9'1%" aRXF="
putting everyday facilities and public transport 
within easy access. Densest, of greatest scale and 
most mixed in uses near the centre where activity 
and accessibility levels are highest, and less so 
moving further away, walkable neighbourhoods are 
necessarily structured by a network of connected 
streets and compact in form, or else they cannot 

live

work

shop

play

learn

400 metres

W
ALKABLE

R+K1"-'LF>A'5'*0!+.%&',+G-6Y1$-'(%&Z%3&-'2-+K)3#1")##6

R+K1"-'LFIA'D)-'@??,'.%*.),-2*
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achieve the necessary levels of proximity to make 
the mixed use centre vibrant and successful or the 
levels of pedestrian accessibility to attract frequent 
custom from nearer the edges.

5.3.1. HUMANE, WALKABLE PLACES

The distribution of development and centres 
,#" E<ABC" *:" 3%:*9.%3" #-" &),+%" #$%" 0,?*0'0"
number of homes within a direct 400m walkable 
catchment of one of three major mixed-use centres 
D,#" #$%" S,*." <I',1%=" T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%"
or the existing district centre at Old Catton). 
Most homes achieve this and the few that do not 
are within 800m of a major centre and a 400m 
catchment of one of the possible smaller mixed-
use concentrations at Red Hall Farm, Old Catton 
,.3"C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$R

Implicit in the walkable neighbourhood concept – 
,.3",."%?&)*+*#"&,1#"->"#$%"&1-&-:,):">-1"E<ABC"!"
is a ‘transect’, which describes changes in character 
as a neighbourhood moves from (urban) centre to 
(sub-urban or rural) edge. The nature of a transect 
*:"+-.#%?#H:&%+*4+",.3"#1,.:*#*-.:">1-0"-.%"&,1#"#-"
another not simple or linear, but typically includes 
use mix (more residential and less mixed moving 
away from the centre), block structure (smaller 
blocks and a bigger choice of routes nearest the 
centre), the nexus of height, density and massing 
(less intense and ‘looser’ moving away from the 
centre), the range of housing typologies (more 
apartment buildings, townhousing and terraces 
closer to the centre; more standalone dwellings 
closer to the edge), and landscape and public 
realm conditions (busiest nearest the centre, more 
bucolic and ‘natural’ near the edge). In essence, 
a transect is a framework for understanding 
different typologies of place and for conceiving 
and designing development that functions well in 
relation to its immediate surroundings and wider 
geography.

5.3.2. A FOUR-STAGE TRANSECT

U#"E<ABC=",":*0&)%" >-'1H:#,9%" #1,.:%+#"$,:"(%%."
developed as a basis for setting development 

parameters and guiding detailed design, thereby 
translating the structuring principle of the 
walkable neighbourhood into a set of operational 
principles and rules to guide design. The four 
transect types are: Urban Centre (T1), General 
b1(,."DGXF="<'(Hb1(,."DGhF",.3";39%"DG`FR";,+$"
block within the development is ascribed to one or 
more transect types according to its location and 
expected function, and this ascription confers on 
that block certain qualities:

5 4?%3" &,1,0%#%1:" >-1"0,?*0'0" ,.3"0*.*0'0"
building heights, measured in storeys and 
metres, and maximum and minimum 
residential density per net hectare; and

5 qualitative guidelines concerning building 
frontage width (and thus grain), mix of housing 
typologies, prevalence of non-residential uses, 
and parking design.

The transect interacts with the street hierarchy 
to ensure that the design of blocks and streets 
are related, particularly in terms of scaling and 
dimensions and of use, with the exact interplay 
to be articulated street-by-street and block-
by-block through detailed design (see Chapter 
8, Character and Identity, for demonstration 
of this interplay). In addition, the transect is 
applied across multiple blocks within an area 
D%R9R" iC$'1+$" ],.%" <-'#$jF" #-" &1-3'+%" ," >'1#$%1"
tier of parameters, including overall residential 
numbers and densities, approximate housing mix, 
and amount of non-residential land use. These 
area-based parameters serve to limit the extent to 
which the development of individual blocks can 
vary from the average for the mix of transect types 
within the area (and ensure that any variance is 
->>:%#" %):%/$%1%F" ,.3" 4?" #$%" -7%1,))" ,0-'.#" ->"
development to that applied for. The four transect 
types are summarised in Table 5.1, and parameters 
for each block and area set out in Appendix A, Key 
Parameters. It is intended that conditions will be 
attached to the parameters to ensure that detailed 
design is brought forward accordingly.

D%3&-'LF>A'D"%2$-.*':1,,%"0

Heights
(storeys/
metres above 
ground)

Housing density 
(dwellings per net 
hectare)

Approximate housing mix (%)

Max Min Max Min Ave 1bf 2bf 3bf 2bh 3bh 4+bh

T1
Centre 5/19 3/13 100 50 70 20 17.5 7.5 30 17.5 7.5

T2
Urban 3/13 2/10 70 35 44 7.5 7.5 0 25 40 20

T3
<'(H
Urban

3/13 1/5 40 25 32 5 5 0 25 35 30

T4
Edge 4/16 2/10 50 15 25 2.5 10 7.5 10 35 35

k%2e"Z(>"l"Z"(%31--0"O,#"D%#+FQ"`m($"l">-'1"-1"0-1%"(%31--0"$-':%"D%#+F

Figure 5.3: Walkable catchments at NS&OC
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8&%2'9:;<='>?LA'8"#!#$-6'D"%2$-.*'8&%2 Scale 1:10 000
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5.4. EDGE CONDITIONS AND CONNECTIONS

Apart from the primary street connections, the 
layout pays careful attention to other important 
edge conditions and connections.

G$%" E<ABC" :*#%" *:" '.':',)" *." #$,#=" 3%:&*#%" *#:"
proximity to the existing urban edge, it abuts 
%?*:#*.9" 3%7%)-&0%.#" ->" :*9.*4+,.#" :+,)%" -.)2" #-"
#$%" >,1"/%:#" ->" #$%" :*#%=" ,#" B)3" C,##-." D;39%4%)3"
Close/ Westacre Drive) and at Mountbatten Drive 
,.3" <#" S,128:" V1-7%=" <&1-/:#-.R" ;):%/$%1%="
a combination of (running from west to east) 
&),2*.9" 4%)3:=" ," &1*7,#%" >,10" ,.3" :+1,&2,13="
woodland, allotments, the Park-and-Ride site 
,.3" <&1-/:#-."S,.-1"V-)>" C)'(" +1%,#%" ," ),19%)2"
permanent green ‘wedge’ between the site and the 
existing urban edge. As a result, and compounded 
by the cul-de-sac layout of the existing edge 
development, making connections between new 
,.3" %?*:#*.9" '1(,.*:0" 3*>4+')#=" ,&,1#" >1-0" 7*,"
the primary radial routes. The critical connection 
that can be made is along Church Lane, via the 
<&1-/:#-." S*))%..*'0"T--3),.3" ,.3" <#" S,128:"
,.3" <#R" S,19,1%#8:" C$'1+$=" /*#$" #$%" %:#,()*:$%3"
+-00'.*#2" ->" <&1-/:#-.R" U)1%,32" ," &-&'),1"
route for walkers, this will become an important 
pedestrian and cycle route between older and new 
&,1#:" ->" <&1-/:#-.=" ,.3" 3%7%)-&0%.#" ,#" C$'1+$"
],.%"<-'#$"/*))"(%"3%:*9.%3"#-"+1%,#%","/%)+-0*.9"
gateway centred on a public green.

5.4.1. SENSITIVITY TO EXSISTING RESIDENTS

Although physical contiguity and integration 
is desirable in principle, there is no point in 
building up to the site edge if doing so would 
create a poorly-resolved layout or raise concerns 
about overlooking for existing residents without 
+-0&%.:,#*.9" (%.%4#:" *." +-..%+#*7*#2R" G$%1%>-1%"
where development does abut existing homes – 
*R%R"/%:#"->"#$%"<&*?/-1#$d"^'?#-."L-,3"!"3%#,*)%3"
design will provide for large rear gardens backing 
onto existing homes, ensuring the latter are not 
overlooked by new housing.

5.4.2. A ‘SOFT’ GREEN EDGE TO THE NORTH

To the north, the application consortium controls 
land up to the alignment of the NDR, some of 
which is constrained to development by the need 
for a buffer to the NDR itself and by the presence 
->" #$%" U*1&-1#" W'()*+" <,>%#2" f-.%=" ,.3" ,)#$-'9$"
it could be brought forward for development in 
future plan periods there is no need to bring all the 
developable land forward now to achieve a cogent 
scheme or meet the needs of the present plan 
period. In pre-application discussions the idea 
of taking Beeston Lane as the northern edge of 
the development was mooted, given its relatively 
high landscape quality, but on balance the design 
#%,0" +-.+)'3%3" #$,#" #$%" (%.%4#:" ->" (1*.9*.9" ,"
block-width of development north of Beeston 

Lane in order to double-front the crescent linear 
park connecting Red Hall and Beeston Parks, 
which will also enable the junction of the old and 
new North Walsham Roads and Beeston Lane to 
be sensitively urbanised as an important gateway 
from the north, outweigh any disadvantages. 
Planting north of these blocks will ensure that a 
soft edge is presented to the countryside.

^%#/%%." #$%" <&*?/-1#$d" ^'?#-." ,.3" -)3" E-1#$"
Walsham Roads, land ownerships are more 
complicated and although continuous east-west 
connectivity can be achieved (see below), the 
scheme layout here is inevitably more fragmentary, 
1%O%+#*.9"#$%")*0*#:"->"#$%"+-.:-1#*'08:"+-.#1-)R

5.4.3. GRANDER BUILDINGS ALONG PARK EDGES

Although part of the applications proposals, 
Beeston Park and Red Hall Park are effectively 
retained and enhanced as major pieces of green 
infrastructure, and the edges to them from within 
the scheme are permanent. The layout responds 
(2" +1%,#*.9" ," :&%+*4+" [;39%8" DG`F" #1,.:%+#" #2&%"
intended to allow for grander buildings (up to four 
storeys) such as apartment villas, paired villa and 
large detached homes among the broader mix of 
townhouses and other more generic forms typical 
of the scheme, making best use of this bucolic but 
quite formal setting (see Chapter 8, Character 
,.3" _3%.#*#2FR" C)-:%" #-" #$%" <&1-/:#-." W,1KH,.3H

Ride, a combination of the barrier created by the 
P&R site engineering, the direction of drainage 
O-/:" >1-0" #$%" :*#%" ,.3" +-.+%1.:" ,(-'#" %?*:#*.9"
drainage problems argue for the setting back of 
3%7%)-&0%.#" ,.3" +1%,#*-." ->" ," :*9.*4+,.#" 91%%."
:&,+%" ,1%," *.+-1&-1,#*.9" <'6<=" &),.#*.9" ,.3"
recreational space.

5.4.4. NORWICH RUGBY CLUB

Norwich Rugby Club is located west of the North 
Walsham Road and is surrounded on three sides 
by the application site. The Club has an agreement 
with a developer, Badger Building Ltd, to promote 
the land for housing development, which is 
contingent on the Club securing relocation to 
an acceptable site elsewhere in the area. Beyond 
Green and Badger Building have discussed the 
merits of a joint application fully integrating 
their respective landholdings, but this has proven 
impracticable. Instead, with the support of Badger 
Building and the Rugby Club (but without them 
(%*.9" +-H,&&)*+,.#:F=" #$%" :+$%0%" >-1" E<ABC"
incorporates the alignment of a section of primary 
street across the Rugby Club land necessary to 
create a continuous east-west street connection 
(%#/%%."<#"N,*#$8:"L-,3",.3"T1-?$,0"L-,3R"_#"*:"
envisaged that the delivery of this section of street 
will be made a condition of a planning consent 
for this application and for a future application 
relating to the Rugby Club land.
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While recognising the independence of a future 
planning application on the Rugby Club site, there 
is strong case for extending many of the design 
&1*.+*&)%:" ->" E<ABC" #-" ,.2" 3%7%)-&0%.#" #$%1%"
or on other adjacent land likely to be promoted 
for development in the foreseeable future. Plan 
E<ABC" ZY`e" W1-&-:%3"k%2"U1%," W),." :$-/:" -.%"
/,2"*."/$*+$"#$%":#1%%#"),2-'#"->"E<ABC"+-')3"(%"
extended in this way. Beyond Green will work with 
the promoters of these sites to maximise scope for 
integration, although it is recognised that scheme 
design is ultimately up to them. However, it will 
be desirable from an urban design perspective that 
frontages of adjacent developments adhere to the 
parameter coding set down in the street hierarchy; 
i.e. development should front streets at the 
*.#%1>,+%"/*#$"E<ABC=",.3"1')%:"-.":%#(,+K:",.3"
on pavement widths, parking and street cycleway 
design should be observed.

5.5.  FOCAL PLACES

Towns, villages or neighbourhoods that people love 
are more than a series of streets. At key locations 
,"0-1%" :'(:#,.#*,)" &),+%" *:" 3%4.%3e" #$%:%" +,." (%"
squares, greens, small parks or the widening of 
a street, providing places to relax during a lunch 
break or over a coffee, to socialise with friends 
or where trade of various kinds can be carried 
on. Focal places vary in size and in the roles they 
play, but they have one thing in common across 
all cultures: they bring people together. But to do 
this effectively they have to be well-connected, 
/%))H3%4.%3="-7%1)--K%3"D:-"#$,#"#$%2",1%":,>%",.3"
busy) and well-managed. Usually, therefore, they 
form points on the primary movement network 
such that local movement and wider movement 
'.*#%" ,.3" *.#%1,+#R" E<ABC" +-.+%*7%:" :%7%1,)"
:*9.*4+,.#":'+$">-+,)"&),+%:e

5 #$%" S,*." <I',1%=" #$%" +-00%1+*,)" $%,1#" ->"
the place located at the busiest point on the 
network where local and wider movement 
meet, and where a critical mass of mixed-use 

is anticipated set around a major public square 
:'11-'.3%3"(2","4.%H91,*.%3"('*)3*.9"&,##%1.Q

5 #$%" T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%=" #$%" %,:#%1."
[9,#%/,28" #-"E<ABC" ,.3" *#:" :%+-.3,12" +%.#1%="
set around a smaller green square fronted by 
workplaces, homes and small-scale shops;

5 #$%" V1%%." ,#" C$'1+$" ],.%" <-'#$=" ,3@,+%.#" #-"
the important pedestrian route between the 
S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" %?*:#*.9" <&1-/:#-.=" /$*+$"
together with a community centre will serve as 
a localised focal point for the residents of that 
&,1#"->"E<ABC",.3".%*9$(-'1*.9"+-00'.*#*%:Q"

5 Red Hall Farm, where a cluster of rurally-
related businesses, visitor centre and the main 
entrance to Beeston Park will come together 
,#" #$%".-1#$%1."%?#1%0%"->"E<ABC"#-"+1%,#%","
&),+%"->"*.#%1%:#">1-0">'1#$%1",4%)3",:"/%))",:","
local resource; and

5 the primary school in the Old Catton area and 
surrounding public realm will serve as a localised 

focal point, with the potential to support other 
small scale community and retail uses.

Chapter 8, Character and Identity, explores the 
role of these focal places in further depth. Other, 
smaller-scale focal places, many of which will 
centre on the distributed parks and green spaces 
:$-/."*."#$%"0,:#%1&),."3*,91,0="/*))"(%"3%4.%3"
through detailed design.

5.6. MIX AND DISTRIBUTION OF USES

The total outline area of land within the outline 
application boundary is 207.4 hectares. Of this, 
the use of land is as follows:

5 91.5ha (45%) is blocks of development 
(including tertiary streets);

5 82.5ha (40%) is new or retained green space or 
woodland;

5 4.3ha (2%) is sites for other development 
including schools and an energy centre; and

Photo by rvacapinta Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr Photo by westher

Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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5 approximately 5.3ha (3%) is the curtilage of 
Beeston Hall, shown shaded on the plans, 
which will be brought forward for a new use as 
a separate project in due course

The majority of the remaining 23.8ha comprises of 
primary and secondary streets, but also includes 
#$%" S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" #$%" 1%#,*.%3" L%3" M,))"
>,10$-':%R" U#" #$*:" -'#)*.%" :#,9%=" ,))" 49'1%:" ,1%"
subject to a margin of error and to minor alteration 
during detailed design.

5.6.1. UP TO 3,520 NEW HOMES

E<ABC" *:" &1*0,1*)2" ," 1%:*3%.#*,)" 3%7%)-&0%.#e"
it would deliver up to 3,520 homes of mixed 
tenures, sizes and types. Most new housing-led 
developments, even of considerable size, make 
little effort to achieve a genuine mix of uses, 
and even where they do those efforts are often 
undermined by poor layout, such as the zoning of 
uses from one another, or other design failings. 
Beyond Green’s aim is to create a place that feels 
and functions like a traditional town, with many 

people working and shopping close to where 
they live and generating the bustle and busyness 
characteristic of any prospering urban place. Far 
from being a romantic notion, this is essential to 
the underlying sustainability aims of the project: 
without more people living more of their lives 
locally, the prospects for reducing environmental 
footprints whilst improving quality of life are dim. 

In terms of basic land use amounts, the scheme 
proposals are as follows:

5 a total of up to 8,800m2 A-class high street uses, 
including up to 1,500m2 for a small, primarily 
food-retailing supermarket of the type found in 
many successful market town high streets, with 
the remainder being for small shops of up to 
250m2 in size;

5 up to 16,800m2 of class B1 employment 
space including approximately 12,000m2 of 
&'1&-:%H('*)#",3,&#,()%"->4+%":&,+%" *."O%?*()%"
O--1&),#%:Q

5 &)':" :0,))%1" :#'3*-="->4+%",.3"/-1K:$-&":&,+%"
and a business ‘hub’and small workshop and 
light industrial spaces connected to the rural 
economy; 

5 up to 1,000m2 of class C1 hotel accommodation;

5 up to 3,520 no. class C3 residential dwellings; 
and

5 up to 7,000m2 of class D1 non-residential uses 
including up to 5,000m2 for two two-form entry 
primary schools and approximately 2,000m2

for the provision of health services, community 
halls and a public library.

5.6.2. FLEXIBILITY TO GROW

W),..*.9="&,1#*+'),1)2",#" #$*:" :+,)%="$,:","3*>4+')#"
job to balance the desire to create vibrant mixed-
use places that serve local need with the equally 
important need to protect established town 
centres from undue displacement. The above 
quantums have been subjected to a Town Centre 

Uses Impact Assessment, and represent a cautious 
approach to growing mixed-use focal points within 
E<ABCR" G$1-'9$" ,3,&#,()%" ('*)3*.9" 3%:*9." ,.3"
#$%" :'(0*::*-." ->" >'1#$%1" ,&&)*+,#*-.:=" O%?*(*)*#2"
will be preserved to grow the mixed-use presence 
/*#$*." E<ABC8:" +%.#1%:" -7%1" #*0%" ,:" 3%0,.3"
invites and policy allows.

In accordance with the layout and structuring 
principles described above, non-residential 
uses (except one of the primary school sites) are 
>-+':%3" ,1-'.3" #$%" S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" T1-?$,0"
L-,3"<I',1%="/*#$":%+-.3,12"-'#&-:#:",#"L%3"M,))"
N,10="C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$",.3"B)3"C,##-.R"C$,&#%1"
8, Character and Identity, provides further 
information on the integration of different uses 
*." %,+$" ,1%,R" G$%" :'&&-1#*.9"M-':*.9" <#,#%0%.#"
,.3"<-+*,)",.3";+-.-0*+"6%7%)-&0%.#"<#,#%0%.#"
provide in-depth information on the strategies for 
housing and mixed-use development.

Photo by ImQQ!
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G$%",&&1-,+$"#-",++%::",.3"0-7%0%.#",#"E<ABC"
aims to ensure easy access to goods and services 
,.3" %.,()%" >'#'1%" 1%:*3%.#:" #-" %.@-2" #$%" (%.%4#:"
->" #1,7%)" /$*)%" 0,?*0*:*.9" #$%" 4.,.+*,)=" $%,)#$="
:-+*,)",.3"%.7*1-.0%.#,)"(%.%4#:",::-+*,#%3"/*#$"
high levels of walking, cycling and public transport 
use. The strategy for achieving this starts with 
reducing the need for people to travel and then 
considers how to meet necessary travel needs 
through the use of sustainable modes of transport. 
A hierarchical approach is adopted towards the 
way different modes of transport are prioritised, 
placing greatest emphasis on walking, followed by 
cycling, public transport and then private vehicles. 
G$*:" +$,&#%1"->" #$%"6%:*9.",.3"U++%::"<#,#%0%.#"
summarises the main interventions, further detail 
is provided in the Framework Travel Plan, Public 
G1,.:&-1#"<#,#%0%.#",.3"G1,.:&-1#"U::%::0%.#R

6.1. MOVEMENT PRINCIPLES

The evidence is clear that an urgent and radical 
shift towards more sustainable modes of transport 
is required if we are meaningfully to address the 
social and environmental impacts and economic 
costs of the car-dependency into which, voluntarily 
or otherwise, many people are now locked. At 
the same time, a culture of walking and cycling 
is a signature of successful urbanism in cities the 
world over and is crucial to creating vibrant and 
sustainable places that are well placed to prosper 
in a carbon-constrained world in which the cost of 
-*)H(,:%3"#1,.:&-1#"*:")*K%)2"#-"*.+1%,:%":*9.*4+,.#)2"
over time. No single development, however 
large, can reorder the movement economy of an 
area alone, but new development should act as a 
catalyst for wider change with developers working 
in partnership with local government and other 
stakeholders to deliver necessary improvements 
to surrounding facilities and infrastructure and 
promote different choices. 

This basic view has given rise to a set of overarching 
principles which in turn have informed the 
development of the masterplan and sustainable 
0-7%0%.#":#1,#%92">-1"E<ABCe

5 the transport strategy and street typologies 
:$-')3" 1%O%+#" ," hierarchy of users that 
prioritises the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and 
public transport users over the needs of private 
motor cars whilst ensuring good access to cars 
for certain essential journeys;

5 development should be structured around 
mixed use, walkable neighbourhoods to reduce 
#$%".%%3"#-"#1,7%)R"<#1%%#:":$-')3"(%"3%:*9.%3"#-"
create an attractive environment for pedestrians 
and that is accessible for all users;

5 pedestrian, cycle and vehicle movement should 
be seen as an opportunity to support a viable 
mix of uses, rather than a problem to be routed 
away from primary shopping and commercial 
areas;

5 streets are social places that encourage social 
and optional activities (strolling, sitting, 
playing, gossiping, etc) as well as facilitating 
necessary activities;

5 low carbon technologies have a role to play
and their take up should be encouraged, but 
the majority of the negative impacts of car 
dependency are not caused by the internal 
combustion engine per se and cannot, 
therefore, be addressed by replacement engine 
technology;

5 the provision of more attractive alternatives 
to the private car, including establishing and 
promoting a car club, will enable a low parking 
ratio to be achieved and avoid the need for 
individual ownership of parking spaces; and

5 2560$2#$"!#&/( #4!-2654#( !-/( #4!),"( :5/&+$-.
should be able to challenge assumptions on 
#1,>4+" 91-/#$" ,.3" &1-&%1)2" 1%O%+#" #$%" *0&,+#"
of good urbanism, sustainable movement 
strategies and travel plans on modal split.

6.2. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

In a largely rural district like Broadland there will 
always be a degree of car-dependence, and many 
households are likely continue to own at least 
one car for the foreseeable future. Commuting 
&,##%1.:" ,+1-::" ^1-,3),.3" 1%O%+#" #$*:e" -.)2" Xhn"
of Broadland workers live within 2km and 45% 
within 5km of their workplace; unsurprisingly, 
therefore, the car accounts for 78% of commutes 
and more sustainable modes only 19%. 

G$%1%" ,1%" :*9.*4+,.#" 3*>>%1%.+%:" (%#/%%." $-/"
residents of Norwich and those of Broadland 
access work. In Norwich, over 40% of employed 
people live within 2km of their workplace and 
three-quarters live within 5km. Partly owing to 
this pattern of relatively short commutes, 44% of 
journeys to work (where people do not work from 
home) by Norwich residents are by sustainable 
modes (on foot, cycle or public transport) and 54% 
either driving or as a passenger driven in a car or 
van.

M-/%7%1="#$%1%"*:",):-":*9.*4+,.#"3*7%19%.+%">1-0"
#$%"^1-,3),.3" ,7%1,9%" *." #$%" ,1%,:" ->" <&1-/:#-."
,.3"B)3"C,##-."#$,#"(-13%1"E<ABCR"U1-'.3"Xhn"
of journeys to work are of less than 2km and 
65% of less than 5km – the latter much closer to 
#$%"E-1/*+$"49'1%" #$,." #$,#"->"/*3%1"^1-,3),.3="
and the high proportion in the 2-5km bracket 
*.3*+,#*.9",":*9.*4+,.#")%7%)"->"#1*&:"&1-(,()2"#-"#$%"
City Centre – but whilst commuting mode shares 
of 73% by car and 24% by sustainable modes lie 
between the Norwich and Broadland averages, 
they are much close to the Broadland than to the 
Norwich pattern (all travel to work data from 2001 
Census).

6.2.1. AN IMPORTANT CHALLENGE

This suggests that, whilst residents in the vicinity 
->" #$%" :*#%" (%.%4#" >1-0" &1-?*0*#2" #-" #$%" +1*#*+,)"
mass of jobs in the Norwich urban area they are 
relatively less able or inclined to access them by 
0-3%:" -#$%1" #$,." #$%" +,1R" ^,11*%1:" *3%.#*4%3" (2"
stakeholders and members of the public during 
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Plan NS&OC 111: Proposed Connections Plan Scale 1:10 000
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consultation include the cost of bus services; 
limited early morning and evening bus services; 
and lack of safe cycle routes. A further dimension 
*:",33%3"(2"#$%">,+#"#$,#",1-'.3"-.%"*."47%"E-1>-)K"
households (one in seven in Broadland) do not 
have access to a car (2001 Census), and that car-
less households are disproportionately likely to 
comprise older pensioners or other vulnerable 
social groups.

The challenge then, as one participant at the 
Community Planning Workshop in June 2011 
noted, is to develop a sustainable movement 
strategy that achieves, and in the long term betters, 
current Norwich levels of travel by sustainable 
modes in a suburban location. 

6.3. CONNECTIONS AND ACCESS

U:" -'#)*.%3" *." <%+#*-." aRZ" E<ABC" *:" :*#',#%3"
on three important radial routes to and from 
Norwich: the A1151 Wroxham Road, B1150 North 
T,):$,0" L-,3" ,.3" #$%" '.+),::*4%3" ^'?#-." -1"
<&*?/-1#$"L-,3R"U".%/"%,:#H/%:#"1-'#%"/*))">-10","
direct primary or ‘high’ street running through the 
3%7%)-&0%.#">1-0"T1-?$,0"L-,3"*."#$%"%,:#"#-"<#"
Faith’s Road in the west. It is proposed to alter the 
alignment of the B1150, so that its junction with 
the east-west primary street is moved eastwards 
#-"1'.",)-.9"#$%"/%:#%1."%39%"->"#$%"S,*."<I',1%="
using the northern part of Church Lane.

6.3.1. PROPOSED ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS

There are three main points of access from the 
existing network:

5 Wroxham Road: a primary access at a new 
#1,>4+" )*9$#" +-.#1-))%3" @'.+#*-." -&&-:*#%" #$%"
%.#1,.+%" #-" <&1-/:#-." S,.-1R" U" :%+-.3,12"
access to the south of the primary access with 
limited left in/left out access for vehicular 
#1,>4+="('#">'))",++%::">-1"+2+)*:#:Q

5 North Walsham Road: a primary access at 
," #1,>4+" )*9$#" +-.#1-))%3" @'.+#*-." /$%1%" #$%"
diverted North Walsham Road meets the new 

%,:#H/%:#":#1%%#R"<%7%1,)":%+-.3,12",.3"#%1#*,12"
accesses, some of which will limit vehicular 
access while providing full access for cyclists. 
The current alignment of the North Walsham 
L-,3" /*))" 1%0,*." -&%." #-" 7%$*+'),1" #1,>4+" #-"
,))-/",++%::"#-"E-1/*+$"<+$--)8:"&),2*.9"4%)3:"
and the Norwich Rugby Club ground, but will 
no longer be a through route for vehicular 
#1,>4+Q",.3

5 Spixworth Road/Buxton Road: a primary 
,++%::",#","#1,>4+")*9$#"+-.#1-))%3"@'.+#*-."/*#$"
#$%" <&*?/-1#$" L-,3=" /*#$" ,33*#*-.,)" #%1#*,12"
accesses some of which will limit vehicular 
access while providing full access for cyclists.

Beeston Lane will be closed to vehicular through 
#1,>4+"/*#$",++%::"-.)2">1-0"E-1#$"T,):$,0"L-,3"
to Beeston Park and Red Hall Farm, the southern 
section of Church Lane will remain closed to 
7%$*+'),1" #$1-'9$" #1,>4+" ,.3" #$%1%" /*))" (%" .-"
7%$*+'),1" ,++%::" #-" <#" N,*#$8:" L-,3R" W%3%:#1*,.:="
cyclists and equestrians will have full access to 
^%%:#-."],.%="C$'1+$"],.%",.3"<#"N,*#$8:"L-,3R

6.3.2. POTENTIAL FUTURE CONNECTIONS

The wider concept for growth in the Broadland 
‘growth triangle’ aims to create an orbital 
connection linking Norwich Airport Industrial 
Estate and Broadland Business Park via housing-
)%3" 91-/#$" ,1%,:R" E<ABC8:" %,:#H/%:#" :#1%%#"
has the potential to form part of this route. It 
connects to the White House Farm development 
via the Wroxham Road and in due course could be 
extended westward to provide a direct connection 
to Norwich Airport Business Park via Hurricane 
Way.

The Neighbourhood Planning Workshop for the 
<&1-/:#-."E%*9$(-'1$--3"W),.=" $%)3" *." \,.',12"
XYZX=" *3%.#*4%3" #$%" &-#%.#*,)" >-1" ,." ,33*#*-.,)"
+-..%+#*-." >1-0" ^,1K%1:" ],.%" #-" E<ABCR" G$*:"
/-')3" ,))-/" 7%$*+)%:" #-" ,++%::" E<ABC" >1-0"
Barkers Lane without the need to open Church 
],.%" #-" #$1-'9$" #1,>4+R" G$%" ),2-'#" ->" ()-+K:" #-"
#$%" .-1#$" ->" #$%" &),2*.9" 4%)3:" ,.3" S*))%..*'0"
Woodland allows for this connection to be 
established in the future.

G/-" :*#%:" .%*9$(-'1*.9" E<ABC" ,1%" +'11%.#)2"
being promoted for development. The block layout 
neighbouring these sites has been designed to 
,))-/" #$-:%" 3%7%)-&0%.#:" #-" +-..%+#" %>4+*%.#)2"
/*#$"#$%"E<ABC":#1%%#".%#/-1KR

Additional walking and cycling connections could 
include:

5 access to the Park and Ride, and via the Park 
and Ride roundabout to the White Horse Farm 
development;

5 ,++%::"#-"<&*?/-1#$="7*,","&%3%:#1*,.",.3"+2+)%"
bridge over the NNDR; and

5 access to cycle and pedestrian paths that will 
be created alongside the NNDR, connecting to 
Rackheath.

Figure 6.1: Good streets work for vehicles and residents

R+K1"-'\FIA'M#.%&'$*"--*$'P#"'!&%0

Figure 6.3: Greener streets
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6.4. STREETS

The layout, character, design and maintenance of 
E<ABC8:":#1%%#:"/*))"&),2","K%2"1-)%"*."3%#%10*.*.9"
how easy and attractive it is to walk and cycle. 
<-0%" :#1%%#:" /*))" .%%3" #-" +,112" 1%),#*7%)2" $*9$"
7-)'0%:" ->" #1,>4+=" ('#" #$*:" 3-%:" .-#" 0%,." #$%2"
need to be seen only as movement corridors. All 
streets will be designed and managed as social 
spaces that encourage optional and social activity 
(such as strolling, sitting and gossiping) as well as 
facilitating necessary activity (walking and cycling 
to school or work, shopping and waiting for the 
bus).

G$%" I',)*#2" ->" ," :#1%%#" %.7*1-.0%.#" *:" 3%4.%3"
by many factors, including some, such as the 
materials used, which are beyond the scope of this 
outline planning application. There are, however, 
,".'0(%1"->",##1*('#%:"#$,#"3%4.%"#$%"-7%1,))")--K="
feel and character of the street. These attributes, 
the parameters for which are set out in Appendix 
A Tables A2, A4 and A5, and shown in the Block, 
G1,.:%+#" ,.3" <#1%%#" M*%1,1+$2" W),.:" D&),.:"

E<ABC" ZYh=" ZYa" ,.3" ZZYF=" &1-7*3%" #$%" #%0&),#%"
for detailed design. They are:

5 block length: Blocks are kept short to create 
frequent junctions along streets that help to 
:)-/" #1,>4+"/$*)%"0,?*0*:*.9" &%10%,(*)*#2" >-1"
+2+)*:#:",.3"&%3%:#1*,.:R"<$-1#"()-+K:",):-"$%)&"
to introduce variety along the street and offer a 
choice of routes, making journeys on foot and 
by bike more interesting;

5 building heighte"<#1%%#:",1%"3%4.%3"(2"#$%"1,#*-"
of height to width, and the parameter plans 
set maximum and minimum heights. This will 
ensure the height of buildings is in proportion 
to the width of the street and that streets feel 
like enclosed, human-scale spaces; 

5 plot width: The length of individual plots 
within blocks helps to determine the rhythm of 
the street. Plot widths will vary, but will be kept 
:$-1#" #-" +1%,#%" 4.%H91,*.%3" '1(,." >-10" ,.3"
interesting streetscape; 

5 lane width: Wide lanes can encourage faster 
:&%%3:",.3"0,K%":#1%%#:"3*>4+')#"#-"+1-::R"],.%"
width varies depending on street typology, but 
maximum widths have been kept as narrow as 
possible without restricting access by larger 
vehicles such as buses, deliveries, refuse 
collection or emergency services;

5 cycle lane width: Minimum lane widths 
have been set for those streets that will have 
dedicated cycle lanes to ensure lanes are wide 
enough to allow cyclists to overtake and to 
accommodate cargo bikes;

5 pavement width: A minimum pavement width 
on all streets ensures unobstructed passage 
for all pedestrian users. Minimum widths 
are higher on those streets that will be busier 
and/or where street trees and furniture are 
accommodated on the pavement;

5 spill out /set back type and widthe" <&*))" -'#:"
and set backs are private, unadopted spaces 
between the façade of a building and the 

public pavement. Their width determines the 
relationship between buildings and the public 
1%,)0R"<&*))"-'#":&,+%:"-.",+#*7%"91-'.3"O--1:"
are publicly accessible for use as seating areas, 
1%#,*)"3*:&),2:="/*.3-/":$-&&*.9="%#+R"<%#"(,+K:"
are not publicly accessible and provide privacy, 
particularly for residential buildings; 

5 car parking: The street hierarchy sets the 
maximum amount of on-street parking each 
street type could accommodate. It differentiates 
(%#/%%." #/-" #2&%:"->"&,1K*.9e" [W,1K*.9"f-.%:8"
/$*+$" +-.#,*." &,1K*.9" -.)2" ,.3" [N)%?" f-.%:8"
where parking is integrated with areas for 
planting, street furniture, etc; and

5 trees/planting; cycle parking; and street 
furniture: Depending on street typology these 
*#%0:"+,."(%",++-00-3,#%3"/*#$*."[N)%?"f-.%:8="
[W,1K*.9"f-.%:8="-."&,7%0%.#:="-."+,11*,9%/,2"
or in median strips. Where necessary pavement 
widths are increased to avoid obstructing 
pedestrians.

6.4.1. THE MANUAL FOR STREETS

<#1%%#:" *." E<ABC" /*))" (%" 3%:*9.%3" /*#$*." #$%"
>1,0%/-1K" &1-7*3%3" (2" #$%" S,.',)" >-1" <#1%%#:"
DS><F" ,.3" S,.',)" >-1" <#1%%#:" X" /$*+$" :%#" -'#"
a fundamental shift in thinking on the part of 
engineers, urban designers, local authorities and 
other stakeholders about the way local streets 
,1%" 3%:*9.%3" ,.3" ':%3R" S><" +$,))%.9%:" #$%"
standardized, prescriptive approach that favours 
#$%"0-#-1*:#="/*#$"#$%"%0&$,:*:"-."K%%&*.9"#1,>4+"
O-/*.9R"_.:#%,3" *#",37-+,#%:","0-1%"$-)*:#*+"7*%/"
which prioritises the needs of pedestrians, cyclists 
and public transport over motorised vehicles. 
G$%"&1*.+*&)%:"->"S><"$,7%"(%%."%0(1,+%3"*."#$%"
3%:*9." ,.3" ),2-'#" >-1" E<ABC" #-" +1%,#%" ," 0-1%"
human scale place where walking and cycling and 
#$%"':%"->"&'()*+"#1,.:&-1#",1%"&1-0-#%3R"S><"/*))"
continue to provide the framework for the design 
of streets in subsequent detailed planning stages.

R+K1"-'\F@A'B-0'P-%*1"-$'#P'%'!"+,%"0'$*"--*

GREEN ROOF

PRODUCTIVE ROOF TERRACE,

BACLONIES & NICHES

STREET

TREES

STREET

TREES

PRODUCTIVE ROOF TERRACE,

BACLONIES & NICHES
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6.4.2.  STREET HIERARCHY

The street hierarchy is set out in Appendix A, Table 
Ua" ,.3" :$-/." -." W),." E<ABC" ZZYe" W1-&-:%3"
<#1%%#" M*%1,1+$2" W),.=" W),.:" ZZXHZZa" 1%&1-3'+%3"
as Figures 6.5-6.7, show a range of possible street 
sections for each street type. The street hierarchy 
determines the key features and attributes of the 
street network, based on character and function. 

5 Primary: Principal routes for public transport 
,.3" #$1-'9$" ,.3" )-+,)" #1,>4+Q" *.+)'3%:" 0,*."
retail and commercial streets.

5 Secondarye" 6*:#1*('#-1:" ->" )-+,)" #1,>4+" /*#$*."
the scheme, may need to accommodate public 
transport; primarily residential.

5 Tertiary: Local access only with pedestrian 
priority, primarily residential.

All streets, regardless of their place in the 
hierarchy, will be designed around the needs of 
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users. 
Maximum design speeds of 20mph will make it 
easier for pedestrians to cross at any point without 
relying on designated crossings and reduce the risk 
of serious injury or death in the event of a collision.

6.4.3. TEN STREET TYPOLOGIES

The hierarchy shows adoptable roads only. 
Within some development blocks, there will 
(%" ," 4.%1" 91,*." ->" 0%/:" ,.3" ),.%:=" &1-7*3*.9"
access and pedestrian permeability, according 
to the requirements of detailed design. The 
$*%1,1+$2":%%K:"#-"%.:'1%"O%?*(*)*#2"*."4.,)"3%:*9.="
recognising that good street design practice is 
constantly evolving and that it will be appropriate 
for detailed design in later phases of development 
to take account of experience from earlier phases. 

The key characteristics of the 10 street typologies 
are:

5 P1, Wroxham Road Square: A commercial, 
retail and residential street with active ground 

O--1:"-." *#:" :-'#$":*3%",.3" #$%"91%%.":&,+%"->"
T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%"#-"#$%".-1#$R"<-0%"-.H
street visitor parking, including off peak parking 
*."#$%"&%,K"#*0%"(':"),.%R"<#1%%#"#1%%:",.3":#1%%#"
furniture are located on a wide pavement along 
the south side of the street, and spill out space 
,))-/:" 91-'.3" O--1" ':%:" #-" ,+#*7,#%" #$%" :#1%%#"
without blocking the pavement. 

5 P2, General Primary: Primarily residential 
these streets will carry relatively high levels of 
#1,>4+=" *.+)'3*.9" (':%:R" B.H:#1%%#" &,1K*.9" *:"
provided for both residents and visitors. Cycle 
lanes provide safe and direct connections to 
T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%" ,.3" S,*." <I',1%R"
<#1%%#"#1%%:",.3":#1%%#">'1.*#'1%",1%")-+,#%3"-."
/*3%"&,7%0%.#:",.3":$-1#":%#"(,+K:"1%O%+#"#$%"
urban nature of the streets. 

5 P3, Main Square: A commercial, retail and 
1%:*3%.#*,)" :#1%%#" /*#$" ,+#*7%" 91-'.3" O--1:" -."
*#:":-'#$":*3%",.3"#$%"&,7%3"S,*."<I',1%"#-"#$%"
.-1#$R"B.":#1%%#"7*:*#-1"&,1K*.9R"<#1%%#">'1.*#'1%"
is located on a wide pavement along the south 
side of the street, and spill out space allows 
91-'.3"O--1"':%:"#-",+#*7,#%"#$%":#1%%#"/*#$-'#"
blocking the pavement.

5 P4, Old Catton Connection: A residential street 
#$,#" *:" %?&%+#%3" #-" +,112" 0-:#)2" )-+,)" #1,>4+"
and buses, but that could form part of a future 
route to the Airport Industrial Estate. Cycle 
lanes provide safe and direct connections to 
B)3" C,##-." ,.3" S,*." <I',1%R" S,?*0'0" h0"
:%#(,+K:" 1%O%+#" #$%" 0-1%" :'('1(,." :%##*.9R"
[N)%?" f-.%8" ,++-00-3,#%:" 1%:*3%.#:" &,1K*.9="
street trees and street furniture. 

5 S1, Park Edge: Residential streets alongside 
Beeston Park with pavements and parking on 
the building side only. On street parking for 
residents and visitors. Longer set backs allow 
for front gardens and some on plot parking for 
),19%1" 3/%))*.9:R" [N)%?" f-.%8" ,++-00-3,#%:"
parking, street trees and street furniture.

R+K1"-'\FLA'8"+,%"0'$*"--*'*0!#&#K+-$'%*'9:;<=
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8&%2'9:;<='>>?A'8"#!#$-6':*"--*']+-"%".)0'8&%2 Scale 1:10 000
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5 S2 , Beeston Lane: Residential streets alongside 
Beeston Lane Park with pavements and parking 
on both sides. On street parking for residents 
,.3"7*:*#-1:R"[N)%?"f-.%8",++-00-3,#%:"&,1K*.9="
street trees and street furniture.

5 S3, General Secondary: Residential streets 
/*#$" [N)%?" f-.%8" ,++-00-3,#*.9" 1%:*3%.#:"
&,1K*.9" ,.3" :#1%%#" >'1.*#'1%R" <#1%%#" #1%%:"
,++-00-3,#%3" %*#$%1" *." #$%" N)%?" f-.%" -1"
0%3*,." :#1*&R" <*9.*4+,.#"O%?*(*)*#2" *." :%#(,+K:"
,))-/%3"#-"1%O%+#"#$%"#1,.:%+#R

5 T1, Old North Walsham Road: Residential street 
with pavement and parking on the building 
:*3%" -.)2R" S,?*0'0" h0" :%#(,+K:" 1%O%+#" #$%"
suburban location while ensuring overlooking. 
[N)%?" f-.%8" ,++-00-3,#%:" 1%:*3%.#:" &,1K*.9="
street trees and street furniture.

5 T2, Urban Tertiary: Commercial, retail and 
1%:*3%.#*,)" :#1%%#:" ->>" T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%"
,.3"S,*."<I',1%R"W-#%.#*,)">-1"-.%"/,2":#1%%#:="
0-3,)" 4)#%1*.9" ,.3" :$,1%3" :'1>,+%R" ]*0*#%3"
&,1K*.9="&1*0,1*)2" >-1" )-,3*.9d'.)-,3*.9R"<&*))"
-'#" :&,+%" ,))-/:" 91-'.3" O--1" ':%:" #-" ,+#*7,#%"
#$%":#1%%#"/*#$-'#"()-+K*.9"#$%"&,7%0%.#R"<#1%%#"
furniture and street trees accommodated on 
pavements or on-carriageway of shared space 
streets.

5 T3, Suburban Tertiary: Residential streets, 
:-0%" /*#$" 0-3,)" 4)#%1*.9" ,.3" :$,1%3" :'1>,+%"
<*9.*4+,.#" O%?*(*)*#2" *." :%#(,+K:" ,))-/%3" #-"
1%O%+#" #$%" #1,.:%+#R" L%:*3%.#:" &,1K*.9=" :#1%%#"
furniture (including play equipment) and 
:#1%%#"#1%%:",++-00-3,#%3"*."N)%?"f-.%"-1"-.H
carriageway of shared space streets.

5 T4, Church Lane South: Access only residential 
street with no parking. Retains current 
carriageway width. Existing and new trees 
accommodated in front gardens.

R+K1"-'\F\A':-.#26%"0'$*"--*'*0!#&#K+-$'%*'9:;<= R+K1"-'\F^A'D-"*+%"0'$*"--*'*0!#&#K+-$'%*'9:;<=
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6.5. MOVEMENT STRATEGY

6.5.1. MINIMISING THE NEED TO TRAVEL

The starting point of the movement strategy 
>-1" E<ABC" *:" #-" 1%3'+%" #$%" .%%3" #-" #1,7%)" (2"
integrating workplaces, shops and community 
facilities into the development alongside housing, 
making for a genuinely mixed-use environment 
in which most people can access their daily needs 
within walking distance. Details of the proposed 
mix of uses are set out in Appendix A, Table A1 and 
#$%"<-+*,)",.3";+-.-0*+"6%7%)-&0%.#"<#,#%0%.#R

One of the main structuring principles for 
#$%" E<ABC" 0,:#%1&),." *:" #$%" /,)K,()%"
neighbourhood. Neighbourhood centres - The 
S,*." <I',1%=" T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%" ,.3" #$%"
existing centre on The Paddocks - are accessible 
via a series of well connected, direct, attractive 
and safe routes which allow people to walk or cycle 
from their homes to the facilities and services that 
they use most frequently.

The collection of facilities and services proposed 
,#"E<ABC"/*))",):-":%17%"-#$%1")-+,)"&%-&)%"*."#$%"
nearby residential areas, improving access to daily 
facilities and services and enabling these residents 
to reduce their reliance on car travel.

To reduce the need for commuting, and in 
particular peak hour commuting homes within 
the development will generally be designed to 
,+$*%7%" 0,?*0'0" C-3%" >-1" <':#,*.,()%" M-0%:"
credits for enabling homeworking, and up to 
2.5% of dwellings (around 90) will be constructed 
as specially-designed homeworking units with 
dedicated studio or workshop space (see Housing 
<#,#%0%.#FR

6.5.2. WALKING AND CYCLING

G$%"E<ABC":#1%%#".%#/-1K"/*))"(%"3%:*9.%3"#-"(%"
safe, legible and well connected, making walking 
and cycling the transport mode of choice at the 
)-+,)")%7%)R"<$-1#="4.%H91,*.%3"()-+K:"/*))"+1%,#%","
permeable layout that offers a choice of attractive 

1-'#%:" >-1" &%3%:#1*,.:" ,.3" +2+)*:#:R" <#1%%#:" ,.3"
other public spaces will have active frontages and 
be overlooked, this together with street trees, 
sensitive lighting, high quality materials and street 
furniture and other design measures will help to 
ensure they feel safe and are interesting to walk or 
cycle along. 

L%O%+#*.9"#$%"':%1"$*%1,1+$2"0%,:'1%:"#-"&1*-1*#*:%"
the needs of pedestrians and cyclists will include:

5 establishing a site wide 20mph speed limit 
to make it easier for pedestrians to cross 
:#1%%#:" ,#" ,.2" &-*.#R" <&%%3:" /*))" (%" K%&#" )-/"
through design rather than enforcement, using 
features such as short lengths of street between 
junctions, narrow carriageways, on street 
parking, limiting forward visibility and the use 
of shared space on some tertiary streets;

5 providing wide pavements that are kept free of 
clutter to create a pleasant walking environment 
and provide plenty of space for wheelchairs and 
pushchairs;

5 providing dedicated cycle lanes on primary 
streets to create safe conditions for cycling 
3%:&*#%"$*9$%1"#1,>4+"7-)'0%:"-."#$-:%":#1%%#:R"
Cycle lanes will be a minimum of 2m wide 
(minimum 1.5m wide when on carriageway) to 
allow for easy overtaking and to accommodate 
cargo bikes;

5 raising the carriageway to foot path and cycle 
lane level at side road junctions and giving 
pedestrians and cyclists clear priority at 
junctions;

5 using a range of controlled and uncontrolled 
crossing points to provide regular opportunities 
for wheelchair users and the blind or visually 
impaired to cross; 

5 ,))-/*.9")%::"+-.43%.#"+2+)*:#:"#-",7-*3"#'1.*.9"
1*9$#"/*#$"#1,>4+"/$%."':*.9"#$%"@'.+#*-."->"#$%"
east-west route with North Walsham Road; and Ap
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Figure 6.8: Conducive environment for walking
Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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5 ':*.9" 0-3,)" 4)#%1*.9" ,#" ,&&1-&1*,#%" )-+,#*-.:"
on tertiary streets to restrict through movement 
of motor vehicles without compromising 
permeability for pedestrians and cyclists.

G$%1%" *:" :*9.*4+,.#" &-#%.#*,)" >-1" @-'1.%2:" #-" ,.3"
>1-0" E<ABC" #-" (%" 0,3%" (2" (*K%R" G$%" E-1/*+$"
C2+)%" S,&" DN*9'1%" gRoF" *3%.#*4%:" ," .'0(%1" ->"
Pedalways, cycle commuting routes to and from 
Norwich City Centre and orbital routes around the 
city. These are complemented by neighbourhood 
routes for local journeys. 

G$%"C1*.9)%>-13"!"<&1-/:#-."1-'#%="/$*+$"&,::%:"
<%/%))" W,1K" C-))%9%" ,.3" E-1/*+$" M*9$" <+$--)"
for Girls en route to the city centre, begins on 
Foxburrow Road just off Bakers Lane, this can 
(%"%,:*)2",++%::%3">1-0"E<ABC"7*,"C$'1+$"],.%R"
<&*?/-1#$"L-,3" *:" *3%.#*4%3" ,:" ,".%*9$(-'1$--3"
1-'#%=" ,.3" @-*.:" #$%" C1*.9)%>-13" !" <&1-/:#-."
1-'#%"-."<#"C)%0%.#:"M*))R"\-'1.%2" #*0%:"(2"(*K%"
to the city centre on either of these routes will 
be approximately 25 minutes. The Outer Orbital 
passes along Barkers Lane and crosses both the 
E-1#$"T,):$,0"L-,3" ,.3" <&*?/-1#$" L-,3R" G$*:"
route provides access to the Airport Industrial 
;:#,#%=" <&1-/:#-." M*9$" ,.3" %7%.#',))2" #$%"
Norwich and Norfolk Hospital. It also provides 
access to neighbourhood routes and other 
Pedalways that connect to Broadland Business 
Park and UEA.

The above will provide the basis for a strategy to 
encourage residents and visitors of all ages and 
,(*)*#*%:" #-" #1,7%)" #-" ,.3" >1-0" E<ABC" (2" (*K%R"
We will work with Broadland District Council, 
Norfolk County Council and Norwich City Council 
to explore opportunities to improve the quality 
and safety of these and other cycle routes. In the 
short term this is likely to include measures such 
as signage and priority improvements to existing 
pedestrian and cycle crossings to maximise 
use of existing Pedalways and neighbourhood 
routes. In the medium – long term we will seek 
the introduction of dedicated cycle infrastructure 
on the North Walsham Road and the removal of 
barriers such as the one way system on Magdellan 

<#1%%#"#-"+1%,#%","3*1%+#"+2+)%"1-'#%">1-0"E<ABC"#-"
the city centre.

6.5.3. PUBLIC TRANSPORT

E<ABC"/*))"(%":%17%3"(2",".'0(%1"->"(':"1-'#%:"
providing easy and frequent access to Norwich 
City Centre and other key destinations, including 
early morning and evening services. The Public 
G1,.:&-1#"<#,#%0%.#"&1-7*3%:">'))"3%#,*):"->"#$%:%"
services and how they will be phased during the 
3%)*7%12"->"E<ABCR"

In summary Beyond Green’s proposals are:

5 a service that runs the length of the east-west 
1-'#%" /*#$*." E<ABC" ,.3" #$%." >-))-/:" #$%"
Wroxham Road to the city centre. This service 
/*))"1'.",#")%,:#"%7%12"Za"0*.'#%:"-.+%"E<ABC"
is completed and has the potential to also serve 
the Airport Industrial Estate and destinations 
beyond the city centre such as Norwich railway 
station;

5 a service on the North Walsham Road to the 
city centre. This service will run at least every 15 
0*.'#%:"-.+%"E<ABC"*:"+-0&)%#%3",.3"$,:"#$%"
potential to serve destinations beyond the city 
centre such as Norwich railway station;

5 %.$,.+%0%.#:" #-" <%17*+%" Zh" #$,#" +'11%.#)2"
:%17%:" <&*?/-1#$" L-,3" ,.3" B)3" C,##-.=" *."
particular to improve the frequency of early 
morning and evening services. This service will 
1'." ,#" )%,:#" %7%12" hY"0*.'#%:" -.+%"E<ABC" *:"
completed; and

5 a peak time orbital service to Broadland 
Business Park and potentially the Airport 
Industrial Estate. This service will run along 
the new orbital route once this is established by 
development elsewhere in the Growth Triangle, 
prior to completion of the route it will follow 
#$%" 0-:#" 3*1%+#" 1-'#%" (%#/%%." E<ABC" ,.3"
Broadland Business Park. This service will run 
at least every 30 minutes at peak times once 
E<ABC"*:"+-0&)%#%3R Figure 6.11: Proposed phase 5 & 6 bus routing
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The location of bus stops will be established 
during detailed design, however the vast majority 
of homes will be within 400m of a bus stop and 
none will be more than 600m from a bus stop.

6.5.4. CAR CLUB

An on-site car club will cater for essential 
occasional car trips without the need for residents 
or businesses to own a car. The car club will 
complement efforts to encourage walking, 
cycling and public transport use outlined above 
,.3" /*))" +-.>%1" 0-:#" ->" #$%" (%.%4#:" #$,#" +-0%"
with easy access to a car without the costs and 
responsibilities ownership entails.

It is likely that the car club will be operated by an 
established provider, such as Norfolk Car Club, 
on a pay-as-you-go basis. The car club will be in 
&),+%"/$%."#$%"41:#"1%:*3%.#:"0-7%"*.Q"#$%".'0(%1"
of cars available will be carefully monitored to 
ensure supply runs ahead of demand. Over time it 
is expected that the car club will expand to provide 
a range of vehicles, including vans. Beyond Green 
will work closely with the operator to ensure car 
club vehicles have low emissions and expect a 
:*9.*4+,.#".'0(%1"->"7%$*+)%:" #-"(%" >'))2"%)%+#1*+R"
The car club will be open to residents from the 
surrounding area.

6.5.5. TRAVEL PLAN

The Framework Travel Plan (FTP) details the 
0%,:'1%:" #$,#" /*))" (%" *0&)%0%.#%3" ,#" E<ABC"
to ensure that everyone who travels to and from 
the development are encouraged to use the most 
sustainable travel modes appropriate to their 
travel needs. 

Encouraging and enabling all users of the site to 
form sustainable travel habits from the outset will 
be key to limiting the impact of this development 
on the environment and local highways. The 
FTP sets out the intended package of innovative 
and targeted sustainable travel measures to 
promote non-car modes of travel, particularly 
walking and cycling, as well as more responsible 

car use, including car sharing and the use of 
car club vehicles. This process will begin before 
#$%" 41:#" -++'&,.#:" 0-7%" *.#-" #$%" 3%7%)-&0%.#"
and continue as an evolving process over time 
throughout the life of the development. Travel 
plan measures include:

5 travel information packs on occupation; 

5 personalised travel planning;

5 led cycle rides and Cycle Buddy scheme;

5 cycle training;

5 car sharing, including taxi-sharing; and

5 subsidised/free monthly and annual bus passes. 

These measures together with the features to 
encouraging walking and cycling outlined above 
and investment in public transport allows us to 
set ambitious targets for mode shift away from the 
private car - a 20% reduction from the baseline 
car driver mode share of 63%, equating to a 13% 
mode shift and a target mode share for ‘car driver’ 
of 50%. The date by which the target mode share 
will be achieved is set as 2022, 5 years after the 
+-0&)%#*-."->" #$%"41:#"W$,:%" D,&&1-?*0,#%)2"pYY"
dwellings). Ambitious walking and cycling mode 
share targets are also set, with a combined mode 
shift of +9% in these modes (up to 22% from a 
baseline of 13%), equating to an increase of 59%. 

In the longer-term our aim is that by 2032 when 
E<ABC" *:" +-0&)%#%3" +,1" 31*7%1" 0-3%" :$,1%" >-1"
residents’ journeys to work will be just 35%. This 
would equate to an additional 15% mode shift, 
or 30% reduction in car driver mode share, from 
the target mode share of 50% which is set to be 
achieved by 2022. Meeting this target will rely 
on off-site interventions to supporting walking, 
cycling and public transport, so will be dependent 
upon wider initiatives and infrastructure, such as 
#$-:%"(1-'9$#"*."#$1-'9$"EUG<R"

_.",33*#*-."#-"#$%"#1,7%)"&),.">-1"E<ABC="^%2-.3"
Green Developments will be extending the travel 
plan initiatives through an area-wide travel plan
that extends to surrounding residential areas to 
stimulate travel behaviour change across a wider 
area. The aim is to offset the increase in car trips 
that will arise due to the new development, whilst 
:$,1*.9"#$%"(%.%4#:"->"#$%".%/"*.>1,:#1'+#'1%"/*#$"
the neighbouring communities.

6.6. CYCLE PARKING

<%+'1%=" +-7%1%3=" ,++%::*()%" ,.3" %,:2" #-" ':%" +2+)%"
parking will be provided for all dwellings, with 
each dwelling being provided with at least 1 space 
per bedroom up to 3 bedroom dwellings; then 
3 spaces for 4 bedroom dwellings, 4 spaces for 5 
bedroom dwellings, etc. The need for on-plot or 
shared parking for cargo bikes and for additional 
shared ‘over spill’ cycle parking will be considered 
at detailed design; this could include secure cycle 
)-+K%1:"/*#$*."&,1K*.9"+-'1#:"-1"O%?"&,1K*.9"P-.%:R"
On-street visitor cycle parking will be provided 
on all residential streets, usually accommodated 
/*#$*."O%?"&,1K*.9"P-.%:R

6.6.1. MAKING CYCLE PARKING EASY

The location, type and quantum of visitor and 
commercial cycle will be established during 
detailed design. A variety of parking typologies 
/*))" (%" &1-7*3%3" *.+)'3*.9" <$%>4%)3" :#,.3:" D-1"
similar) for short stay visitor parking, covered 
long stay visitor and employee parking and secure 
on-plot parking within commercial buildings. 
All visitor and commercial cycle parking will be 
accessible, easy to use and over looked. Visitor 
and commercial cycle parking usage and capacity 
will be monitored and additional parking will be 
installed if demand exceeds provision.

G$%"3%:*9.":&%+*4+,#*-.:" >-1"+2+)%"&,1K*.9"/*))" *."
3'%"+-'1:%"(%":%#"-'#"*."#$%"<*#%"T*3%"6%:*9.",.3"
<':#,*.,(*)*#2" C-3%=" ,.3" /*))" 1%O%+#" +'11%.#" (%:#"
practice such as Cambridge City Council’s Cycle 
Parking Guide for New Residential Developments 
(2010).

6.7. CAR PARKING

Department for Transport’s Making Residential 
Travel Plans Work guidance, notes that “parking
restraint is often crucial to the success of the 
[travel] plan in reducing car use” and thus the 
overall effectiveness of efforts to achieve modal 
shift away from the private car. Beyond Green 
expects that the number of car trips made by 
>'#'1%"1%:*3%.#:"/*))"(%":*9.*4+,.#)2")-/%1"#$,#"#$%"
current norm due to:

5 #$%"0*?"->"':%:",.3"I',)*#2"->":%17*+%:"*."E<ABC"
/*))":*9.*4+,.#)2"1%3'+%"#$%".%%3"#-"#1,7%)Q

5 walking and cycling being the preferred 
#1,.:&-1#"0-3%:">-1"@-'1.%2:"/*#$*."E<ABCQ"

5 the high numbers of journeys to and from 
E<ABC"0,3%"(2"(*K%"-1"&'()*+"#1,.:&-1#Q",.3

5 the provision of a car club.

6.7.1. TAKING ACCOUNT OF LOCAL STANDARDS

As a result the need for multi-car ownership is 
)*K%)2" #-" :*9.*4+,.#)2" 1%3'+%" -7%1" #*0%R" M-/%7%1"
in a rural district and county there will always be 
some journeys that cannot be made by sustainable 
modes and in the short to medium term the 
majority of households are likely to want or need to 
own at least one car. Broadland District Council’s 
W,1K*.9" <#,.3,13:" <W6" ':%:" #$%" +'11%.#" ,7%1,9%"
levels of car ownership (1.6 cars per vehicle owning 
household) as the basis for the development of 
&,1K*.9" :#,.3,13:R" G$%" <W6" :%#:" -'#" ," 1,.9%" ->"
parking standards based on dwelling size, but 
also notes that variations on these standards are 
permitted “where it can be demonstrated [that] 
proximity to facilities or particularly good public 
transport alternatives make normal levels of 
parking unnecessary.”
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Figure 6.12: different car parking for different places
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6.7.2. MANAGED PARKING STRATEGY

L%O%+#*.9" #$*:" +-.#%?#" ,.3" (,:%3" -." #$%" 0*?" ->"
$-':*.9"&1-&-:%3"#$%"&,1K*.9":#1,#%92",#"E<ABC"
is to provide an average of 1.5 parking spaces per 
dwelling (excluding visitor parking) and then 
establish a robust system for managed parking 
restraint in order to allow parking ratios to be 
reduced over time in accordance with sustainable 
travel objectives and outcomes. Central to this 
strategy is providing a substantial share of 
residential parking off-plot (i.e. on-street or in-
courtyard) allowing occupation of property to be 
separated from ownership or tenancy of parking 
spaces, with off-plot parking managed on a permit-
leasing basis by the development management 
company or the local authority. This approach:

5 enables management regimes which incentivise 
modal shift over time, for example by requiring 
leases for off-plot parking to be renewed 
regularly thereby helping to make the total 
cost of car ownership more transparent and 
comparable with, for example, the need to 
renew public transport season tickets regularly;

5 ,))-/:"&,1K*.9"#-"(%"':%3"O%?*()2="/*#$"'.':%3"
residential spaces being transferred over time 
#-"O%?*()%"7*:*#-1"-1"(':*.%::"':%Q

5 allows for surplus parking to be ‘retired’ over 
time, for example with on-street parking within 
[O%?" P-.%:8" (%*.9" +-.7%1#*()%" #-" &%3%:#1*,.="
cyclist or green space; 

5 ensures that streets can be designed to 
accommodate on-street parking from the 
outset, avoiding informal parking that has 
caused pavement and carriageway obstructions 
in neighbouring developments; and 

5 supports the aim of the street hierarchy to limit 
the extent to which street frontage is disrupted 
by frontage access to driveways.

Appendix A, Table A7 shows the parking ratios 
proposed, and how these break down between 
housing types. These ratios will be regularly 

1%7*%/%3"#-"%.:'1%"#$%2"1%O%+#"#$%"&,1K*.9"#,K%H'&"
in each phase of development.

6.7.3. AMPLE PARKING CAPACITY

Applying Broadland’s parking standards, 
additional car parking is required for visitors 
(one space per four dwellings, amounting to 
880 spaces), employment (3 spaces per 100m2,
amounting to 504 spaces) retail (3 spaces per 
200m2, amounting to 132 spaces) and community 
(1 space per 100m2, amounting to 20 spaces). 
G$%1%" *:" :'>4+*%.#" +,&,+*#2" /*#$*." #$%" &),." >-1"
these additional 1,456 spaces (and an additional 
6% allowance for disabled provision) to be 
,++-00-3,#%3"O%?*()2" ->>H&)-#" *."3%:*9.,#%3"-.H
street bays, although there will be further capacity 
within blocks and it is recognised that some uses 
(e.g. a small supermarket or a community centre) 
may require dedicated space. However, given 
the extent of off-plot residential provision and 
#$%" 7%12" $*9$" )*K%)*$--3" #$,#" +-00'#*.9" *.O-/:"
of workers will be outweighed by commuting 
-'#O-/:"->" 1%:*3%.#:" *#" *:" &1-&-:%3" #$,#" #$%"4.,)"
quantum, length of stay and charges for visitor 
and commercial parking be established during 
detailed design. This quantum will be informed 
(2"^1-,3),.3"6*:#1*+#"C-'.+*)8:"W,1K*.9"<#,.3,13:"
<W6=" $-/%7%1" #$%" 0*?" ->" ':%:" ,#" E<ABC" 0%,."
#$,#" :#1*+#" ,&&)*+,#*-." ->" #$%" <W6" &,1K*.9"
standards for individual uses is likely to result in 
an overprovision of parking, compromising efforts 
to encourage visitors as well as residents to travel 
by sustainable modes. It has been assumed that 
any car parking required on school sites will be 
accommodated within site boundaries.

Over 4,000 on-street parking spaces could be 
accommodated by applying the parking principles 
:%#" -'#" *." #$%" <#1%%#"M*%1,1+$2R" G$*:" 1%),#%:" #-" ,"
total residential parking requirement of 5,238 
spaces and a maximum visitor, commercial and 
retail parking requirement of 1,543 (including 
3*:,()%3" &1-7*:*-.FR" G$%1%" *:" :*9.*4+,.#" +,&,+*#2"
within blocks to accommodate the remaining 
parking requirements, Figure 6.12 show some of 
the ways in which on-street and in block parking 
could be provided.

:-.1"-'.0.&-'!%"Z+2K'+2'%'"-$+6-2*+%&'$*"--*

:-.1"-'&#2K'$*%0'.0.&-'!%"Z+2K

:)%"-6'!"+7%*-'.0.&-'!%"Z+2K

R+K1"-'\F>JA'XG%,!&-$'#P'K##6'!%"Z+2K'!"%.*+.-

<7-"&##Z-6'#2Y$*"--*'.%"'!%"Z+2K

X&-.*"+.'.%"'.)%"K+2K'(+6-$!"-%6

Parking integrated with street trees
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Integrated, multifunctional green infrastructure is 
essential in a successful urban place. ‘Integrated’ 
means enriching and softening, rather than 
breaking up, urban space; ‘multifunctional’ 
means serving more than purpose, be it play and 
1%+1%,#*-.=" 4#.%::=" ,%:#$%#*+" (%,'#2=" (*-3*7%1:*#2="
climate change adaptation, or food production. 

U" V1%%." _.>1,:#1'+#'1%" <#,#%0%.#" *:" :'(0*##%3"
with this application which describes Beyond 
V1%%.8:" ,&&1-,+$" ,#" E<ABC" *." 3%&#$=" *.+)'3*.9"
information on the strategies for ecology, climate 
+$,.9%" ,3,&#,#*-." D*.+)'3*.9" <':#,*.,()%"
61,*.,9%" <2:#%0:F=" &),2" ,.3" 1%+1%,#*-.=" >--3"
production, phasing and management.

G$*:" +$,&#%1"->" #$%"6%:*9.",.3"U++%::"<#,#%0%.#"
summarises the green infrastructure, landscape 
and ecological design principles adopted and the 
key design features.

7.1. PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGY

Green infrastructure design principles were 
established at an early stage in the project, based 
on the design team’s work and early consultation 
with stakeholders and the public. The green 
*.>1,:#1'+#'1%"&1*.+*&)%:",#"E<ABC",1%"#-e

5 Connectivity and multifunctionality: create a 
continuous network of multifunctional green 
spaces and connections varying in size and 
character – from parks, squares and streets to 
pocket parks, allotments, gardens, green roofs 
and balconies – enabling residents and visitors 
to be active, to enjoy recreation, to grow their 
own food and to connect with the natural 
environment;

5 Genius loci: respect the existing landscape 
character by taking advantage of the key features 
->"#$%":*#%",.3"1%O%+#*.9")-+,)"3*:#*.+#*7%.%::"*."
the townscape wherever possible;

5 Accessibility: increase access to green space for 
both new and existing residents through the 
provision of high quality green space within and 

around the development, and the improvement 
of access to the countryside beyond;

5 Integration: integrate strong green and 
ecological connections within the development 
and extending outwards to Norwich, Broadland 
and the countryside beyond;

5 @),"$&-#( *2&( 5)( +!-/=( use land and space 
%>4+*%.#)2" #-"0*.*0*:%" *0&,+#:" -." ,91*+')#'1,)"
land and ecological habitat; to maximise land 
available for local agriculture and parkland; 
and to optimise access to green space within the 
development;

5 Net gain in habitat and biodiversity: achieve 
,":*9.*4+,.#".%#"9,*." *."(*-3*7%1:*#2" #$1-'9$","
network of high quality and bespoke ecological 
niches and habitats which embrace local species 
and habitat types;

5 Sustainable food and farming: put Broadland on 
the map as a hub for sustainable food and farming, 
delivering a thriving food culture through an 
integrated system of education, production, 
processing, consumption and disposal;

5 Climate change adaptation: provide a 
comprehensive network of multifunctional 
<':#,*.,()%" 61,*.,9%" <2:#%0:" D<'6<F" ,:" ,"
primary means of adapting to climate change 
and with a focus on enhancing habitat and 
ecological interest opportunities;

5 Active and healthy lifestyles: promote active 
and healthy lifestyles through the integration 
of sport and health facilities accessible to all, 
including the elderly; and

5 Long-term management and maintenance:
ensure green and blue spaces are maintained to 
a high quality and as multifunctional features 
over the long term through partnership working 
with a range of stakeholders.

7.1.1. A CONTINUOUS NETWORK OF 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL GREEN SPACES

G$%" ,&&1-,+$" #-" 91%%." *.>1,:#1'+#'1%" ,#" E<ABC"
is therefore one of abundant and where possible 
continuous green. Beyond Green’s proposals 
are for a continuous network of multifunctional 
green spaces varying in size and character, located 

R+K1"-'^F>A'9:;<='(+&&'6-,%26'%2'+2*-2$+*0'#P'P12.*+#2'%26'!"#61.*+7+*0'+2'3#*)'+*$'!)0$+.%&'P%3"+.'%26'*)-'$#P*-"H'K"--2-"'$!%.-$'Y'P"#,'K%"6-2$H'"##P$'%26'3%&.#2+-$'*#'2-+K)3#1")##6'$!%.-$H'!13&+.'!%"Z$'%26'3-0#26

BACK GARDENS
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PRODUCTIVE ROOF TERRACE,
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throughout the development and linked by green 
routes (see Figures 7.1 & 7.2). The cumulative 
effect is a human habitat – an urban place – which 
is both particularly rich in greenery, texture and 
ecology; and a particularly distinctive, attractive 
and enjoyable place to live, work and play.

_." #-#,)=" ,(-'#" `Yn" ->" ),.3" ,#" E<ABC" /*))" (%"
publicly accessible green space providing residents 
and local people with spaces for everyday use as 
/%))" ,:" -&%.*.9" '&" :*9.*4+,.#" ,1%,:" ->" $*:#-1*+"
parkland which are currently closed to the public 
and increasing access to the countryside on 
land with no existing public rights of way. Three 
key park areas will form the basis of the green 
infrastructure network – Beeston Park, Red Hall 
Farm and the smaller Linear Park along Beeston 
Lane – making up around 50ha of linked green 
open space as a major public park for residents 
and local people, and the potential to form part 
of country park for residents from the Growth 
Triangle and wider area. Recreation grounds, 
neighbourhood parks, greens and pocket parks 
are distributed throughout the development and 
linked by greener streets to form a continuous 
green network.

R+K1"-'^FIA'%'"%2K-'#P',1&*+P12.*+#2%&'%26'!"#61.*+7-'K"--2'$!%.-$'%*'9:;<='(+&&'K+7-'%'$-2$-'#P'%3126%2*'K"--2'%26'!"#7+6-'$!%.-'P#"'!&%0'%26'"-."-%*+#2H'
/*2-$$H'%-$*)-*+.'3-%1*0'%26'3+#6+7-"$+*0

SQUARES AND NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS
WITH SUDS, RECREATION FACILITIES,
CONNECTIONS TO LEISURE ROUTES &

POTENTIAL FOR ALLOTMENTS

PARKS, LARGE OPEN SPACES, ENHANCED SEMI-NATURAL
WOODLAND, PLAY & LEISURE ROUTES INCLUDING POTENTIAL FOR SUDS

FEATURES, FOOD PRODUCTION & NEW PLANTING

PARTNERSHIPS WITH LOCAL
FARMERS AND SUPPLIERS WITH

LINKS TO SHOPS & RED HALL FARM
AT NS&OC

Photo by westher

Photo by SteFou! Photo by David Berkowitz Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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8&%2'9:;<='>J>A'8"#!#$-6'S"--2'E2P"%$*"1.*1"-'8&%2 Scale 1:10 000
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7.2. KEY FEATURES

The key features of the network are shown in 
W),."E<ABC" ZhZe"V1%%." _.>1,:#1'+#'1%"W),.=" ,.3"
described below.

7.2.1. BEESTON PARK

Beeston Park will become a major new public 
&,1K",#"E<ABC="&,1#"->","/*3%1".%#/-1K"->")*.K%3"
parks on the development including Red Hall 
Farm. Beyond Green intends to work with the local 
community to design the park at detailed design 
stage with a starting principle of enhancing the 
existing character of the Park as a historic parkland 
and semi-natural woodland. 

As such, Beeston Park, which is currently used 
for arable agriculture, will be restored to its 
former landscape of historic parkland framed by 

0,9.*4+%.#"#1%%:",)-.9"*#:"(-'.3,12R"G$*:"/*))"(%"
achieved by re-instating the area of parkland to 
the south of Beeston Lane, enhancing the quality 
of existing habitat and adding new features of 
ecological, sustainable drainage and recreational 
interest.

The park will accommodate a range of new areas 
for formal and informal play alongside space for 
picnicking, wildlife and ecological interest, water 
features, and other facilities such as a bandstand 
or performance space and café (see Figure 7.5). A 
new landscaped edge of 20m around the southern 
and western boundary of the park will enhance the 
existing woodland, providing play space, walking 
1-'#%:=" <'6<" >%,#'1%:" ,.3" -&&-1#'.*#*%:" >-1" ,"
forest garden incorporating fruit and nut trees, 
herbs and vegetables. The park will also provide 
a substantial new area of high-quality habitat for 
bats, invertebrates and other species.

R+K1"-'^F@A'T--$*#2'8%"ZH'C-6']%&&'R%",'%26'*)-'$,%&&-"'T--$*#2'M%2-'8%"Z'P#",'*)-'3%$+$'#P'*)-'K"--2'
infrastructure network at NS&OC

R+K1"-'^FLA'T--$*#2'8%"Z'(+&&'!"#7+6-'2-('%"-%$'P#"'P#",%&'%26'+2P#",%&'!&%0'%&#2K$+6-'$!%.-'P#"'
picknicking and other facilities such as bandstand or performans space

RED HALL
FARM

BEESTON LANE
PARK

BEESTON
PARK

Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr Photo by Digital Cat
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7.2.2. RED HALL FARM

A second public park will be provided to the south 
of Red Hall Farm. Linked with the centre for food 
and rural activity at Red Hall Farm, the park will 
have a strong emphasis on food and farming, with 
grazing of the parkland area and planting of edible 
fruit and nut trees within the woodland blocks. 
The park also provides opportunities for education 
and learning, with space for demonstration plots 
for ecology and food growing and access to nearby 
allotments and intensive food growing areas. 

U:"," K%2" :&,+%" >-1"/,)K*.9=" >--#&,#$:" ,.3"4#.%::"
routes with green gyms will be incorporated around 
the park and within woodland areas. The park will 
be a space for picnicking and play, with formal and 
informal play spaces incorporated throughout. As 
a smaller enclosed space, the park also provides 
opportunities for potential community festivals 
and events (see Figure 7.6).

R+K1"-'^F\A'C-6']%&&'R%",'!"#7+6-$'%'.-2*"-'P#"'P##6'%26'"1"%&'%.*+7+*0'&+2Z-6'*#'%'2-('!13&+.'!%"Z'(+*)'$!%.-'P#"'P##6'!"#61.*+#2H'-61.%*+#2'%26'&-%"2+2KH'%$'(-&&'%$'(%&Z+2KH'!+.Z2+.Z+2K'%26'!&%0

Photo by yellow book

Photo by @boetter

Photo by digital cat
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7.2.3. BEESTON LANE PARK

A linear park will run along Beeston Lane, acting 
as a key connector between Red Hall Farm and 
Beeston Park and serving as a formal entrance 
to Beeston Park from the North Walsham Road. 
The rural, hedge-lined character of Beeston Lane 
will be retained and integrated into the green 
space network, being enclosed by areas of park 
to the north and south and fronted by crescents 
of development. This will create a more formal 
condition to that in Beeston Park or Red Hall 
Farm with houses and front gardens overlooking 
the lane. The park will provide a new orchard 
or forest garden integrated with landscaped 

areas,and formal areas for play. The lane itself will 
>-10","/,)K*.9="+2+)%="%I'%:#1*,.",.3"4#.%::"1-'#%"
between the two main parks and act as an entrance 
to Beeston Park with limited vehicular access.

7.2.4. PUBLIC RECREATION GROUNDS

Three recreation grounds will provide a 
concentration of pitches, changing and other 
sports facilities alongside standalone play spaces, 
as well as providing space for other functions and 
linking to the wider green infrastructure network 
/*#$*."E<ABCR

R+K1"-'^F^A':-.*+#2'&##Z+2K'-%$*'%."#$$'T--$*#2'M%2-'8%"ZH'(+*)'*)-'"1"%&')-6K-Y&+2-6'.)%"%.*-"'#P'T--$*#2'
M%2-'"-*%+2-6H'-2.&#$-6'30'%"-%$'#P'!%"Z'%26'P"#2*-6'30'."-$-.-2*$'#P'6-7-&#!,-2*

Photo by Gary Embridge

Photo by Charlie Dave Photo by Charlie Dave
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7.2.5. GREENER STREETS

U))" :#1%%#:" /*#$*." #$%" E<ABC" 3%7%)-&0%.#" /*))"
be abundant with greenery, with street trees and 
roadside planting softening the streetscape and 
providing character and distinctiveness within 
the development. A number of streets have been 
*3%.#*4%3" ,:" [91%%.%1" :#1%%#:8=" (%+,':%" ->" #$%*1"
greater contribution to the green infrastructure 
network. Features of these greener streets 
include street tree planting and other on-street 
landscaping, green roofs, green walls, front 
gardens, some landscaped edge and swales, 
making full use of exsiting vegetation wherever 
practical (see Figure 7.9).

7.2.6. NEIGHBOURHOOD GREEN SPACES

In addition to the larger set-piece parks within 
#$%"E<ABC"3%7%)-&0%.#=","1,.9%"->"&-+K%#"&,1K:="
squares, greens and play areas are distributed 
throughout the development providing residents 
and visitors with very locally accessible green 
space within a short walk from anywhere on site. 

Neighbourhood spaces will be multifunctional, 
providing space for people to be active, enjoy 

R+K1"-'^FOA'S"--2-"'$*"--*'*0!#&#K0

R+K1"-'^FNA'9-+K)3#1")##6'$!%.-$'!"#7+6-'&#.%&'#!!#"*12+*+-$'P#"'!&%0H'"-&%G%*+#2'%26'/*2-$$
Photo by Maxwell Hamilton
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recreation, grow their own food and connect with 
the natural environment, with some playing a key 
1-)%" *." O--3" &1%7%.#*-.R" G$%2" /*))" *.+)'3%" :-0%"
or all of the following: smaller areas for sport 
and recreation including bowling greens and 
%I'*&&%3" &),2" ,1%,:Q"/,)K*.9=" +2+)*.9" ,.3" 4#.%::"
routes; community gardens and opportunities for 
informal food production within green spaces; 
<'6<">%,#'1%:"#-",##%.',#%":'1>,+%"/,#%1"*."#*0%:"
of heavy rain including areas of wetland; informal 
wildlife areas including those linked to existing tree 
and hedgerow networks; and educational features 
including food and/or wildlife demonstration 
plots as well as opportunities for education around 
climate change adaptation (see Figure 7.8).

7.2.7. ALLOTMENTS AND COMMUNITY GARDENS

A range of opportunities for food production have 
(%%." *3%.#*4%3" ,#" E<ABC" *.+)'3*.9" ZRq" $%+#,1%:"
of allotments and community gardens within the 
application boundary. An additional 1.2 hectares 
has also been made available as an extension to 

#$%" %?*:#*.9" <&1-/:#-." ,))-#0%.#:" #$1-'9$" #$%"
provision of land for expansion of the cemetery 
adjacent to the existing site. 

7.2.8. MICROSPACES

<0,))%1" :+,)%" 91%%." :&,+%:" ,::-+*,#%3" /*#$"
individual buildings including gardens, courtyard 
gardens, green roofs, green walls, balconies and 
birdboxes will be incorporated throughout the 
development. These spaces will act as urban 
microspaces for recreation, food growing, climate 
+$,.9%",3,&#,#*-.",.3"(*-3*7%1:*#2"/*#$":*9.*4+,.#"
culminative value.

Gardens and balconies

6-0%:#*+" 9,13%.:" ,.3" (,)+-.*%:" ,#" E<ABC" /*))"
be a place for residents to put their food-growing 
skills into practice independently, and will play 
a key role in habitat provision. These spaces will 
therefore be designed with both biodiversity and 
food in mind. For example: provision of raised 

beds, planting with wildlife-friendly plants and 
three-dimensional complexity providing structural 
height, depth and variation in habitats, and 
incorporation of areas of neglect into the design. 

Green roofs and walls

Green roofs and walls will be incorporated 
throughout the development, with a minimum 
of 10% of roof space dedicated to green roof 
#2&-)-9*%:" ,.3" ," 1%I'*1%0%.#" >-1" ,))" O,#" 1-->:" #-"
incorporate vegetation. Green roofs and walls 
/*))" (%" &,1#*+'),1)2" +-.+%.#1,#%3" ,)-.9" *3%.#*4%3"
greener streets in order to maximise their 
potential as wildlife corridors and to provide 
legibility to these streets as connectors between 
key green spaces. Larger scale green roofs will 
also be considered for commercial buildings, 
including the potential to provide additional park 
or communal garden space. Green walls will also 
provide feature points within key public spaces 
,#"E<ABC"!" #$%"S,*."<I',1%"-1"T1-?$,0"L-,3"
<I',1%">-1"%?,0&)%R

7.3. SUSTAINABLE DRAINAGE SYSTEM (SUDS)

U" +-0&1%$%.:*7%" .%#/-1K" ->" <'6<" $,:" (%%."
3%:*9.%3",#"E<ABC",*0*.9"#-"1%&)*+,#%"#$%"%?*:#*.9"
91%%.4%)3" 1'.->>" 1%9*0%"(2" 1%#'1.*.9" #$%" 1,*.>,))"
runoff generated by development to ground within 
the red line boundary of the development. As 
such, a surface water drainage system based on 
natural catchment boundaries and comprising 
," +-0(*.,#*-." ->" *.4)#1,#*-." (,:*.:=" *.4)#1,#*-."
blankets and deep bore soakaways within key 
neighbourhood green spaces is proposed. This 
links to a rainwater harvesting ring capturing run-
off from the roofs of buildings covering over 10% 
of the total area of the development and linking to 
a water feature in Beeston Park.

For more information, see the Green Infrastructure 
<#,#%0%.#",.3"#$%"N)--3"L*:K"U::%::0%.#"*."->"#$%"
;.7*1-.0%.#,)"<#,#%0%.#R

R+K1"-'^F>?A'5&&#*,-2*$'%26'$,%&&-"'$.%&-'K"--2'$!%.-$'-2$1"-'*)-'$-2$-'#P'%3126%2*'K"--2'.%""+-$'*)"#1K)'P"#,'!%"Z'*#'P"#2*'6##"
Photo by Andy_v

Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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The vital quality of identity in place is both more 
prized and harder to produce today than ever 
before. Modern life, and especially the assumption 
of mobility, has removed social relations from the 
$-)3" ->" :&%+*4+" )-+,)%:" ,.3" :$*>#%3" #$%" %0&$,:*:"
on culture in place from the particular towards the 
universal. This has produced patterns and forms of 
development which are perceived to lack character 
or distinction but which are, to some extent, an 
authentic response to the prevailing culture of 
the time. As a partly ‘intentional’ community – 
a place that seeks to shape and sustain a culture 
in tune with the social, environmental and, 
increasingly, economic realities of the 21st Century 
!"E<ABC".%%3:" #-"->>%1" ," 1%#'1." #-" #$%"I',)*#*%:"
and particularities of place for which there is a 
growing yearning, and which can both shape and 
be shaped by an emergent culture of sustainability, 
whilst integrating useful social and technological 
innovations. This is a complex balance that is not 
%,:2"#-"4.3R

The character and identify of urban places is 
created through careful attention to detail at three 
scales:

! the overall plan for the development;

! the assemblage of components within urban 
space; and

! individual buildings with their architectural 
details.

G$%"%0&$,:*:"*."3%7%)-&*.9"#$%"3%:*9.">-1"E<ABC"
#-"#$%"&1%:%.#"-'#)*.%":#,9%"*:"-."#$%"41:#"#/-=",.3"
in particular, on:

5 creating a plan and setting parameters that 
confer unity of character and allow the 
possibility of specialness and uniqueness 
through further layers of design. The 
repeating patterns of the layout, the gradual 
changes in massing, use and other character-
forming qualities enforced by the transect, 
and the interplay of the street, block and plot 
parameters combine to establish a set of ‘tight-
loose’ conditions within which detailed urban 
design and architecture – together with the 

‘programming’ of space by habitants, local 
agencies and market forces – work within the 
plan to create particular identity;

5 1%:&-.3*.9" #-" #$%" *.O'%.+%" ->" ),.3:+,&%="
topography and climate in the layout and 
disposition of buildings. The radial routes 
#-" E-1/*+$" ,.3" #$%" +-'.#12:*3%=" #$%" 4.%"
landscapes and tree bands of Beeston Park 
and Red Hall, the high point of the site, with 
its views to Norwich Cathedral, where the 
S,*." <I',1%" *:" :*#',#%3=" ,1%" %?,0&)%:" ->"
:'+$" *.O'%.+%:R" G$%2" +-.>%1" ,." '.3%1)2*.9"
coherence and legibility which can be enhanced 
through sensitive detailed design; and

5 understanding and conveying the core qualities 
and functions of the major focal places within 
the development – they key public spaces, 
routes and movement nodes – and how they 
could be developed within the parameters to 
achieve the outcomes intended for them.

Beyond Green recognise that spaces can be elegant 
and varied in plan but fail to delight the eye 
because of poorly proportioned building forms, 
or a lack of windows, or dreary materials. It is 

Beyond Green’s intention to prepare a site-wide 
design and sustainability code one of the main 
functions of which will be to establish rules and 
principles for street composition and architectural 
patterns appropriate to the context of the area and 
the aims of the development. When allied with 
the retention and introduction of landscape and 
public realm elements, this process will give three-
dimensional form to the legibility and character 
already in evidence in the two-dimensional plan.

The following parts of this chapter provide more 
detailed studies of a selection of locations within the 
&),.">-1"E<ABC"/$*+$"%,+$"+-.7%2"3*>>%1%.#"[&),+%"
typologies’ within the scheme. They use sectional 
drawings and aerial and/or street views to show, 
in each case, one way in which the development 
could be built out in accordance with the scheme 
parameters to achieve an appropriate character, 
in accordance with the principles and proposals 
set out in Chapters 5-7. In combination, these 
studies also show how character will vary across the 
development, producing busier places and quieter 
ones, more intensely urban spaces and more bucolic 
ones, whilst maintaining integrity of purpose.

Figure 8.1: Spots for families to gather, interesting streets, great local shops: features of places people like
Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr Photo by Sahafatcat
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8.4. MAIN SQUARE

8.4.1. OVERVIEW

G$%"S,*."<I',1%" *:" #$%"+%.#1,)" >-+,)"&),+%"/*#$*."
E<ABCR"]-+,#%3",#"#$%"*.#%1:%+#*-."->"#$%"&1*0,12"
east-west street through the development and the 
1%,)*9.%3"E-1#$"T,):$,0"L-,3="#$%"S,*."<I',1%"
is the main arrival point into the development and 
*#:"K%2"&'()*+"#1,.:&-1#".-3%R"_.#%.3%3",:","O%?*()%"
civic space which will have scale and grandeur and 
be the focal place for festivals, events and public 
9,#$%1*.9:="#$%"<I',1%"/*))",):-"(%","(':#)*.9"$'("
of everyday activity by virtue of the concentration 
of traditional ‘high street’ commercial uses – 
shops, workplaces and public services – around 
its perimeter and off its side-streets; the fact 
that, because of its location on major movement 
routes, it is the most naturally ‘energized’ point 
in the development; and its landscaping and 
programming.

G$%"<I',1%"*#:%)>"*:",&&1-?*0,#%)2"q=YYY02 in area 
– comparable in scale with many wonderful Norfolk 
squares – and has around 370m of perimeter 
>1-.#,9%R"U#"91-'.3HO--1")%7%)"0-:#"->"#$*:">1-.#,9%"
will be commercial, consisting of shopfronts, 
>1-.#%3" ->4+%:=" /-1K&),+%:" ,.3" %.#1,.+%:" #-"
,(-7%H91-'.3" ->4+%:" ,.3" ,&,1#0%.#:R" V%.%1,))2="
#$%" 3%:*9." %#$-:" ->" #$%" :I',1%" *:" #-" ,+$*%7%" 4.%H
grained, narrow-fronted development on the 
long north and south sides with bulkier ‘object’ 
commercial and/or public buildings bookending 
#$%"<I',1%",#"#$%":$-1#%1"%,:#",.3"/%:#":*3%:R"G$%"
distribution of uses in and around the square will 
help to generate footfall across and around it at 
all times of day, making it an intrinsically busy, 
interesting, congenial place in which there is a lot 
of eye contact and face-to-face meeting.

R+K1"-'NFIA'=)%"%.*-"+$*+.$'#P'*)-',%+2'$d1%"-'%*'9:;<='e'7+-('P"#,'(-$*'*#'-%$*

Figure 8.3: Gathering places, large and small, that attract people
Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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8.4.2. DENSITY, HEIGHT AND MASSING

G$%" S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" #$%" ('*)3*.9:" *00%3*,#%)2"
around it are within the Urban Centre (T1) part 
of the transect. Residential development densities 
,1-'.3"#$%"<I',1%"/*))"(%"'&"#-"ZYY3&$"*.",.2"-.%"
block, but averaging out at around 70dph within the 
GZ"P-.%",.3"ag3&$",+1-::" #$%"/*3%1"S,*."<I',1%"
DS<F" ,1%," ,:"3%.:*#*%:" >,))"0-7*.9" ,/,2" >1-0" #$%"
<I',1%"*#:%)>",.3"#$%"#1,.:%+#"+$,.9%:"#-"GXR

G$%" :+,)%" ->" #$%" <I',1%" *#:%)>" &)':" #$%" *.#%.:*7%"
mixed-use nature of the perimeter development 
invite buildings of greater height than in quieter 
&,1#:"->"#$%"3%7%)-&0%.#R"^'*)3*.9:"-."#$%"<I',1%"
/*))"(%","0*.*0'0"->"#$1%%",.3","0,?*0'0"->"47%"
storeys in height, with the majority at four storeys. 
Buildings will generally be set back 2m from the 
property line, creating ‘spillout’ space for ground 
O--1" ':%:" ,.3" &1-7*3*.9" ," /%))H3%4.%3" %39%" #-"
the public realm. The massing of buildings around 
#$%" <I',1%" /*))" (%" )*0*#%3" (2" #$%" ,))-+,#*-." ->"
predominantly narrow plots (5-7m) conferring a 
4.%"91,*.",.3"0,K*.9">-1",."*.#*0,#%":+,)%",#":#1%%#"
level. Outbreaks of greater bulk will occur on key 
corner plots and for grander and more prominent 
civic buildings, such as the proposed enterprise 
hub, which will add to the legibility of the overall 

3%7%)-&0%.#" ,:"/%))" ,:" 9*7*.9" #$%" <I',1%" *#:%)>" ,"
suitable sense of importance and arrival. Behind 
#$%"<I',1%"*#:%)>="0,::*.9"/*))"1%3'+%"I'*#%"I'*+K)2"
as the mixed-use quotient falls and the residential 
0*?"(%+-0%"&1%3-0*.,.#)2">,0*)2"$-':*.9R"<-0%"
of the buildings will have especially generous 
+%*)*.9"$%*9$#:"-."#$%"91-'.3"O--1"#-",++-0-3,#%"
a range of uses.

8.4.3. USE MIX

U1-'.3"$,)>"->"#-#,)"('*)#":&,+%"-."#$%"<I',1%"*#:%)>"
will be of non-residential use, reducing to around 
,"I',1#%1",+1-::"#$%"/$-)%"[S<8".%*9$(-'1$--3",:"
the proportion of residential use increases rapidly 
-.+%",/,2">1-0"#$%"<I',1%"*#:%)>R

G$%".-1#$":*3%"->"#$%"<I',1%="/$*+$"(%.%4#:">1-0","
southern aspect and spillout space onto the square 
itself, will be a focal area for social places such as 
+,>%:=" 1%:#,'1,.#:",.3"&'(:R"^)-+K"S<Ya=" @':#"->>"
the square, is proposed as a site for a two-form 
entry primary school and the adjacent frontage 
-." #$%" <I',1%" /-')3" (%" ,." ,&&%,)*.9" )-+,#*-."
for complementary uses such as a health centre, 
nursery and community hall.

G$%":-'#$":*3%"->"#$%"<I',1%"/*))"(%"&1%3-0*.,.#)2"
retail frontage. A small ‘general store’ style 
supermarket with a sales area of up to 1,500m2 
will be accommodated; other retailers – such 
as a butcher, baker, delicatessen, hardware 
store, bookshops, art-and-craft store, bike store, 
hairdressers and dry cleaners – will be smaller, and 

#$%1%" 0,2" (%" >1-.#%3" ->4+%" ('*)3*.9:" >-1" (,.K:="
%:#,#%",9%.#:",.3":*0*),1R"U(-7%"91-'.3"O--1"':%:"
will be predominantly residential. A small hotel or 
guesthouse could also be incorporated.

U#"#$%"%,:#"%.3"->"#$%"<I',1%=","0-1%":'(:#,.#*,)="
),19%1HO--1&),#%" ->4+%" ,.3d-1" +*7*+" ('*)3*.9" *:"

R+K1"-'NFLA':-.*+#2'*)"#1K)'*)-'!"#!#$-6'c%+2':d1%"-H'&##Z+2K'(-$*

R+K1"-'NF@A'c%+2':d1%"-'e'7+-('P"#,'$#1*)'*#'2#"*)
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proposed. This will be an ‘object’ building designed 
to bring an element of grandeur to the square and 
contribute to a sense of place and arrival. At the 
/%:#" %.3" ->" #$%" <I',1%=" ()-+K"S<YZ"/*))" :%17%" #-"
close off the square from the busy primary road 
junction: this is a possible location for an ‘enterprise 
hub’ bringing together workspaces, meeting spaces 
,.3" (,+KH->4+%" :%17*+%:" >-1" :0,))" (':*.%::%:" ,.3"
homeworkers. It could also accommodate a library, 
internet and information centre.

M-':*.9" -." #$%" <I',1%" /*))" (%" &1*0,1*)2"
apartments and duplexes, some in purpose built-
blocks but mostly in narrow-front townhouse 
#2&-)-9*%:" /$%1%" #$%" 91-'.3" O--1:" ,1%" *." -#$%1"
':%R"S-7*.9",/,2">1-0"#$%"<I',1%="#$%"&1-&-1#*-."
of apartments will fall and the main typologies will 
be townhouses, terraces and mewshouses with 
occasional pairs of semis or even large detached 
houses where plot-based opportunities present 
themselves.

A guiding principle of detailed design around the 
S,*."<I',1%"/*))"(%",3,&#,(*)*#2R"S,.2"('*)3*.9:"
containing non-residential uses will be designed 
and built as narrow-fronted townhouse types, 
/*#$" 91-'.3" O--1:" [1%,32" +-.7%1#%38" >-1" .-.H
residential use but capable of being economically 
refurbished for residential use should future needs 
dictate. This adaptable design will apply not just 
to the square itself but to streets off the square 
which could accommodate an expansion of mixed-
uses in the future. The requirements of adaptable 
('*)3*.9"3%:*9."D)-+,#*-.:",.3":&%+*4+,#*-.:F"/*))"
(%"3%4.%3"(2"#$%"3%:*9.",.3":':#,*.,(*)*#2"+-3%R

8.4.4. STREETS, PUBLIC REALM AND 
LANDSCAPING

The primary east-west route passes along the 
southern edge of the square. This will be a relatively 
busy ‘high street’ accommodating both local and 
#$1-'9$"#1,>4+R"U"3%:*9.":&%%3"->"Za0&$"/*))"K%%&"
#1,>4+":&%%3:")-/"#-"0,K%"*#"%,:2">-1"&%3%:#1*,.:"#-"
cross at any point and a number of formal courtesy 
crossing points will be provided. Low kerbs will 
limit demarcation between pedestrians, cyclists 
and motorists.

<$,1%3":&,+%",)-.9"#$%".-1#$%1."%39%"->"#$%":I',1%"
will create a pedestrian-dominated environment 
that extends the square to the building line while 
still allowing vehicle access for deliveries. To the 
west the diverted North Walsham Road is another 
busy urban street, one of the major radials through 
the site and key route into the city centre from the 
north.

8.4.5. AN INTERESTING URBAN QUARTER

<%+-.3,12" ,.3" #%1#*,12" :#1%%#:" )%,3*.9" ->>" #$%"
:I',1%" /*))" (%" 1%),#*7%)2" .,11-/=" 1%O%+#*.9" #$%*1"
urban nature. There will be considerable variety 
in street widths and composition, making this an 
*.#%1%:#*.9" '1(,." I',1#%1R" <-0%" #%1#*,12" :#1%%#:"
will be shared space, where pedestrians will have 
&1*-1*#2" ,.3" ,))" /*))" (%" 3%:*9.%3" #-" K%%&" #1,>4+"
speeds low.

The landscaping and programming of the Main 
<I',1%" *#:%)>" /*))" (%" +1*#*+,)" #-" *#:" :'++%::" ,:" ,"
piece of integrative public realm. This will require 
careful consideration in detailed design. However 
key principles/ingredients are likely to include:

5 #$%"<I',1%",:","&1*0,1*)2"$,13"),.3:+,&%3":&,+%"
open on all sides, enabling multiple pedestrian 
desire lines across its width and allowing 
multifunctional uses at all times of the year;

5 spillout areas allowing seasonal occupation by 
cafes, restaurants and bars

5 smaller soft-landscaped areas for relaxation 
and children’s play; and

5 extensive tree-planting for shelter and shade 
and to help green the streetscape.

G$%"<I',1%"/*))",):-"(%" #$%" >-+,)"&-*.#" >-1"%7%.#:"
such as seasonal festivals, fairs and outdoor shows 
and will host a regular market. It is likely that, in 
the early phases of development, some car parking 
will be accommodated within the square at busy 
times.

R+K1"-'NF\A'S"--2+2K'*)-'c%+2':d1%"-'2-+K)3#1")##6A'$*"--*$H'"##P$'%26'K%"6-2$

R+K1"-'NF^A'c+G-6'%26'+2*-K"%*-6')#1$+2K'+2'*)-'c%+2':d1%"-'2-+K)3#1")##6A'%!%"*,-2*$H'*#(2)#1$-$'
and terraces

TRANSECT T1, BLOCK MS02 (64 housing units +/-10%)
2 bed house  18
3 bed house  14
4 bed house  6
O,#:" " " Xg"DZX"?"Z"(%3"O,#:Q"ZY"?"X"(%3"O,#:Q"`"?"h"(%3"O,#:F
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8.5. WROXHAM ROAD SQUARE

8.5.1. OVERVIEW

T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%" *:" #$%" :%+-.3,12"
)-+,)" +%.#1%" ->" E<ABC=" :%17*.9" #$%" T1-?$,0"
L-,3" <I',1%" [$,)>" .%*9$(-'1$--38" -++'&2*.9"
the easternmost part of the site between the 
<&1-/:#-." W,1KH,.3HL*3%" :*#%" ,.3" #$%" :-'#$%1."
edge of Beeston Park. Because of the location of 
<&1-/:#-."S,.-1" 9-)>" +-'1:%" -." #$%" %,:#" :*3%" ->"
the Wroxham Road, meaning that land is likely to 
remain permanently undeveloped, Wroxham Road 
<I',1%",):-":%17%:",:"," [9,#%/,28" #-"E<ABC">1-0"
the east and the busiest of the three radial routes 
on which it sits.

]*K%" #$%" S,*." <I',1%=" #$*:" <I',1%" :%17%:" (-#$"
local and strategic functions. Its high level of 
accessibility makes it a suitable location for 
workplaces, which will also bolster the custom 
for local shops and servicing providing for 
the immediate catchment. However, beyond 
#$%" <I',1%" *#:%)>" #$%" .%*9$(-'1$--3" *:" 0,*.)2"
residential and it character changes quickly as 
it meets its edges, formed by Beeston Park, the 
Park and Ride and the belt of multifunctional 
greenspace connecting them.

At about 4,200m2 and with around 260m of 
>1-.#,9%="T1-?$,0"L-,3" <I',1%" *:" :0,))%1" #$,."
#$%"S,*."<I',1%",.3"&%1>-10:","3*>>%1%.#">'.+#*-.R"
Generally quieter as a space – with a combination 
->" 3*:#,.+%" ,.3" &),.#*.9" :+1%%.*.9" #$%" <I',1%"
from the noise of the Wroxham Road despite its 
open end – the overall proportion of residential 
uses will be higher and the frequency of residential 
>1-.#"3--1:",1-'.3"#$%"<I',1%"91%,#%1R"G$%"<I',1%"
itself will be a landscaped area which will serve 
both as an overlooked recreational resource for 
residents and a lunch and meeting spot for the 
daytime workplace population.

R+K1"-'NFOA'5'$-.#26%"0'$*"--*'+2'*)-'1"3%2'.-2*"-'WD>['*"%2$-.*'*0!-H'&##Z+2K'$#1*)'*#(%"6$'*)-'c%+2':d1%"-'e'
JY@'$*#"-0'*#(2)#1$-$'%26'%!%"*,-2*$H'%.*+7-'1$-$

R+K1"-'NF>?A'5'd1+-*',-($'.#26+*+#2'2#"*)'#P'*)-'c%+2':d1%"- R+K1"-'NF>>A'E2*+,%*-'$!%.-$'(+*)'"-&%*+7-&0'+2*-2$-'
31+&6+2K$'e'%$',+K)*'3-'P#126'+2'*)-'c%+2':d1%"-'
2-+K)3#1")##6H'*"%2$-.*'*0!-'D>

Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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R+K1"-'NF>JA':-.*+#2'*)#1K)'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-

R+K1"-'NF>@A'f+3"%2*H'K"--2'1"3%2'$!%.-$'e'%$',+K)*'
3-'P#126'%*'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-

R+K1"-'NF>IA'=)%"%.*-"+$*+.'#P'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-'%*'9:;<='e'7+-('P"#,'-%$*'*#'(-$*
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8.5.2. DENSITY, HEIGHT AND MASSING

The blocks immediately surrounding Wroxham 
L-,3"<I',1%",1%"*."#$%"b1(,."C%.#1%"DGZF"#1,.:%+#="
0-7*.9"-'#"#-"V%.%1,)"b1(,."DGXF",.3"<'(Hb1(,."
(T3), and to Park Edge (T4) where the development 
abuts Beeston Park. Although of lower overall 
3%.:*#2" #$,." #$%" S,*." <I',1%" D,." ,7%1,9%" ->"
46dph compared with 56dph), the frontage to the 
<I',1%"*#:%)>"/*))"9%.%1,))2"(%"->">-'1H#-H47%":#-1%2"
buildings, creating an appropriate scale in relation 
#-" #$%" &'()*+" 1%,)0R" U:" /*#$" #$%" S,*." <I',1%="
," 4.%" 91,*." /*))" (%" ,+$*%7%" #$1-'9$" #$%" ':%" ->"
predominantly narrow plots with bulkier buildings 
occupying corner plots. 

S-7*.9" ,/,2" >1-0" #$%" <I',1%" #$%" +$,1,+#%1"
+$,.9%:"1,&*3)2e"#-"#$%".-1#$"%,:#"D()-+K:"TL<Zh"
,.3" TL<Z`F" 3%7%)-&0%.#" *:" ->" #$%" <'(Hb1(,."
(T3) transect type, comprising mostly two and 
some three-storey semi-detached, detached and 
(relatively few) terraced typologies. Elsewhere, 
frontages along the primary east-west street are 
uniformly of three storeys, with a mix of two and 
three-storey terraces, mews and townhousing – 
and some one-off larger houses and apartment 
buildings – in quieter T2 areas behind this main 
road. At the T4 Beeston Park edge, larger houses – 
detacheds and paired semis – and apartment villas 
of up to four storeys are mixed with townhouses, 
taking advantage of the aspect to the woodland 
edging the park.

8.5.3. USE MIX

Because of its accessibility, it is proposed to 
,++-00-3,#%",":'(:#,.#*,)",0-'.#"->"->4+%H(,:%3"
%0&)-20%.#"-."T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%=" #-9%#$%1"
with enough local convenience retail and services 
to meet the needs of the working-hours population 
and the up to 750 homes in the Wroxham Road 
<I',1%".%*9$(-'1$--3R"

B&%."-."#$%"*#:":*3%="T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%"*#:%)>"
/*))"(%")%::"*.#*0,#%"#$,."#$%"S,*."<I',1%",.3"/*))"
be close to large-scale land uses such as the energy 

+%.#1%="/$*+$"*:")-+,#%3"*."()-+K"TL<YhR"U)#$-'9$"
universally of integrated, urban typologies some 
->" #$%" ->4+%" ('*)3*.9:" $%1%" /*))" (%" (')K*%1" #$,."
-." #$%"S,*." <I',1%" %.,()*.9"0-1%" &%-&)%" #-" (%"
,++-00-3,#%3" -." ," :*.9)%" O--1" ,.3"0,K*.9" #$%"
-7%1,))" 91,*." ->" #$%" :I',1%" 0-1%" 7,1*%3R" <*0*),1"
adaptable building design principles will be 
,3-&#%3"$%1%",:"-."#$%"S,*."<I',1%R

M-':*.9" -." #$%" <I',1%" /*))" (%" &1*0,1*)2"
apartments and duplexes, some in purpose built-
blocks but mostly in narrow-front townhouse 
#2&-)-9*%:" /$%1%" #$%" 91-'.3" O--1:" ,1%" *." -#$%1"
use; but there will also be some large family 
houses in the form of whole townhouses. Almost 
*00%3*,#%)2" ->>" #$%" <I',1%" *#:%)>=" #$%" &1-&-1#*-."
of apartments will fall and the main typologies will 
be townhouses, terraces and mewshouses.

8.5.4. STREETS, PUBLIC REALM AND GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE

U:" #$%" &1*0,12" ,++%::" #-" E<ABC" >1-0" #$%"
Wroxham Road the street along the southern edge 
of the square will be relatively busy, particularly at 
peak times. A short stretch of bus lane will allow 
eastbound buses to bypass any peak time queues 
to access the bus stop on the square. Outside 
of peak hours the bus lane will be used as short 
stay visitor parking. Maximum design speeds of 
20mph, together with a wide median strip will 
allow pedestrians to cross at any point, formal 
+1-::*.9"&-*.#:"/*))",):-"(%"&1-7*3%3R"<$,1%3":&,+%"
along the northern edge of the square will create 
a pedestrian dominated environment while still 
,))-/*.9" 7%$*+)%" ,++%::" >-1" 3%)*7%1*%:R" <%+-.3,12"
and tertiary streets leading off the square will be 
1%),#*7%)2".,11-/="1%O%+#*.9"#$%*1"'1(,.".,#'1%R"

Away from the square residential tertiary streets 
will be access only, with very low design speeds to 
make them pleasant environments for residents 
to spend time and safe for children play. Modal 
4)#%1*.9" /*))" &1%7%.#" #$1-'9$" #1,>4+" /*#$-'#"
reducing permeability for pedestrians and cyclists. 
Along the park edge street trees, green buffer and 

R+K1"-'NF>LA'5'*0!+.%&'"-$+6-2*+%&',+G'+2'*)-'_"#G)%,'C%#6':d1%"-'2-+K)3#1")##6A'*-""%.-$H'$-,+$'%26'
%!%"*,-2*$'e'*"%2$-.*'*0!-'DI

R+K1"-'NF>\A'S"--2+2K'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-'2-+K)3#1")##6'e'%'P#",%&'"-$+6-2*+%&'$d1%"-'%(%0'P"#,'*)-'
.-2*"-'e'*"%2$-.*'*0!-'DI

TRANSECT T2, BLOCK WRS02 (39 housing units +/-10%)
2 bed house  10
3 bed house  15
4 bed house  8
O,#:" " " g"Dh"?"Z"(%3"O,#:Q"h"?"X"(%3"O,#:F
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front gardens will create a ‘green street’, part of a 
wider network of leisure routes for walking and 
cycling that also act as ecological corridors. 

T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%" *#:%)>" /*))" (%" :->#H
landscaped open space incorporating formal and 
informal elements, tree planting and play areas. 
On the northern edge of the neighbourhood a 
linear green space creates a buffer to the wildlife-
rich woodland of Beeston park. Pockets parks 
provide local resources for play and recreation.

R+K1"-'NF>NA'52'-6K-'.#26+*+#2'+2'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-'
2-+K)3#1")##6'e'&%"K-"')#1$-$'#7-"&##Z+2K',1&*+P12.*+#2%&'K"--2'$!%.-

R+K1"-'NF>OA'_+*)+2'%'2-+K)3#1")##6'$d1%"-'+2'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-'
2-+K)3#1")##6'e'*)"--'Y$*#"0'*-""%.-$'%"#126'%'!%"Z'%26'!&%0'$!%.-'

R+K1"-'NFI?A'f+-('+2*#'%'2-+K)3#1")##6'$d1%"-'P"#,'%'$-.#26%"0'$*"--*'+2'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-'2-+K)3#1")##6'e'*)"--Y$*#"-0'
*#(2)#1$-$'K+7+2K'(%0'*#'*(#Y$*#"-0'*-""%.-$'%26'$-,+$

R+K1"-'NF>^A'5'2-+K)3#1")##6'$!%.-H'%'d1+-*'*-"*+%"0'$*"--*'%26'%'K"%26'*#(2)#1$-'#P'*)-'Z+26'*)%*',+K)*'3-'P#126'+2'*)-'_"#G)%,'C#%6':d1%"-'2-+K)3#1")##6
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BEESTON PARK AND RED HALL FARM

8.5.5. OVERVIEW

The Beeston Park neighbourhood lies north of 
#$%"S,*."<I',1%R"_#"/*))"(%","&1%3-0*.,.#)2"I'*%#"
residential area with a high proportion of family 
housing, taking advantage of the appealing setting 
provided by Beeston Park to the east, and Beeston 
Lane and creating a network of continuous links 
between these areas though a network of green 
streets. However, the realigned North Walsham 
Road the area will also form the key entrance to the 
development and indeed to the Greater Norwich 
urbanization approached from the north, and the 
junction of new and old North Walsham Roads 
with Beeston Lane close by Red Hall Farm itself 
will be an important gateway and node of activity, 
providing access to Beeston Park and hosting a 
centre for the rural economy making and selling 
craft, food and other rural products.

8.5.6. DENSITY, HEIGHT AND MASSING

As a mainly family housing neighbourhood, 
Beeston Park/Red Hall will be characterized two-
to-three-story residential development. Closer to 
#$%"0,*."<I',1%",.3",/,2">1-0"#$%"%39%:="/*#$*."
the General Urban (T2) transect, development 
will be mostly mews, terrace and townhousing 
with some semi-detached and detached properties 
on inviting plots and purpose-built apartments, 
averaging at 40-45dph. Closer to the permanent 
green edges formed by Beeston Park, Beeston 
Lane and Red Hall Park where the Edge (T4) 
transect type applies, densities will fall towards 
25dph but there will be a range of building 
heights, from two storeys up to four storeys where 
there are opportunities for substantial detached 
homes, paired villas and apartment villas with 
sizeable gardens which create a strong edge to the 
parklands and provide an appropriate sense of 
grandeur. On the northern edge of Red Hall Farm, 
where it meets the countryside, development will 
(%"*."#$%"<'(Hb1(,."DGhF"#1,.:%+#"#2&%="0-:#)2"->"
semi-detached and detached typology, and limited 
to two or three storeys.

8.5.7. USE MIX

Beeston Park/Red Hall Farm is a residential 
neighbourhood with around 85% of development 
consisting in 2, 3 and 4+-bedroom houses. The 
predominant transect types are Urban (T2) and 
Edge (T4), meaning an emphasis on terraces, 
townhouses, mews and some semi-detached 
homes combined with some grander types fronting 
the parks – paired villas, apartment villas and 
detacheds, with the potential for formal terraced 
crescents fronting each side of the linear park 
along Beeston Lane.

Red Hall Farm is proposed to be developed as a 
visitor centre for Beeston Park and a centre for 
food and rural activity. The redbrick farmhouse 
and outbuildings will be retained and other, lower-
value buildings will be removed and redeveloped 
,:" ," +-0&)%?" ->" :0,))H:+,)%" ->4+%=" /-1K:$-&"
and retail spaces (block RH01). Activities 
accommodated within the complex could include 
a farm shop(s), restaurant and café, small-scale 
food processing (e.g. microbrewery, preserving), 
equestrian activities, plant centre, arts and crafts 
,.3",."*.#%1&1%#,#*-.="4%)3":#'3*%:",.3"%3'+,#*-."
centre.

8.5.8. STREETS, PUBLIC REALM AND GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE

Along park edges street trees, planted buffers and 
front gardens will create ‘green streets’ that act as 
ecological corridors and form part of a network of 
leisure routes for walking and cycling throughout 
the development. Beeston Lane will be closed 
#-" #$1-'9$" #1,>4+=" ,))-/*.9" ,++%::" #-" L%3" M,))"
Farm and Beeston Hall only; this, together with 
the retention of hedgerows, will ensure the lane 
remains a quiet, attractive and semi rural route for 
walking, cycling and horse riding between Beeston 
Park and Red Hall Farm. 

Tertiary streets will be access only, with very 
low design speeds to make them pleasant 
environments for residents to spend time and 
:,>%">-1"+$*)31%."&),2R"S-3,)"4)#%1*.9"/*))"&1%7%.#"

R+K1"-'NFI>A'M%"K-"'*-""%.-$H'!%+"-6'7+&&%$'%26'6-*%.)-6')#,-$'.&#$-'*#'T--$*#2'8%"Z'-6K-'e'*"%2$-.*'*0!-'D@

R+K1"-'NFIIA'M%"K-"'*)"--H'P#1"'%26'/7-'3-6"##,'P%,+&0')#,-$'%26'%!%"*,-2*$'7+&&%$'e'*)-'!"+2.+!%&'*0!#&#K+-$'
of the Beeston Park neighbourhood

TRANSECT T4, BLOCK BP09 (18 housing units +/-10%)
2 bed house  2
3 bed house  6
4 bed house  6
O,#:" " " `"DX"?"X"(%3"O,#:Q"X"?"h"(%3"O,#:F
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#$1-'9$" #1,>4+"/*#$-'#" 1%3'+*.9" &%10%,(*)*#2" >-1"
pedestrians and cyclists.

The landscape and public realm character of 
^%%:#-."W,1KdL%3"M,))"/*))"(%":#1-.9)2"*.O'%.+%3"
by the parkland settings of Beeston Park the east 
and Red Hall Park to west and the linear park 
connecting them either side of Beeston Lane. 
The linear park will be fronted by crescents of 
development on either side, creating a formal 
condition with overlooking of the lane. The main 
east-west secondary street running through the 
Beeston Park neighbourhood will be designed 
as green street creating a further ecological and 
parkland link between the two major parks, and a 
.%*9$(-'1$--3"&,1K"DV<YXF"*:")-+,#%3".-1#$"->"#$*:"
street providing a more localised focal point for 
local play and recreation. On the edge to Beeston 
Park a planted area, providing an ecological buffer 
to the existing woodland, will combine with front 
gardens and well-spaced built form to create a soft, 
green transition between the neighbourhood and 
the park.

R+K1"-'NFIJA':-.*+#2'*)"#1K)'T--$*#2'M%2-'%26'M+2-%"'8%"Z'e'7+-('&##Z+2K'-%$*'*#(%"6$'T--$*#2'8%"Z

R+K1"-'NFI@A'5'K"--2-"'$*"--*'#P'*)-'*0!-'*)%*',+K)*'
be found in the Beeston Park neighbourhood

R+K1"-'NFI^A'52'%!%"*,-2*'7+&&%'e'K-2-"#1$&0'
proportioned apartments with shared gardens of 
*)-'*0!-'*)%*',+K)*'3-'P#126'+2'*)-'T--$*#2'8%"Z'
neighbourhood

R+K1"-'NFINA'5'*-"*+%"0'$*"--*'.&#$-'*#'T--$*#2'8%"Z'e'P%,+&0')#,-$'$-*'3%.Z'P"#,'%'$*"--*'!&%2*-6'(+*)'*"--$R+K1"-'NFI\A'5'&%"K-'6-*%.)-6')#,-'#P'*)-'*0!-'*)%*'
,+K)*'3-'P#126'#2'U$!-.+%&V'!&#*$'.&#$-'*#'T--$*#2'
Park

R+K1"-'NFILA'5'K"--2-"'$*"--*'P%.+2K'*)-'T--$*#2'8%"Z'-6K-'+2'*)-'T--$*#2'8%"Z'2-+K)3#1")##6
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8.6. CHURCH LANE SOUTH

8.6.1. OVERVIEW

C$'1+$" ],.%" <-'#$" *:" ," 0*?%3" 1%:*3%.#*,)" ,1%,"
:-'#$" ->" #$%"S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" %,:#" ->" #$%" E-1#$"
Walsham Road. It takes its name from Church 
Lane, which is currently a narrow, hedge-lined lane 
popular with walkers from the existing community 
->"<&1-/:#-.R"U)#$-'9$":-0%"->"*#:"+$,1,+#%1"/*))"
be retained, with development Church Lane will 
become an important direct link between old and 
.%/"&,1#:"->"<&1-/:#-.",.3"3%0,.3:",."%0&$,:*:"
on creating a receptive and welcoming arrival/
departure point. The wider neighbourhood will 
have an emphasis on subtle changes in residential 
character, with an emphasis on street composition 
and typological mix creating an area which is 
appealing to walk around for residents and visitors 
alike, and pocket parks and squares distributed 
throughout for recreation and lingering.

8.6.2. DENSITY, HEIGHT AND MASSING

C$'1+$" ],.%" <-'#$" *:" +-0&-:%3" ->" #$%" V%.%1,)"
Urban (T2) type close to the busier secondary 
1-'#%:",.3"#$%"<'(Hb1(,."Gh"#2&%"-."#$%"I'*%#%:#"
tertiary streets. With development being of two 
or three storeys, the change from T2 to T3 and 
variation within these areas will be achieved 
through changes in typological mix: more terraces, 
townhouses, mews and the occasional corner 
apartment building and grand single or pair of 
houses within T2; a greater proportion of semis 
and detacheds with bigger gardens, and perhaps 
some bungalows, within T3. The overall density 
of the neighbourhood will be around 39dph, 
which is comparable with existing development 
#-" #$%" :-'#$=" ,)#$-'9$" #$%" C$'1+$" ],.%" <-'#$"
neighbourhood will have a both a more urban and 
a more spacious feel in virtue of the connected 
street pattern and the construction of homes with 
minimal setbacks and ample private space to 
the rear.

8.6.3. USE MIX

C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$"*:","1%:*3%.#*,)".%*9$(-'1$--3="
but provision is being made within the parameter 
plans for a small cluster of mixed use activity close 
to the ‘gateway’ from the Millennium Woodland, 
such as a community hall, convenience shop and 
pub. This will provide local facilities for local 
residents both within the new development and on 
White Woman Lane, help to activate the green, and 
create a stopping-off point for people continuing to 
use the Church Lane link for recreational walking.

8.6.4. STREETS, PUBLIC REALM AND GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE

The alignment and width of Church Lane will be 
retained as an access only street with pedestrian 
and cycle priority. This will allow the retention of 
existing trees and create a direct and attractive 
walking and cycling connection to neighbouring 
,1%,:"->"<&1-/:#-.R"C$'1+$"],.%"/*))">-10"&,1#"->"
," /*3%1" .%#/-1K" ->" 91%%." :#1%%#:" /*#$*."E<ABC="
as will the east-west secondary street running 
(%#/%%."#$%"C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$",.3"S,*."<I',1%R

Tertiary streets will be access only, with very 
low design speeds to make them pleasant 
environments for residents to spend time and 
:,>%">-1"+$*)31%."&),2R"S-3,)"4)#%1*.9"/*))"&1%7%.#"
#$1-'9$" #1,>4+"/*#$-'#" 1%3'+*.9" &%10%,(*)*#2" >-1"
pedestrians and cyclists. 

In addition to the street network, Church Lane 
<-'#$"/*))"$,7%",".'0(%1"->".%*9$(-'1$--3"&,1K:"
of different scales and functions, from quite large 
0')#*>'.+#*-.,)" :&,+%:" D%R9R" V<Z`" ,.3" V<ZgF"
accommodating multiple play areas and both 
formal andscaped areas to smaller corner and 
&-+K%#"&,1K:"D%R9R"V<ZX",.3"V<XZF"->>%1*.9","0-1%"
informal lingering place. The main public realm 
:%#H&*%+%"/*))"(%" #$%"V1%%."DV<ZpF="/$%1%"C$'1+$"

R+K1"-'NFIOA'R%,+&0')#,-$'$-*'3%.Z'P"#,'*)-'"-*%+2-6'=)1".)'M%2-'e'P"#2*'K%"6-2$'%26'7-)+.1&%"'%..-$$'*#'
rear; new and retained trees

R+K1"-'NFJ?A'c+G-6')#1$+2K'+2'*)-'=)1".)'M%2-':#1*)'2-+K)3#1")##6'e'*(#'%26'*)"--'$*#"-0'*-""%.-H'!&%22-6'
7+&&%$'%26',-($'W!&1$'$#,-'%!%"*,-2*$['(+*)'K-2-"#1$'K%"6-2$

TRANSECT T2/T3, BLOCK CLS08 (46 housing units +/-10%)
2 bed house  14
3 bed house  17
4 bed house  11
O,#:" " " `"DX"?"X"(%3"O,#:Q"X"?"h"(%3"O,#:F
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],.%"<-'#$"/*))"-&%."-'#"#-"+1%,#%","),/.%3"-&%."
space for informal games and spilling out from a 
possible pub or hall facing it from the west. Church 
Lane itself and the secondary route between the 
S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" #$%" :-'#$%1." %39%" ->" #$%" W,1K"
and Ride will be designed as green streets creating 
ecological corridors and contiguous links between 
park areas.

R+K1"-'NFJ>A'D-""%.-6')#1$-$H',-($'%26'%'7+&&%K-'
green as might be found in the Church Lane South 
neighbourhood

R+K1"-'NFJIA'D)-'!"#!#$-6'K"--2'%*'*)-'=)1".)'M%2-'$#1*)'.#22-.*+#2'(+*)':!"#($*#2'e'%2'%""+7%&'!#+2*'P-%*1"+2K'2-('%26'"-*%+2-6'*"--$H'!&%0'$!%.-$'%26'
2-+K)3#1")##6'P%.+&+*+-$'P"#2*-6'30'*(#'%26'*)"--'$*#"-0')#,-$

R+K1"-'NFJJA'5',-($'.#26+*+#2'+2'*)-'=)1".)'M%2-'$#1*)'2-+K)3#1")##6'e'
*(#'$*#"-0')#,-$'#7-"&##Z+2K'*-"*+%"0'!&%0'$*"--*$

R+K1"-'NFJ@A'<2'=)1".)'M%2-'&##Z+2K'2#"*)'*#(%"6$'*)-',%+2'$d1%"-A'*)-'
retained lane as the centrepiece of an open green street
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8.7. OLD CATTON

8.7.1. OVERVIEW

G$%"/%:#%1."&,1#"->"E<ABC")*%:"0-:#)2"/*#$*."#$%"
parish of Old Catton from which it takes its name. 
U)#$-'9$"+-..%+#%3"3*1%+#)2"#-"#$%"1%:#"->"E<ABC"
by the east-west link road, most of the homes in this 
residential area will be closer and more accessible 
to the existing district centre south of the site off 
#$%"<&*?/-1#$d"^'?#-."L-,3" #$,." #-" #$%"E<ABC"
S,*."<I',1%=",.3"#$%">1,90%.#%3"),.3"-/.%1:$*&:"
between this and the old North Walsham Road 
mean that, until other sites come forward for 
development, it will be somewhat separated from 
the rest of the development although, being close 
to the amenities of Old Catton and superb existing 
assets such as Old Catton Park and Lavare Park, no 
less appealing a place to live for that. The emphasis 
at Old Catton is on residential development at 
modest densities which recognises the prevailing 
character and type of the existing community 
while applying similar principles of layout and 
+-..%+#%3.%::",:"%):%/$%1%"*."E<ABCR

8.7.2. DENSITY, HEIGHT AND MASSING

Old Catton comprises of development in the 
b1(,." DGXF" ,.3" <'(Hb1(,." DGhF" #1,.:%+#" #2&%:"
with some in the Edge (T4) type close to the 
proposed recreation ground and cricket pitch to 
#$%">,1"/%:#"->"#$%":+$%0%R"T%:#"->"#$%"<&*?/-1#$d"
Buxton Road and close to the existing housing 
,1%,:"->";39%4%)3"C)-:%",.3"T%:#,+1%"61*7%="#2&%"
T3 dominates implying a built form of mostly two-
storey semi-detached and detached homes, with 
some three-storey and/or terraced development 
close to the main east-west route, and potentially 
:-0%"('.9,)-/:R"N1-.#*.9"#$%"<&*?/-1#$d"^'?#-."
Road and to the west of it fronting the east-west 
1-'#%"#-/,13:"#$%"S,*."<I',1%"#$%"#2&-)-9*+,)"0*?"
will include more terraces and townhouses (many 
of up to three storeys) as well as semi-detached and 
detached houses. The average housing density in 
the Old Catton part of the scheme is approximately 
38 dwellings per hectare, although it will likely 
(%"$*9$%1"#$,."#$*:"%,:#"->"#$%"<&*?/-1#$d"^'?#-."

Road and somewhat lower to its west. Houses in 
the Old Catton neighbourhood will typically have 
larger-than-average back gardens. Overlooking 
#$%"&1-&-:%3"1%+1%,#*-."91-'.3"D<WYhF"/$*+$"*#"*:"
intended will have a cricket pitch as its centerpiece, 
+-')3" (%" I'*#%" 91,.3" $-':%:" (%.%4##*.9" >1-0"
#$%" ,:&%+#" ,+1-::" #$%" 91-'.3" ,.3" 9*7*.9" *#" ," 4.%"
setting.

8.7.3. USE MIX

As the Old Catton area is well served by the existing 
district centre, new mixed-use activity will be 
limited, although the plans provide for potential 
additional retail/commercial units fronting the 
<&*?/-1#$d" ^'?#-." L-,3" ,.3" :-" %?#%.3*.9" #$%"
existing centre north by a block, and there is scope 
for a pub or café fronting the proposed cricket pitch 
,#" <WYZR" G$%"0-:#" *0&-1#,.#" .-.H1%:*3%.#*,)" ':%"
in the area is the proposed second primary school, 
which has been located to be accessible to pupils 
>1-0"(-#$"[:*3%:8"->"E<ABC",.3"#-"(%.%4#">1-0"*#:"
proximity to existing and new recreational facilities; 
close to this, too, there could be a convenience shop 
and services like a nursery and café.

8.7.4. STREETS, PUBLIC REALM AND GREEN 
INFRASTRUCTURE

While the primary east-west route will be less busy 
in this area it is still designed to accommodate 
public transport and with a view to becoming 
busier if a connection to the Airport Industrial 
Estate is established in the future. Wide pavements 
and dedicated cycle lanes will provide attractive 
and safe routes to the primary school and Main 
<I,'1%">-1"&%3%:#1*,.:",.3"+2+)*:#:R

Tertiary streets will be access only, with very 
low design speeds to make them pleasant 
environments for residents to spend time and 
:,>%">-1"+$*)31%."&),2R"S-3,)"4)#%1*.9"/*))"&1%7%.#"
#$1-'9$" #1,>4+"/*#$-'#" 1%3'+*.9" &%10%,(*)*#2" >-1"
pedestrians and cyclists.

R+K1"-'NFJLA'_-&&Y$!%.-6'*-""%.-$'%26'!%+"-6'7+&&%$'%*'<&6'=%**#2H'+2'*)-'$13Y1"3%2'WDJ['*"%2$-.*

R+K1"-'NFJ\A'M%"K-'3%.Z'K%"6-2$H'%'.-2*"%&'$-,+Y!"+7%*-'!&%0'#"'P##6'K"#(+2K'$!%.-'%26'$-.1"-'.#1"*0%"6'
parking in the Old Catton neighbourhood

TRANSECT T3, BLOCK 0C03 (38 housing units +/-10%)
2 bed house  10
3 bed house  12
4 bed house  12
O,#:" " " `"D`"?"X"(%3"O,#:F
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The main green infrastructure typologies in the 
,1%,",1%"#$%"#/-"1%+1%,#*-."91-'.3:e"<WYZ=" #-"#$%"
far west of the site, which will accommodate a 
+1*+K%#" 91-'.3=" ,0-.9" -#$%1" #$*.9:Q" ,.3" <WYX="
which forms a continuous link of sports ground 
connecting the existing Old Catton recreation 
91-'.3" ,.3" #$%"E-1/*+$" <+$--)" &),2*.9"4%)3:R" _>"
,"O--3)*#",.3d-1",1#*4+*,)"&*#+$"*:"1%I'*1%3"-.":*#%="
this is the optimal location for it in virtue of its 
distance from the rural edge of the development.

R+K1"-'NFJ^A'5'K%"6-2'*-""%.-H'6-*%.)-6'.#**%K-$H'%'$)%"-6'K%"6-2'.#1"*0%"6'%26'6+PP-"-2*',-($'.#26+*+#2$'%$'
might be found in the Old Catton neighbourhood

R+K1"-'NFJNA'M##Z+2K'P"#,'3%.Z'K%"6-2$'#2*#'%'$-,+Y!"+7%*-'.#1"*0%"6'K%"6-2$H'<&6'=%**#2'2-+K)3#1")##6

R+K1"-'NFJOA'5'd1+-*'*-"*+%"0'$*"--*'+2'<&6'=%**#2

Photo by La-Citta-Vita on Flickr
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8.8. APPEARANCE: TOWARDS DETAILED DESIGN 
AND ARCHITECTURE

As an outline planning application with all 
matters except access reserved, this application 
defers aspects of detailed design to be resolved 
through reserved matters, as is appropriate for 
a scheme which will be delivered over many 
years. However, far from being a ‘bare’ outline 
#$%" ,&&)*+,#*-." +-.#,*.:" ," :*9.*4+,.#" ,0-'.#" ->"
design information to guide these later layers of 
design, including a masterplan diagram which 
1%O%+#:" #$%" *.#%.3%3" ),2-'#"->"()-+K:=" :#1%%#:",.3"
spaces (and is not simply ‘illustrative’ of a possible 
layout) and a transect plan and parameters which 
describe aspects of the design of each block and a 
street hierarchy setting parameters for each street, 
which in combination set an envelope for height, 
scale and massing, including the vital relation of 
building heights and widths to street dimensions, 
and provide prescription matters typically 
reserved to design coding, such as setbacks and 
the treatment of parking. In addition, the Housing 
<#,#%0%.#",.3"<-+*,)",.3";+-.-0*+"6%7%)-&0%.#"
<#,#%0%.#" &1-7*3%" >'1#$%1" %?&-:*#*-." ->" #$%" 0*?"
and range of housing and other building types 
#$,#" ,1%" %?&%+#%3" #-" (%" +-.:*3%1%3=" ,.3" #$%" <,>%"
,.3" _.+)':*7%" 6%:*9." <#,#%0%.#" %?&),*.:" $-/"
matters of security and inclusion have and will be 
considered in the project.

Therefore, although many issues of detailed design 
which do affect the ‘look and feel’ of a development 
– architectural style, materials and window 
dimensions, for example – are not resolved by this 
application, it can be seen how the parameters 
impose an overall discipline on later architectural 
design and ensures that a range of different styles 
can be accommodated within the framework of 
a robust plan. Indeed, that is one of the aims: to 
foster an urbanism that can, and will probably be 
required to, allow different styles to blend and 
coexist.

8.8.1. DESIGN AND SUSTAINABILITY CODING

To provide additional design assurance and 
exercise robust governance over the architecture 
->"E<ABC=","<*#%HT*3%"6%:*9.",.3"<':#,*.,(*)*#2"
Code will be developed prior to the submission of 
#$%"41:#"1%:%17%3"0,##%1:",&&)*+,#*-.">-1"':%"(2",))"
involved in the detailed design of development at 
E<ABCR"

A design code is a document that set rules for 
the design of a development. It operationalises 
the design principles and rationale for the 
development, giving instructions of varying 
degrees of precision to designers later in the 
process on how to implement them. Its purpose 
it to ensure that the initial design aims of a 
3%7%)-&0%.#" ,1%" 1%,)*:%3" *." *#:" 4.,)" :#,#%R" C-3%:"
can apply at a range of scales, from urban design 
codes that deal primarily with the block, vista 
or urban structure to architectural codes that 
specify aspects of building elevation or materials. 
Typically they include both written rules and 
visual information such as diagrams explaining 
key design requirements.

A formal scoping exercise will be undertaken prior 
#-" /-1K" +-00%.+*.9" -." #$%"E<ABC"6%:*9." ,.3"
<':#,*.,(*)*#2"C-3%="('#"*#"*:")*K%)2"#$,#"*#"/*))"+-7%1"
at least the following:

5" more detailed block-by-block coding of layout 
including scaling of building height to street 
/*3#$="91-'.3"O--1"$%*9$#:="('*)3*.9" )*.%",.3"
setbacks, continuity of frontage, plot size and 
assembly, building types, parking treatments 
,.3"*3%.#*4+,#*-."->"[:&%+*,)8"&)-#:Q

5" articulation of the street hierarchy and public 
realm including cycle lane and parking design, 
surfacing, sightlines, kerb details, street 
lighting, street furniture, planting and on-
street parking;

5" coding of green infrastructure typologies 
*.+)'3*.9" 91%%." :#1%%#:=" <b6:=" 3*:#1*('#%3"
parks and play areas;

5" architectural design coding including aesthetic 
principles, adaptability, use of materials, and 
some more detailed aspects such as window 
dimensions and roof treatments; and

5" sustainable building coding, including 
thermal performance standards, materials 
:&%+*4+,#*-.=" *.+-1&-1,#*-." ->" 1%.%/,()%"
energy technologies, dual water supply and 
:&%+*4+,#*-."->"4#R

Although the Code will be ‘tight’ only where 
necessary, allowing for great variety to emerge in 
detailed design albeit within clear parameters, it 
0,2"3%:*9.,#%":&%+*4+"&,1#:"->"#$%"&),."!"#2&*+,))2"
a ‘special’ plot or group of plots – to be ‘off code’ in 
some or all respects in order to allow unregulated 
commissions to emerge and so include elements of 
surprise and departure within the place. Likewise, 
it may prescribe the need for a further level of 
detailed architectural coding where a street, block 
or building is deemed to need stricter design 
control. The Code, and how it will be applied, is 
explained further in the Delivery and Management 
<#,#%0%.#R
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;>4+*%.#" ,.3" 1%:&-.:*()%" ':%" ->" .,#'1,)"
resources is integral to sustainable development, 
keeping residents’ and users’ environmental 
footprints as small as possible while providing 
affordable warmth and the high standard 
of telecommunications, water and waste 
management services that people typically take for 
granted in well-designed, forward-looking places. 
N-1" E-1#$" <&1-/:#-." ,.3" B)3" C,##-." DE<ABCF="
great thought has been given to how to provide 
service infrastructure and utilities in a way that 
demonstrates how the environmental impact of 
development and human consumption can be 
reduced while allowing for the fact that, over the 
ZaHXY" 2%,1" &%1*-3" 3'1*.9" /$*+$" E<ABC" /*))" (%"
developed, there will be constant advances in 
technology (and its economic viability) and steady 
changes in the standards of design of buildings 
and infrastructure and in the habits of the people 
that use them.

At this outline planning stage, therefore, the 
emphasis in infrastructure and utilities planning 
is on demonstrating the availability of viable, 
policy- and technically-compliant solutions that 
would underpin high minimum levels of resource-
%>4+*%.+2" ,.3" :':#,*.,()%" 1%:-'1+%"0,.,9%0%.#="
but which allow for later improvements by:

5 1%#,*.*.9" O%?*(*)*#2" #-" 3%#%10*.%" &1%+*:%"
solutions through detailed design, for example 
by considering multiple possible energy-
generating options;

5 [>'#'1%H&1--4.98"3%7%)-&0%.#"#-",))-/">-1"),#%1"
*..-7,#*-.=" >-1"%?,0&)%"(2"4##*.9",))"('*)3*.9:"
with a dual water supply to allow for future 
installation of recycled water throughout; and

5 &1-&-:*.9" >-1" *.+)':*-." *." ," <*#%HT*3%"6%:*9."
,.3"<':#,*.,(*)*#2"C-3%":#,.3,13:",.3"&-)*+*%:"
on sustainable building design which will 
ensure that appropriate common and bespoke 
standards are followed in the implementation 
of the development .

The following sections summarise the strategy for 
%>>%+#*7%" *.>1,:#1'+#'1%" ,.3" '#*)*#*%:" ,#" E<ABCR"
These are explained fully in the Energy and 
b#*)*#*%:" <#,#%0%.#=" T,#%1" <#,#%0%.#" ,.3" T,:#%"
S,.,9%0%.#"<#,#%0%.#R

9.1. ENERGY DEMAND AND SUPPLY

G$%" (,:*:" ->" #$%" %.%192" :#1,#%92" >-1" E<ABC" *:"
)%,.=" 7%12" %.%192H%>4+*%.#" 3%7%)-&0%.#" /*#$"
intrinsically low energy demand. This will be 
achieved through a combination of:

5 optimising plot and building layout as fully 
as possible within the constraints of good 
urbanism to facilitate air circulation and the 
right balance of solar gain and passive shading;

5 incorporating extensive green infrastructure to 
provide shading during the day and evaporative 
cooling at night;

5 0,?*0*:*.9" #$%" (%.%4#:" ->" [&,::*7%8" 3%:*9." #-"
&1-7*3%"$*9$" #$%10,)" %>4+*%.+2" (2" K%%&*.9" ,*1"
permeability, thermal bridging and the u-values 
of external fabric as low as possible, achieving 
good thermal mass through choice of materials 
and designing for good natural daylight 
wherever possible; and

5 incorporating suitable ‘active’ measures in 
('*)3*.9" :&%+*4+,#*-.=" *.+)'3*.9" #*0%" ,.3"
thermostatic control of hot water, zonal heating 
controls, motion detection systems, high-
%>4+*%.+2" )*9$#*.9" ,.3" %.:'1*.9" #$,#" /$*#%"
goods, where supplied, are suitably rated.

A key element of active energy management at 
E<ABC" *:" )*K%)2" #-"(%",":0,1#%1"91*3R" _."%::%.+%="
a ‘smart grid’ allows peaks and troughs of 
%.%192" 3%0,.3" #-" (%" :0--#$%3" #$1-'9$" %>4+*%.#"
management and control of aggregate demand at 
different times of day and for different uses, which 
places less demand on generating capacity. At 
the local level a smart grid works through better 
+-00'.*+,#*-." D7*," 4(1%H-&#*+" +,()%" -1" VWL<F"
between the demand side and generation; for 
example, the capacity to turn on and off non-critical 
demand to match available supply (for example 
household white goods). An electrical distribution 
network that has the capacity to manage 
generation and distribution against demand more 
%>>%+#*7%)2"/*))".-#"-.)2"(%"0-1%"%>4+*%.#"*."*#:"':%"
of energy but also inherently more sustainable by 
rewarding responsible patterns of energy use with 
lower bills and reducing the need for additional 
generating capacity.

In addition to the reduction and smarter 
management of energy demand, development at 
E<ABC"/*))" (%" &1-7*3%3"/*#$" ,"0*?" ->" 7%12H)-/H
carbon clean and renewable energy supplied from 
on or near the site. There are several options for 
this energy mix. One is a strategic energy asset 
that could be established to provide low-carbon 
energy to multiple new and potentially existing 
3%7%)-&0%.#:=" *.+)'3*.9" :-'1+%:" ->" :*9.*4+,.#"
heat demand, across a wider sector of Greater 
E-1/*+$="-."/$*+$"E<ABC"/-')3"31,/R"U":%+-.3="

/$*+$" /-')3" (%" :'>4+*%.#" #-" 0%%#" #$%" +$,.9*.9"
requirements of the Building Regulations over the 
coming years, would be the exclusive use of ‘on 
plot’ technologies such as photovoltaics (PV).

A third, which would enable deeper carbon 
reductions than an on-plot approach and which 
is currently regarded as the strongest option 
for delivering a decentralised energy supply to 
E<ABC" ,)-.%=" *:" ,." -.H:*#%" %)%+#1*+,)" 9%.%1,#*-."
plant connected to homes and other buildings by 
‘smarter’ infrastructure, using gas reciprocating 
electrical engines to supply low carbon electricity 
though the scheme. As the scheme would have 
a very low space heating demand, the use of 
electrical-led heat technology such as advanced 
electrical heating or heat pumps (which would also 
meet the requirement for hot water) are also being 
considered. It is estimated that this option would 
enable a site-wide reduction in direct carbon 
emissions of up to 60% for the entire development. 
Addition of technologies such as PV will further 
reduce carbon emissions across the scheme. 

Beyond Green will continue to evaluate alternative 
approaches, including an area-wide strategy at 
greater scale, where these could deliver similar or 
(%##%1"-'#+-0%:",#"%>4+*%.#"+-:#R"G$*:",::%::0%.#"
will also include the establishment of a potential 
onsite energy management company that may take 
#$%" >-10"->" ,.";.%192"<%17*+%:"C-0&,.2" D;<C-F"
as a partner or subsidiary of the proposed Estate 
Management Company.

9.2. TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE

Excellent telecommunications infrastructure 
*:" 7*#,)" #-" E<ABC=" >1-0" %.,()*.9" ," &-#%.#*,)"
smarter grid to creating the conditions in which 
the development could become a hub for micro-
enterprises and homeworkers.

BT Openreach is the main provider of 
telecommunications infrastructure in the area, 
and will be able to provide services including 
high-speed broadband and cable TV to the 
development. Two local exchanges are available 
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to serve the site, both of which are due to be 
upgraded to supply Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) by 
2013; this will provide an opportunity to provide 
Fibre to the Premises (FTTP), which would allow 
the development of a super-fast broadband supply 
to the site. The information and communications 
technologies (ICT) market is constantly evolving 
and the range of technologies and systems 
,7,*),()%" *0&1-7*.9=" :-" #$%" &1%+*:%" :&%+*4+,#*-."
->":%17*+%:"#-"E<ABC"/*))"(%"+-.410%3"*."3%#,*)%3"
design.

9.3. WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT

Broadland is an area experiencing high levels of 
water stress and containing many ecologically 
sensitive features vulnerable to the effects of such 
stress, such as the Broads. A key challenge for 
the whole Greater Norwich area is how to enable 
&-&'),#*-." 91-/#$" /$*):#" :*9.*4+,.#)2" 1%3'+*.9"
the environmental effects of water demand. This 
entails an area-wide strategy that addresses water 
consumption and management in both new and 
existing development.

Beyond Green’s intention is to deliver an 
innovative strategy for water recycling and re-
':%" ,#" E<ABC=" ,*0*.9" >-1" .%#" i/,#%1" .%'#1,)*#2j"
over time. To make this possible, it would be 
necessary to develop – alongside conventional 
potable water infrastructure – a secondary water 
network utilising harvested rainwater and treated 
wastewater to create a non-potable (or ‘green’ 
water) supply to service uses such as irrigation, 
toilets and washing machines. This is believed 
to be a feasible and viable aim, but the time this 
planning application is made the necessary policy, 
commercial and technical mechanisms to enable a 
comprehensive strategy for water neutrality to be 
implemented – most probably across a wider area 
#$,."#$%"E<ABC"3%7%)-&0%.#",)-.%"!",1%".-#"2%#"
in place. Although they may well be in place by the 
#*0%" 3%7%)-&0%.#" +-00%.+%:" -1" *:" :*9.*4+,.#)2"
advanced, in order that a robust and compliant 
application can be submitted it is necessary to 
establish a “baseline” strategy which demonstrates 
that the development is deliverable and, if 

necessary, can act as a fallback option in advance 
of a framework for water-neutral development 
being established.

The baseline strategy entails securing water supply 
from the existing Heigham Water Treatment 
Works and waste water discharge to Whitlingham 
Waste Water Treatment Works. In this baseline 
scenario, substantial water demand reduction 
will also be achieved through in-home water 
saving devices, clear water consumption displays 
and the construction of a rainwater harvesting 
ring which will capture run-off from the roofs of 
buildings covering over 10% of the total area of the 
development. This will be channelled to collect in 
a water feature in Beeston Park and will be used 
for irrigation of local green infrastructure with 
the potential for additional use by adjacent farms. 
In addition, rainwater harvesting systems will be 
considered at detailed design for use on individual 
properties outside of this ring.

The baseline strategy will be combined with the 
>'#'1%H&1--4.9"->"#$%"3%7%)-&0%.#"#-"%.:'1%"#$,#"
the infrastructure and services necessary to deliver 
water neutrality, including dual plumbing to all 
buildings, is introduced from the outset.

9.4. WASTE MANAGEMENT

Reducing waste is a major challenge, and one that 
is as dependent, if not more so, on behavioural 
change as on the provision of infrastructure. Part 
of the on-site Estate Management Company’s role 
will be to implement and supplement existing local 
behaviour management strategies to eliminate and 
reduce the volume of waste produced and promote 
at-source reuse or recycling.

B&%1,#*-.,)" /,:#%" 0,.,9%0%.#" >-1" E<ABC" /*))"
be aligned to the waste collection requirements 
of Broadland District Council and the waste 
management and disposal requirements of 
Norfolk County Council. Bin stores and other on-
site infrastructure will be carefully designed to 
maximise visual and functional amenity.

Waste generated through the construction process 
/*))"(%"0,.,9%3"#$1-'9$","<*#%"T,:#%"S,.,9%0%.#"
W),.=",*0*.9">-1"P%1-"+-.:#1'+#*-."/,:#%"#-"),.34))R

9.5. CODE FOR SUSTAINABLE HOMES AND 
OTHER ACCREDITATIONS

_#"*:"*.#%.3%3"#$,#",))"$-0%:",#"E<ABC="*.",33*#*-."
to meeting the prevailing Building Regulations, 
will achieve a minimum rating on the Code for 
<':#,*.,()%"M-0%:" DC><MF"->"]%7%)"`" i&)':jR"G$%"
“plus” refers to the possibility of achieving a greater 
reduction in the overall CO2 emissions rate for 
dwellings through the implementation of very high 
:#,.3,13:"->"#$%10,)"%>4+*%.+2",.3","3%+%.#1,)*:%3"
energy strategy. Non-residential buildings will 
seek a BREEAM rating of “Excellent” or better.

U*0*.9" >-1"C><M"]%7%)"`m":$-')3".-#"(%"%I',#%3"
with development that is less sustainable than 
development at Level 5 or 6. Beyond Green 
conceptualises and measures environmental 
impact on a ‘total footprint’ basis, as explained 
*." #$%" <':#,*.,(*)*#2" <#,#%0%.#R" G$*:" ,&&1-,+$"
eschews the limitations of a narrow focus on the 
sustainability of buildings as opposed to lifestyles, 
and recognises the diminishing returns of a focus 
-." %)*0*.,#*.9"CBX" >1-0"('*)3*.9:" (%2-.3"C><M"
“4+” compared with an alternative of investing 
in measures that reduce other environmental 
impacts, such as public transport services, cycle 
infrastructure and the allocation of land to uses 
that reduce the need to travel.
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Given its scale and the kind of place Beyond 
V1%%.",:&*1%:"#$,#" *#":$-')3"(%+-0%="E<ABC"/*))"
be a highly complex project to deliver. Even with 
benign market conditions, the development is 
likely to take 15-20 years to complete. This chapter 
->" #$%" 6%:*9." ,.3" U++%::" <#,#%0%.#" &1-7*3%:" ,."
overview of how the development will be delivered, 
including detailed design work, the phasing of 
development and ongoing management, which is 
set out in depth in the Delivery and Management 
<#,#%0%.#R

10.1. PRINCIPLES AND OVERALL STRATEGY

The following overarching principles and strategy 
will guide the delivery and management of 
E<ABCe

5 Beyond Green intends to stay involved for 
the long-term. Authentically sustainable 
development costs more than conventional 
development in the short run, but will 
produce better long-term returns. For Beyond 
V1%%." ,.3" *#:" *.7%:#-1:" #-" (%.%4#" >1-0" #$%:%"
returns, they need to retain an interest in 
&1-&%1#2"3%7%)-&%3",#"E<ABC",.3"%.:'1%" *#" *:"
managed and maintained to a high standard 
– much in the way that traditional ‘landed 
estates’ operate. Aside from any planning-
based assurance mechanisms, this aligns the 
developer’s economic interests with the public 
interest in long-lasting, attractive, functional 
and sustainable development.

5 Beyond Green will adopt the role of ‘master 
developer’, taking an oversight of phased 
development, ensuring the aims, ethos 
and standards embodied in the application 
&1-&-:,):",1%"1%O%+#%3"*."#$%*1"*0&)%0%.#,#*-.="
and managing the overall development 
programme. But there will be a wide range of 
construction and other delivery partners – from 
different types and scales of building companies 
to the many enterprises either occupying space 
or providing services within the development, 
broadening its appeal and ensuring diversity of 
activity.

5 A Site-Wide Design and Sustainability Code 
will be developed prior to the submission of 
#$%" 41:#" 3%#,*)%3" &),..*.9" ,&&)*+,#*-." :%##*.9"
further principles and rules governing the 
design and planning of development, which 
will be attached to all briefs and tenders for 
development. The Code will be ‘tight-loose’, 
prescribing only what is necessary to secure 
the strategic and design coherence of the 
development and otherwise inviting innovation 
and creativity from those involved in its 

delivery. There will provision to review and 
renew the Code at agreed points.

5 A0&(/&%&+56:&-#(B$++(7&(60!2&/(#5(4&C&"#(05B(
places traditionally grow, starting mainly from 
focal centres and points of greatest movement 
%.%192" ,.3" [(,+K4))*.98" I'*%#%1" ,.3" )%::" ,+#*7%"
areas in later phases. The majority of non-
residential development, including public 
services, will be delivered in the early phases 
but a balanced mix of housing sizes and types 
will be maintained throughout.

5 An Estate Management Company (EMC) will 
be established to oversee the management of 
the development including the management 
and maintenance of retained properties and 
unadopted common areas and facilities, day-to-
day management of on-site service providers, 
liaison with other service providers such as 
parish councils and public services, and the 
management of non-residential tenancies. The 
EMC will also manage and deliver a sustainable 
behaviour and cultural change programme. 

5 A proportion of ground rental income and 
5)( !-1( #4!/$-.( 645,#2( .!4-&4&/( 71( #0&( @DE(
will be set aside for funding of community 
development, with further exploration to be 
undertaken with the community of the scope of 
and arrangements for community governance 
and programme development.

10.2. BEYOND GREEN’S LONG-TERM ECONOMIC 
MODEL

Most modern residential development is driven by 
a short-term business model in which developers 
#2&*+,))2"&,2"),19%":'0:"->"0-.%2">-1"),.3="4.,.+%"
development with costly short-term debt, and seek 
to turn over each completed project and move on 
to the next one as quickly as possible. In contrast, 
Beyond Green’s long-term economic model 
entails:

5 planning from the outset to stay involved in a 
project throughout its development and, to 
some extent, in perpetuity;

5 ‘patient’ upfront investment in a high 
standard of planning, design, construction and 
community-building, which costs more than 
conventional development;

5 maintaining a ‘carried interest’ in completed 
property, with keen attention to management 
and maintenance, so that when it matures and 
rises in value relative to market norms this 
additional upfront investment is recovered; and

5 a ‘business plan for place’ which recognises that 
property values are hedonicQ"#$,#"*:="#$%2"1%O%+#"
a nexus of place qualities including the public 
realm, amenities, townscape and public services 
in a community as well as the qualities of the 
property itself, which aligns Beyond Green’s 
incentives with the public interest.

This long-term, model is essentially the same 
as that operated by traditional ‘landed estates’ 
such as the Howard de Walden and Grosvenor 
Trusts. However, in a contemporary setting it has 
,33*#*-.,)"(%.%4#:e

5 First, the need to retain freehold ownership of 
some residential property to ‘carry’ investment 
dovetails with the expected trajectory of the 
housing market in an era of low affordability, 
+-.:#1,*.%3",++%::"#-"0-1#9,9%"4.,.+%",.3"#$%"
need to accelerate the rate of housing delivery 
D:%%"M-':*.9"<#,#%0%.#FR"

5 <%+-.3=" #$%" [%:#,#%8" 0-3%)" /-1K:" /%))" /*#$"
the grain of creating partnerships to deliver 
infrastructure and services, such as energy 
:'&&)2"+-0&,.*%:"D;<C-:F="+,1"+)'("-&%1,#-1:="
and food co-operatives – all of which rely 
-." +%1#,*.#2" #-" *.7%:#" %>4+*%.#)2" *." .%/"
developments.

5 Third, long-term involvement allows real 
commitment to working with the growing 
community and people and organisations in 
the vicinity to promote sustainable behaviour 
change – whether through area-wide travel 
planning, managed parking reduction, local 
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food initiatives or the attraction of retail and 
business occupiers.

But the modern estate model is not a magic 
recipe for better development at no cost. It places 
demands on all partners, including landowners 
and public bodies, to take a long-term view of the 
(%.%4#:"->"3%7%)-&0%.#",.3"#$%"91%,#%1")-.9H#%10"
value to be garnered from foregoing some short-
term receipts. It is no different from conventional 
3%7%)-&0%.#"*."3%0,.3*.9"91%,#"+-:#H%>4+*%.+2"*."
the procurement and construction of buildings and 
in sequencing infrastructure to ensure that ‘sunk’ 
costs do not run excessively far ahead of capital- 
and revenue-generating development. And, 
%.,()%3" (2" 3*7%1:*4+,#*-." ->" $-':*.9" #%.'1%:" #-"
increase absorption, it demands that momentum 
is maintained in build-out rates so that the place 
#,K%:" :$,&%" I'*+K)2=" *.+-0%" O-/" *:" %:#,()*:$%3"
and capital values are encouraged to grow. 

10.3. DELIVERING DEVELOPMENT

If the proposals are granted outline consent, 
Beyond Green will act as master developer of 
E<ABCR"G$%"0,:#%1" 3%7%)-&%1"/*))" >')4))=" ,0-.9"
others, the following functions:

5 oversight and overall management of the 
development programme;

5 liaison and relationship management with 
Broadland Council, parish councils and 
other statutory bodies, stakeholders and the 
community on the development programme;

5 overall responsibility for meeting the terms of 
the planning consent including the discharge 
->"&),..*.9"+-.3*#*-.:="<%+#*-." ZYg" #%10:",.3"
CIL payments as they apply to the development 
phase;

5 3%7%)-&0%.#" ,.3" ,::'1,.+%" ->" #$%" <*#%HT*3%"
6%:*9.",.3"<':#,*.,(*)*#2"C-3%Q

5 co-ordination and assurance of all reserved 
matters applications and maintenance of the 

phasing programme;

5 direct delivery of some development, 
particularly in early phases;

5 allocation of land parcels and preparation of 
development briefs for land to be developed by 
third parties;

5 initial procurement of site-wide development 
partners including direct construction partners, 
infrastructure providers and service providers; 
and

5 marketing and facilitation of self-commissioned 
and self-build housing.

Beyond Green recognise that it is neither possible 
nor desirable that every building or facility at 
E<ABC"(%"3%:*9.%3",.3"('*)#"(2"#$%":,0%"&%-&)%R"
Even with sound design principles and good 
intentions, this could make for a place that, rather 
than having diversity within a unity of character, 
would simply be too uniform. Rather, the 
parameters of this application plus the proposed 
<*#%" T*3%" 6%:*9." ,.3" <':#,*.,(*)*#2" C-3%" /*))"
create a set of clear rules and principles to which 
the outcomes sought from development will be 
served best by applying many hands to the further 
design and building of the place, including a wide 
range of designers, engineers, builders, businesses 
and social entrepreneurs from Norfolk and beyond, 
not to mention the thousands of people who will 
eventually live and work here many of whom could 
play a role in designing their own home or building 
and as a community will shape the development 
throughout.

Dovetailing with established and/or wider 
programmes as appropriate, the master developer 
will work with public bodies, local education and 
training centres, industry bodies, contractors 
and the wider supply chain to establish a Local 
T-1K>-1+%",.3"<K*)):"W1-91,00%"/*#$"#$%",*0"->"
maximising the amount of construction labour 
and skilled trades that can be recruited locally.

10.4. PHASING

<*?" (1-,3" &$,:%:" ->" 3%7%)-&0%.#" $,7%"
(%%." *3%.#*4%3=" %,+$" ->" /$*+$" &1-7*3%:" >-1"
approximately 585 homes. These are summarised 
(2"W),."E<ABC"ZXY",.3":$-/."*."3%#,*)"-."W),.:"
E<ABC"ZXZHZXgR"

The aim of the phasing scheme is to allow 
the growth of the development to mirror that 
of traditional town expansion. This means 
commencing at and close to key nodes and 
connections, spreading along key routes, and 
4.,))2" [(,+K4))*.98" ,/,2" >1-0" #$-:%" 1-'#%:" *.#-"
quieter areas as the development is completed. In 
this way, the phasing scheme:

5 quickly establishes a critical mass of 
3%7%)-&0%.#" ,1-'.3" #$%" S,*." <I',1%" #$,#"
will become the main focal point within the 
development, as well as early presence at 
#$%" C$'1+$" ],.%" )*.K" #-" <&1-/:#-.=" ,#" #$%"
secondary centre off Wroxham Road and at the 
proposed entrance to Beeston Park near Red 
Hall Farm;

5 delivers the new alignment of the North 
Walsham Road in Phase 1 and the east-west link 
between this and the Wroxham Road early in 
Phase 2, quickly establishing the core structure 
of primary roads;

5 enables a mixed-use environment to be 
&1-7*3%3" >1-0" #$%" -'#:%#=" /*#$" ," :*9.*4+,.#"
amount of the proposed retail and business 
space delivered relatively early;

5 &1-7*3%:" ,++%::" #-" ," 41:#" &1*0,12" :+$--)" :*#%"
/*#$*."#$%"41:#"&$,:%",.3"#-"#$%":%+-.3"(%>-1%"
#$%"41:#"*:">'))Q",.3

5 provides a balanced mix of housing sizes and 
types across each phase.

Table 1 below provides a summary of proposed 
phasing of the main uses; further detail is included 
*." #$%"6%)*7%12" ,.3"S,.,9%0%.#" <#,#%0%.#R" G$%"
phasing of green infrastructure is addressed in the 
V1%%."_.>1,:#1'+#'1%"<#,#%0%.#R

D%3&-'>?F>A'!)%$+2K'#7-"7+-(

Phase no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

Approx.
housing
units

no. 590 610 577 588 575 580 3,520

Business m2 (up to) 5,400 2,750 8,650 0 0 0 16,800

Retail m2 (up to) 2,450 5,050 800 200 2o0 100 8,800

Community m2 3,000* 1,000 300 2,700* 0 0 7,000

*includes 2,500m2 each for a primary school
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10.5. ESTATE MANAGEMENT

An Estate Management Company will be 
established to secure and co-ordinate the 
0,.,9%0%.#" ,.3" 0,*.#%.,.+%" ->" E<ABC"
in perpetuity. With a permanent core staff 
and management suite on-site, the EMC is 
fundamentally an asset management body for 
completed development whose responsibilities 
will incorporate:

5 management and maintenance of unadopted 
public realm areas including green spaces, 
squares, parking and streetscene;

5 maintenance and enhancement of the green 
infrastructure network including green roofs, 
walls and planting;

5 co-ordination and contract management of 
on-site service providers including Registered 
Providers of affordable housing, utilities 
providers and car club(s);

5 ,30*.*:#1,#*-."->"#$%"O%?*()%"&,1K*.9"&--)",.3"
parking leasing scheme;

5 management, leasing and marketing of 
mixed-use space including the maintenance 
of a suitable retail mix and administration of 
enterprise incubators and the ‘hub’;

5 provision of a Travel Plan Co-ordinator and 
administration of the area-wide travel plan;

5 liaison and relationship management with 
Broadland Council, parish councils and 
other statutory bodies, stakeholders and the 
community on matters relating to management 
and governance;

5 overall responsibility for meeting the terms of 
the planning consent including the discharge 
->" &),..*.9" +-.3*#*-.:=" <%+#*-." ZYg" #%10:"
and CIL payments as they apply to occupied 
development;

5 promoting community activity, including 
events, festivals and markets; and

5 provision of advice, guidance and services 
that enable residents to adopt progressively 
more environmentally sustainable lifestyles, 
including a personal ‘footprinting’ service 
and practical facilities such as a delivery 
consolidation service for bulky goods.

The EMC will be funded from a combination of 
ground rents (the vast majority of its income), 
1-2,)#*%:">1-0",.2":'1&)':"&1-4#:"-."#$%">')4)0%.#"
->"+-.#1,+#:=",.3",.2"#1,3*.9"&1-4#:R"

10.6. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The evidence is clear that in ‘new’ places that 
91-/" 1,&*3)2" #$%1%" +,." ->#%." (%" ," 3%4+*#" ->"
community life early on. If community activism 
can be inculcated in a place from the outset it is 
more likely to sustain in a lively community life 
,:"#$%"&),+%"0,#'1%:R"U)#$-'9$".-"410"&1-&-:,):"
are put forward at this a stage because there is 
no yet consensus about the appropriate form or 
function of such a body, Beyond Green think some 
form of community development organization, 
such as a Community Trust, is desirable and will 
continue to work beyond the submission of this 
application to facilitate an appropriate structure, 
scope, and agency from within the community 
and stakeholders. It is suggested that such a body 
could:

5 be a mutual body in which every household 
and business occupier would have a share and 
a vote;

5 be endowed with a combination of some or all 
of: core funding from the Estate Management 
C-0&,.2=":0,))H:+,)%"&1-&%1#2",::%#:=","&1-4#H
share from some types of development, and 
income from trading activities;

5 have core functions such as the organisation of 
festivals, events and attractions and scrutiny of 
the EMC;

5 be able to provide grants and microloans for 
local initiatives or social enterprises;

5 promote sustainable lifestyles; and/or

5 be one with, or work alongside, a trust 
responsible for the management and 
development of shared assets such as parks and 
recreation grounds.
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Plan NS&OC 120: Phased Growth of NS&OC: an overview
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PHASE 1

Phase 1 focuses on establishing the new alignment of the North Walsham Road, providing frontage 
development along its length by developing approximately a half-block either side. By so doing, 
,++%::"#-"#$%"S,*."<I',1%"*#:%)>"*:"-&%.%3"'&="*.+)'3*.9",++%::"#-","41:#":%17*+%3":+$--)":*#%",.3","
41:#"#1,.+$%"->"+-00%1+*,)",.3"1%#,*)":&,+%",:"/%))",:"$-':*.9=",.3"#$%"91%%.*.9"->"#$%"-)3"E-1#$"
Walsham Road is allowed to begin. The diversion of the B1150 is complete by the end of Phase 1, 
&1-7*3*.9",".%/"9,#%/,2"*.#-"<&1-/:#-."D,.3"#-"E<ABC"*#:%)>F">-1"#$1-'9$"#1,>4+R

_.*#*,)"3%7%)-&0%.#=",):-","$,)>H()-+K"3%%&=",):-"#,K%:"&),+%">1-0"#$%"T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%",++%::"
either side of the east-west route, forerunning the establishment of a connection between these two 
centres by the beginning of Phase 3 (and thus of the key primary movement routes), and providing 
a second gateway. The energy centre is also constructed close to this access, and adjacent to the 
newly-established construction compound. There is also development of two blocks at the Church 
],.%"<-'#$"+-..%+#*-.="%.,()*.9"#$*:"*0&-1#,.#"+-..%+#*-.",.3"#$%".%/"91%%."-&%.":&,+%">1-.#*.9"
it to be quickly established.

G$%"41:#":#,9%:"->"#$%"-&%.*.9"->"^%%:#-."W,1K",.3"L%3"M,))"W,1K"#-"#$%"&'()*+",):-"-++'1=",.3=",:"
in all subsequent phases there is development both of local green space adjacent to (and in step 
/*#$F"3%7%)-&%3",1%,:=",.3"->"%::%.#*,)"<b6:"*.>1,:#1'+#'1%"(-#$"/*#$*.",.3",/,2">1-0"#$%:%",1%,:R

8&%2'9:;<='>I>A'S"#(*)'#P'9:;<='e'8)%$-'> Scale 1:10 000
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PHASE 2

Phase 2 continues to develop the primary movement network, extending development 
%,:#" *.#-" #$%"S,*." <I',1%" ,.3"/%:#" >1-0"T1-?$,0"L-,3="/*#$" #$%" %,:#H/%:#" +,11*,9%/,2"
completed this phase. The secondary movement network is also extended with frontage 
development on one side of the length of Church Lane, providing an overlooked route to the 
S,*."<I',1%=",.3"-."#$%"3*1%+#",++%::"#-"^%%:#-."W,1K">1-0"T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%="/$*+$"
also has its frontage completed.

^)-+K:" +-00%.+%3" *." W$,:%" Z" ,1%" +-0&)%#%3" *." W$,:%" X=" [(,+K4))*.98" >1-0" #$%" &1*0,12"
.-1#$H:-'#$" 1-'#%=" *.+1%,:*.9" #$%" +1*#*+,)"0,::" ->" &-&'),#*-." ,1-'.3" #$%"S,*."<I',1%" ,.3"
completing development between the old and new North Walsham Roads. Additionally, the 
redevelopment of the Red Hall Farm outbuildings into a visitor and rural economy centre 
takes place.

The landscaping of the linear park connecting Beeston and Red Hall Parks commences, along 
/*#$","41:#":#,9%"->"3%7%)-&0%.#">1-.#*.9"*#=",.3","41:#">-10,)"1%+1%,#*-."91-'.3":-'#$"->"#$%"
W,1K",.3"L*3%",#"C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$"D<WYhF"*:"-&%.%3R"<WYh"/*))"(%"),*3"-'#"*.","0,..%1"#-"
continue to permit agricultural access around and/or over the area between Wroxham Road 
,.3"),.3"#-"#$%".-1#$"/%:#"->"<WYh"'.#*)":'+$"#*0%",:",91*+')#'1,)"':%"+%,:%:R"

8&%2'9:;<='>IIA'S"#(*)'#P'9:;<='e'8)%$-'I Scale 1:10 000
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PHASE 3

In Phase 3, development is completed a half-
block back along both sides of the primary 
%,:#H/%:#" :#1%%#" +-..%+#*.9" #$%" S,*." <I',1%"
,.3" T1-?$,0" L-,3" <I',1%=" %.,()*.9" #$1-'9$"
movement of buses and other vehicles and 
providing a safe overlooked route for cyclists 
,.3" &%3%:#1*,.:" ,)-.9" *#:" )%.9#$R" [^,+K4))*.98"
development from this east-west route and from 
Church Lane continues to build up walkable 
neighbourhoods around these centres, with 
blocks commenced in Phase 2 being completed 
,.3" >1-.#,9%:" ,1-'.3" #$%" S,*." <I',1%" ,.3" #-"
the southern side of Beeston Park completed. 
G$%" )*.%,1" &,1K" *:" 4.*:$%3=" /*#$" >'1#$%1"
frontage development along its length providing 
overlooking, enabling Beeston and Red Hall 
Parks to be fully connected.

8&%2'9:;<='>IJA'S"#(*)'#P'9:;<='e'8)%$-'J Scale 1:10 000
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PHASE 4

W$,:%"`":%%:"#$%"+-0&)%#*-."->"#$%"S,*."<I',1%"
.%*9$(-'1$--3=" ->" #$%" T1-?$,0" <I',1%"
neighbourhood except for the construction 
village site, and of the eastern part of the Church 
],.%" <-'#$" .%*9$(-'1$--3R" 6%7%)-&0%.#" -.%"
block either side of the linear park to the north 
is also completed; leaving relatively orthogonal 
,1%,:" *." #$%" C$'1+$" ],.%" <-'#$" ,.3" ^%%:#-."
W,1K" .%*9$(-'1$--3:" #-" (%" [(,+K4))%38" ,1-'.3"
mostly tertiary street networks in Phases 5 and 
6.

Development commences in the Old Catton 
area with both north-south frontage to the 
<&*?/-1#$d"^'?#-."L-,3",.3"%,:#H/%:#"(%#/%%."
the new recreation ground (which is also opened 
up to use) and the second primary school site 
completed.

8&%2'9:;<='>I@A'S"#(*)'#P'9:;<='e'8)%$-'@ Scale 1:10 000
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PHASE 5

Phase 5 sees the completion of the Beeston Park 
neighbourhood and frontage development to the 
4.,)":%+-.3,12"1-'#%"/*#$*."C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$R"
[^,+K4))*.98" ,)-.9" #$%"B)3"C,##-." :#1%#+$"->" #$%"
east-west street, by which time the stretch of the 
route running across the Norwich Rugby Club 
site would also need to be completed, creates an 
overlooked east-west connection right the way 
#$1-'9$" #$%" 3%7%)-&0%.#R" G$%" #$*13" ,.3" 4.,)"
recreation ground is made available.

8&%2'9:;<='>ILA'S"#(*)'#P'9:;<='e'8)%$-'L Scale 1:10 000
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PHASE 6

Phase 6 completes the development by 
[(,+K4))*.98" -.#-" ()-+K" ,.3" &)-#:" >'1#$%:#" >1-0"
the centres of the development, including 
around the Park and Ride site and on the site of 
the construction village. If the neighbouring land 
at Norwich Rugby Club and, further west, just 
%,:#" ->" #$%" <&*?/*#$"L-,3" $,:" (%%." +-0&)%#%3"
this will also serve to complete a tertiary street 
.%#/-1K" (%#/%%." #$%" <&*?/-1#$" L-,3" ,.3" #$%"
S,*." <I',1%=" >'1#$%1" ,::*:#*.9" #$%" %,:#H/%:#"
integration of the development.

8&%2'9:;<='>I\A'S"#(*)'#P'9:;<='e'8)%$-'\ Scale 1:10 000
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KEY PARAMETERSA

Use Class(es) Description Amount

A1-A5
<$-&:="N*.,.+*,)",.3"W1->%::*-.,)"<%17*+%:="
Restaurants and Cafes, Drinking Establishments, 
Hot Food Takeaways

Up to 8,800m2 (Gross Internal Area) 
including up to 4,840m2 for convenience and 
comparison goods shopping (Class A1).

B1 Business Up to 16,800m2 (Gross Internal Area)

B2 Industry An energy centre of up to 1,500m2 (Gross 
Internal Area)

C1 Hotels and guesthouses Up to 2no. and 1,950m2 (Gross Internal Area)

C3 Dwelling houses Up to 3,520no.

D1
Non-residential institutions including schools, 
libraries, public halls, health centres, crèches and 
nurseries

Up to 7,000m2 (Net Internal Area) including 
up to 5,000m2 for two two-form entry primary 
schools; two community halls; a library; a 
$%,)#$"+%.#1%Q",.3"'&"#-"47%".'1:%1*%:d+1r+$%:R

<bZ"V%.%1*: N/A Up to 1,500 m2 (Net Internal Area) for an 
energy centres

G$*:"U&&%.3*?"#-"#$%"6%:*9.",.3"U++%::"<#,#%0%.#"
provides a single compendium of the main design 
and quantitative parameters proposed for North 
<&1-/:#-.",.3"B)3"C,##-."DE<ABCFR"_#"*:"*.#%.3%3"
to provide a ready reference to key data about 
the prospect and a straightforward basis for the 
atachment of key planning conditions.

A1. LAYOUT, USE AND AMOUNT

The development shall be laid out in broad accordance with the Proposed Development Blocks Plan 
DW),."E<ABC"ZYhFR

The total amount of development by use class shall not exceed the following:
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Heights
(storeys/
metres above 
ground)

Housing density (dph) Approximate housing mix (%) Design guidelines

Max Min Max Min Ave 1bf 2bf 3bf 2bh 3bh 4+bh Housing typologies Plot Non-residential uses Parking

T1
Centre 5/19 3/10 100 50 70 20 17.5 7.5 30 17.5 7.5

Apartment blocks and 
O,#:",.3"3'&)%?%:"-7%1"
commercial premises. 
Adaptable townhouses. 
Terraces.

Generally narrow 
frontages to terraces 
and townhouses 
(5-8 metres). Wider 
frontages to apartment 
blocks and major non-
residential buildings 
(up to 25m). Minimum 
`0"91-'.3"O--1"$%*9$#"
on primary streets to 
allow for change of use.

Extensive retail, 
leisure, commercial 
& community uses 
,.3">1-.#,9%R"<-0%"
commercial above 
91-'.3"O--1R"

On-street on secondary 
and tertiary streets. 
Courtyards within 
blocks. Very limited 
on-plot parking

T2
Urban 3/13 2/7 70 35 44 7.5 7.5 0 25 40 20

Townhouses on 
primary streets; many 
terraces; semis; paired 
villas; some apartment 
buildings on key 
corners.

Narrow frontages 
to terraces and 
townhouses (5-8m) 
widening for semi-
detached (6-10m) 
and detached (8-12m) 
houses and apartment 
blocks (up to 25m).

Local community and 
retail facilities only. 
Adaptable building 
on key plots to allow 
future mixed-use.

B.H:#1%%#R"<-0%"
parking courts off 
primary routes. On-
plot to rear for larger 
properties.

T3
Urban 3/13 1/ 5 40 25 32 5 5 0 25 35 30

Mostly semi-detached 
and detached; some 
terraces and mews 
closer to centres; some 
apartments.

Predominantly 8-12m 
frontages narrowing 
to 6m for some 
terraces and mews and 
widening to up to 16m 
for larger homes and 
apartment villas.

Local community and 
retail facilities only. 
Adaptable building 
on key plots to allow 
future mixed-use.

On-plot parking to rear 
of most properties; 
some drives on 
detached houses; 
secondary parking on-
street.

T4
Edge 4/16 2/7 50 15 25 2.5 10 7.5 10 35 35

Townhouses and 
large detached 
properties and paired 
villas fronting park; 
semis and detacheds 
on tertiary streets; 
apartment villas with 
shared gardens

Generally wider 
frontages to 3-4 storey 
edge-front dwellings 
(8-16m) narrowing to 
6-10m for 2-3 storey 
units and away from 
edge-fronts.

Adaptable building 
on key plots to allow 
future mixed-use.

On-plot parking to rear 
of most properties; 
some drives on 
detached houses; 
secondary parking on-
street.

A2. TRANSECT

6%7%)-&0%.#":$,))"(%"(1-'9$#">-1/,13"*."(1-,3",++-13,.+%"/*#$"#$%W1-&-:%3"G1,.:%+#"W),."DW),."E<ABC"ZYaF",.3"#$%"G1,.:%+#"<+$%3')%",:">-))-/:e
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A3. AREA PARAMETERS

Total development in each area shall be in broad accordance with the following parameters (except where given as maxima, where the amount shall not be exceeded):

Area Focus of mixed-use activity

S,*."<I',1% ^)-+K:"S<YZHY`="S<YpHZZ",.3"S<Zh"-.">1-.#,9%"#-"S,*."<I',1%",.3",3@,+%.#":#1%%#:

T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1% ^)-+K:"TL<YaHYg",.3"TL<ZYHZZ"-.">1-.#,9%"#-"T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%",3@,+%.#":#1%%#:

C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$ ^)-+K:"C]<YpHYq",.3"C]<ZZHZX"-.">1-.#,9%"#-"91%%.":&,+%"DV<ZpF

Beeston Park Block RH01 (Red Hall Farm); blocks BP11-13 frontages to North Walsham Road/Church Lane junction

Old Catton ^)-+K:"BCY`",.3"BCYgHYq"-.">1-.#,9%:"#-"<&*?/-1#$"L-,3Q"()-+K"BCYX"-.">1-.#,9%"#-"&),2*.9"4%)3"
D<WYZFQ"()-+K:"BCZZHZX".%,1"&1*0,12":+$--)

<+$%3')%"hRXe"N-+':"->".-.H1%:*3%.#*,)",+#*7*#2

E-.H1%:*3%.#*,)"':%:":$,))"(%">-+':%3"*."#$%",+#*7%">1-.#,9%",1%,:",:":$-/."-."#$%"W1-&-:%3"k%2"U1%,:"W),."DW),."E<ABC"ZY`F="*R%R"/*#$*."#$%">-))-/*.9"()-+K:e"

Area

Transect Housing (Class C3): 
maximum amount 
(units)

Housing: type and size Retail space (Class A): 
maximum amount 
(m2 GIA)

Employment space 
(Class B): maximum 
amount (m2 GIA)1-bed

O,#
2-bed
O,#

3-bed
O,#

2-bed
house

3-bed
house

4+-bed
houseT1 T2 T3 T4

Total 13% 50% 25% 12% 3,520 7-10% 7-10% 1-4% 23-25% 34-36% 20-23% 8,800 16,800

S,*."<I',1% 52% 42% 0% 6% 900 12-15% 12-15% 2-5% 25-30% 25-30% 8-12% 7,500 9,000

T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1% 22% 52% 9% 17% 750 8-12% 8-12% 2-5% 22-26% 32-36% 13-18% 1,000 9,000

C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$ 0% 54% 46% 0% 1,100 4-7% 4-7% 0-5% 23-27% 35-40% 20-25% 200 n/a

Beeston Park 0% 48% 12% 41% 640 4-7% 5-10% 0-5% 18-22% 35-40% 20-25% 500 1,000

Old Catton 0% 53% 42% 5% 810 4-7% 5-10% 0-5% 23-27% 35-40% 20-25% 500 n/a

<+$%3')%"hRZe"U1%,"&,1,0%#%1:
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A4. BLOCK PARAMETERS

Blocks of development shall be designed in accordance with the parameters set out in the tables below and 
,:":$-/."-."#$%"W1-&-:%3"S,?*0'0"^'*)3*.9"M%*9$#:"W),."DW),."E<ABC"ZYgF",.3"#$%"W1-&-:%3"G1,.:%+#"
W),."DW),."E<ABC"ZYaFe

“Expected” housing amounts are based on the application of expected densities given the approximate 
capacity of the block. NB: the amounts of housing given in the above table do not account for the potential 
allocation of development space to integrated retail and commercial uses. In blocks which accommodate 
,":*9.*4+,.#",0-'.#"->".-.H1%:*3%.#*,)"':%"D:%%"<+$%3')%"hRXF"#$%",0-'.#"->"$-':*.9"0,2"(%")%::"#$,."#$%"
minimum shown.

Area Block

Height
Housing density (dph) Housing amount

<#-1%2:"D.-RF Metres above ground

Max Min Max Min Max Min Expected Max Min Expected

S,*."<I',1%"

S<YZ 5 4 19 13 n/a – non-residential development

S<YX 5 3 19 10 100 50 70 114 57 80

S<Yh 5 3 19 10 100 50 70 71 36 50

S<Y` 5 3 19 10 100 50 70 137 69 96

S<Ya 4 2 16 7 66 31 40 51 24 31

S<Yg 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 94 47 59

S<Yp 4 3 16 10 88 44 60 108 54 73

S<Yq 5 3 19 10 88 44 60 119 59 80

S<Yo 5 3 19 10 88 44 60 102 51 69

S<ZY 4 3 16 10 88 44 60 129 64 87

S<ZZ 4 3 16 10 73 37 47 114 57 73

S<ZX 4 2 16 7 62 27 36 120 52 70

S<Zh 4 3 16 10 100 50 70 150 75 105

<+$%3')%"`RZe"()-+K"&,1,0%#%1:="S,*."<I',1%
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Area Block

Height
Housing density (dph) Housing amount

<#-1%2:"D.-RF Metres above ground

Max Min Max Min Max Min Expected Max Min Expected

Wroxham Road 
<I',1%

TL<YZ 4 2 16 7 62 27 36 55 24 32

TL<YX 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 72 36 45

TL<Yh 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 76 38 48

TL<Y` 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 39 20 25

TL<Ya 5 3 19 10 100 50 70 109 54 76

TL<Yg 5 3 19 10 100 50 70 81 41 57

TL<Yp 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 84 42 53

TL<Yq 4 2 16 7 64 29 38 37 17 22

TL<Yo 4 2 16 7 64 29 38 82 37 49

TL<ZY 5 3 19 10 82 41 54 99 49 65

TL<ZZ 5 3 19 10 100 50 70 83 41 58

TL<ZX 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 81 41 51

TL<Zh 3 2 13 7 40 25 32 21 13 17

TL<Z` 3 2 13 7 40 25 32 29 18 23

TL<Za 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 47 14 24

TL<Zg 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 29 9 14

<+$%3')%"`RXe"()-+K"&,1,0%#%1:="T1-?$,0"L-,3"<I',1%
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Area Block

Height
Housing density (dph) Housing amount

<#-1%2:"D.-RF Metres above ground

Max Min Max Min Max Min Expected Max Min Expected

Church Lane 
<-'#$

C]<YZ 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 82 41 52

C]<YX 3 2 13 7 55 30 38 103 56 71

C]<Yh 3 2 13 7 61 32 40 74 39 49

C]<Y` 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 31 16 20

C]<Ya 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 58 36 46

C]<Yg 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 43 27 35

C]<Yp 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 86 43 54

C]<Yq 3 2 13 7 61 32 40 88 46 58

C]<Yo 3 2 13 7 43 26 33 56 34 43

C]<ZY 3 2 13 7 46 27 34 75 44 56

C]<ZZ 3 2 13 7 55 30 38 88 48 60

C]<ZX 3 1 13 5 52 29 37 98 54 69

C]<Zh 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 50 32 40

C]<Z` 3 1 13 5 55 30 38 79 43 55

C]<Za 3 2 13 7 55 30 38 57 31 39

C]<Zg 3 2 13 7 58 31 39 66 35 44

C]<Zp 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 82 41 52

C]<Zq 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 42 21 27

C]<Zo 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 98 49 61

C]<XY 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 81 40 51

<+$%3')%"`Rhe"()-+K"&,1,0%#%1:="C$'1+$"],.%"<-'#$
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Area Block

Height
Housing density (dph) Housing amount

<#-1%2:"D.-RF Metres above ground

Max Min Max Min Max Min Expected Max Min Expected

Beeston Park

BP01 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 83 25 42

BP02 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 105 52 66

BP03 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 72 36 46

BP04 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 79 40 50

BP05 4 2 16 7 64 29 38 72 33 43

BP06 4 2 16 7 64 29 38 63 29 38

BP07 4 2 16 7 62 27 36 56 24 33

BP08 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 34 10 17

BP09 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 26 8 13

BP10 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 66 33 41

BP11 4 2 16 7 64 29 38 113 51 68

BP12 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 40 12 20

BP13 3 1 13 5 42 23 31 42 23 30

BP14 3 2 13 7 42 23 31 37 20 27

BP15 3 2 13 7 43 22 30 25 13 17

RH01 3 1 13 5 n/a – non-residential development

<+$%3')%"`R`e"()-+K"&,1,0%#%1:="^%%:#-."W,1K
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KEY PARAMETERS A

Area Block

Height
Housing density (dph) Housing amount

<#-1%2:"D.-RF Metres above ground

Max Min Max Min Max Min Expected Max Min Expected

Old Catton

OC01 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 47 30 38

OC02 4 2 16 7 50 15 25 48 14 24

OC03 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 47 29 38

OC04 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 62 31 39

OC05 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 69 43 55

OC06 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 60 30 38

OC07 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 134 84 107

OC08 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 88 44 55

OC09 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 74 37 46

OC10 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 28 14 17

OC11 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 34 17 21

OC12 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 59 29 37

OC13 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 79 39 50

OC14 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 63 31 39

OC15 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 66 33 41

OC16 3 2 13 7 70 35 44 100 50 63

OC17 3 1 13 5 40 25 32 31 19 25

<+$%3')%"`Rae"()-+K"&,1,0%#%1:="B)3"C,##-.
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KEY PARAMETERSA

A5. STREET HIERARCHY

G$%"3%:*9."->":#1%%#:":$,))"(%"*.",++-13,.+%"/*#$"#$%W1-&-:%3"<#1%%#"M*%1,1+$2"W),."DW),."E<ABC"ZZYF",.3"#$%"<#1%%#"M*%1,1+$2"<+$%3')%",:">-))-/:e

<#1%%#"G2&%
Lanes Lane

width (m)

Cycle
lanes
(m)

Pavements
(m)

<&*))"-'#"
(m)

<%#"
back
(m)

Car
parking
(m) Trees/

planting

Cycle
parking
(Visitor/
additional
resi)

<#1%%#"
furniture

Max
Design
<&%%3"
(mph)

Notes

Max Min Max Min Min Min Max Max

P1
Wroxham
Road
<I',1%

3 2 3.25 2 x 1.5
1 x 3

1 x 2
2 0 2 x 2 

DWfF
<I',1%d
Median Pavement Pavement 20

Peak time bus lane, with off peak parking. 
S*.*0'0"X0"0%3*,.R"<-'#$%1."&,7%0%.#"
= minimum 3m. Minimum 2m pavement 
to be clear of all obstacles. 3m carriageway 
where possible.

P2 General 3 2 3.25 2 x 2 2 x 2 0 2 2 x 2 
DWfF

Pavement/
Nf"S%3*,.

Pavement/
Nf

Pavement/
Nf 20

Minimum 2m median where provided. 
Minimum 2m pavement to be clear of all 
obstacles. 3m carriageway where possible.

P3 Main
<I',1% 2 2 3.25 2 x 2 1 x 3 2 0 1 x 2 

DWfF <I',1% Pavement Pavement 15 Minimum 2m pavement to be clear of all 
obstacles. 3m carriageway where possible.

P4 Old Catton 
Connection 2 2 3.25 2 x 2 / 

1 x 3 2 x 2 N 3 2 x 2 
DNfF

Pavement/
Nf"S%3*,.

Pavement/
Nf

Pavement/
Nf 20

Minimum 2m pavement to be clear of all 
obstacles. Minimum 2m median where 
provided. 3m carriageway where possible.

<Z General 2 2 3 N 2 x 2 N 5 2 x 2 
DNfF NfdS%3*,. Nf Nf 20 Minimum 2m median where provided.

T1 Park Edge 2 2 2.4 N 1 x 2 N 5 2 x 2 
DNfF Nf Nf Nf 12

T2 Urban 2 1 2.4 N 2 x 2 0 2
1 x 2 
DNfd
OC)

Pavement/
NfdBC

Pavement/
NfdBC

Pavement/
Nfd"BC 12

3.5m carriageway on one way streets. 
<$,1%3":&,+%":#1%%#:"/*))"(%"3%:*9.%3"
in accordance with LTN1/11. Minimum 
2m pavement to be clear of all obstacles. 
C-.#1,O-/"+2+)%"),.%"-."-.%"/,2":#1%%#:R

T3 <'(Hb1(,. 2 1 2.4 N 2 x 2 N 5
2 x 2 
DNfd
OC)

NfdBCd
Median NfdBC NfdBC 12

3.5m carriageway on one way streets. 
Minimum 1.5m median where provided. 
Minimum 2m pavement to be clear of all 
-(:#,+)%:R"<$,1%3":&,+%":#1%%#:"/*))"(%"
designed in accordance with LTN1/11. 
C-.#1,O-/"+2+)%"),.%"-."-.%"/,2":#1%%#:

T4 Church
],.%"<-'#$ 1 1

Retain
current
width

N N N 5 N
Front
gardens/
OC

N OC 12

<+$%3')%"aRZe"<#1%%#"$*%1,1+$2

E-#%:e"Wf"l"W,1K*.9"P-.%"DW,1K*.9"-.)2=",))-/:"&-#%.#*,)">-1">'#'1%"/*3%.*.9"->"&,7%0%.#d+2+)%"),.%FR"Nf"l"N)%?"P-.%"DW,1K*.9"*.#%91,#%3"/*#$"&),.#*.9=":#1%%#">'1.*#'1%="%#+FR"BC"l"-."+,11*,9%/,2R"<&*))"-'#"l"&'()*+)2"
,++%::*()%="('#".-#",3-&#%3R"<%#"(,+K"l".-"&'()*+",++%::R
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KEY PARAMETERS A

A6. GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

The layout and amount of green infrastructure shall be in broad accordance with the Green Infrastructure Plan (XXX) and the following schedule:

<&,+%

 Amount <b6<",1%, Appropriate uses

m2 m2
Formal
park/
garden

Informal
amenity/
recreation
space

Natural/
semi-
natural
space

Play Recreation Food production

LAP LEAP NEAP
Large-
scale e.g. 
football

<0,))%1"
scale e.g. 
tennis,
bowls,
MUGA

Facilities
e.g.
changing,
,1#*4+*,)"
pitches

Allotments Community
gardens

<&-1#",.3"
recreation
grounds

<WYZ"H"B)3"
Catton 52,480 500 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

<WYX"H"
Morley Field 41,701 300 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

<WYh"H"
Church Lane 
<-'#$

27,382 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

<#1,#%9*+"
green
spaces

Beeston
Park 295,245 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

Red Hall 
Park 52,446 No Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes Yes

<%0*H
natural
woodland

188,892 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

<&1-/:#-."
allotments 12,000 No No No No No No No No No Yes No

Distributed
urban
green
spaces

V<YZ 17,781 Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes

V<YX 4,127 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

V<Yh 26,953 2,107 No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes

V<Y` 812 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No Yes

V<Ya 293 Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

V<Yg 1,866 No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

V<Yp 2,592 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No
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KEY PARAMETERSA

<&,+%

 Amount <b6<",1%, Appropriate uses

m2 m2
Formal
park/
garden

Informal
amenity/
recreation
space

Natural/
semi-
natural
space

Play Recreation Food production

LAP LEAP NEAP
Large-
scale e.g. 
football

<0,))%1"
scale e.g. 
tennis,
bowls,
MUGA

Facilities
e.g.
changing,
,1#*4+*,)"
pitches

Allotments Community
gardens

V<Yq 734 Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No

V<Yo 4,187 Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No

V<ZY 13,285 10,673 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<ZZ 12,883 11,439 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<ZX 404 Yes Yes No Yes No No No No No No No

V<Zh 2,832 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No

V<Z` 2,998 872+2,126* Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

V<Za 853 No Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No

V<Zg 6,006 1,598+4,408* Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yesa No No Yes

V<Zp 5,706 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No No No

V<Zq 8,473 5,060 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<Zo 2,961 2,157 No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

V<XY 924 No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

V<XZ 788 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No

V<XX 527 No Yes No Yes No No No No No No No

V<Xh 194 No Yes No No No No No No No No No

V<X` 4,133 2,404 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No

V<Xa 3,365 Yes Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes

V<Xg 8,519 3,824 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes No

V<Xp 603 No Yes No Yes Yes No No No No No No

V<Xq 479 No Yes No Yes No No No No No No No

V<Xo 260 No Yes No Yes No No No No No No No
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KEY PARAMETERS A

<&,+%

 Amount <b6<",1%, Appropriate uses

m2 m2
Formal
park/
garden

Informal
amenity/
recreation
space

Natural/
semi-
natural
space

Play Recreation Food production

LAP LEAP NEAP
Large-
scale e.g. 
football

<0,))%1"
scale e.g. 
tennis,
bowls,
MUGA

Facilities
e.g.
changing,
,1#*4+*,)"
pitches

Allotments Community
gardens

V<hY 470 No Yes No Yes No No No No No No No

V<hZ 4,007 4,007 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<hX 1,641 1,641 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<hh 4,381 4,381 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<h` 2,125 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

V<ha 715 No Yes Yes No No No No No No No No

V<hg 695  No  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  No  No  No  No  No No

V<hp 5,393  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes  No  Yes  No  No Yes

D#*%&

Sport & 
C-."-%*+#2 121,563 -

At least 60,000m2 formal
and informal open space

At least 
313,300m2

natural
and semi-
natural
space

 Up 
to 34 
LAPs

Up
to 17 
LEAPs

 Up 
to 3 
NEAPs

Up to 13 
football-
equivalent
pitches

Up to 9 
pairs of 
tennis
courts, 9 
bowling
greens and 
9 MUGAs 

Up to 9 
sets of 
changing
facilities
and
associated
parking

At least 18,000ha allotments 
& community gardens 
plus provision of 1.2ha 
for extension of existing 
<&1-/:#-.",))-#0%.#:

Parks & 
Plantation 548,583 -

154,965 50,163

5&& 825,111 50,163

<+$%3')%"gRZe"V1%%."_.>1,:#1'+#'1%

s"),##%1".'0(%1"3%.-#%:",1%,">-1"*.4)#1,#*-."(),.K%#"-.)2

E-#%e",))"3*0%.:*-.:",1%",&&1-?*0,#%R"iU&&1-&1*,#%"':%:j",1%"*.#%.3%3"#-"&1-7*3%",">1,0%/-1K">-1"+-.:*3%1,#*-."->"3%#,*)%3"3%:*9."1,#$%1"#$,.","4?%3":%#"->"&1-&-:,):Q"i2%:j"*.3*+,#%:"#$,#"#$%":&,+%"/-')3"(%":'*#,()%">-1"
the use rather than that the use must be incorporated; not all potential uses can be accommodated in any given space.
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KEY PARAMETERSA

A7. RESIDENTIAL CAR PARKING

The provision of residential car parking shall be to the following standards:

Housing
type

Parking Ratio Approx. quantum Total spaces

Overall spaces per 
dwelling Provision on-plot Allocated

provision Pool provision % no. All On-plot Allocated Pool

ZH(%3"O,# 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 8% 280 280 0 140 140

XH(%3"O,# 1.25 0.0 0.5 0.75 8% 280 350 0 140 210

hH(%3"O,# 1.5 0.0 1.0 0.5 2% 75 113 0 75 38

2-bed house 1.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 25% 880 1,100 220 440 440

3-bed house 1.5 0.75 0.25 0.5 35% 1,230 1,845 923 307 615

4+-bed
house 2.0 1.0 0.25 0.75 22% 775 1,550 775 194 581

D#*%& 1.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 100% 3,520 5,238 1,918 1,296 2,024

<+$%3')%"pRZe"L%:*3%.#*,)"&,1K*.9":#,.3,13:

“On-plot provision” means within the curtilage of the dwelling e.g. on a driveway. “Allocated provision” means within a space or group of spaces (e.g. within a courtyard) dedicated to a dwelling or group of dwellings. 
iW--)"&1-7*:*-.j"0%,.:"-.H:#1%%#"-1"*."-#$%1"'.,))-+,#%3",1%,:R"E^"#$%"*#,)*+*P%3"49'1%:"*))':#1,#%")*K%)2"I',.#'0:"->"1%:*3%.#*,)"&,1K*.9"(,:%3"-."#$%",0-'.#",.3",&&1-?*0,#%"0*?"->"$-':*.9"&1-&-:%3Q"#$%2"3-".-#">-10"
part of the parameters.
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KEY PARAMETERS ATEAM LIST

T-0#26'S"--2V$'9:;<='!"#g-.*'*-%,A

Paul Murrain – Urban design

iCube – Urban design

Gehl Architects (Copenhagen) – Public realm strategy

Bidwells (Norwich) – Planning support

<kS"C-)*."^'+$,.,."!"G1,.:&-1#

W%#%1"^1%##"U::-+*,#%:"!"L%:-'1+%"%>4+*%.+2",.3":':#,*.,()%"31,*.,9%

Greengage – Environmental Impact Assessment co-ordination

The Ecology Consultancy (Norwich) – Ecology

Lawrence Graham – Legal

Willmott Dixon – Construction cost advisors

XE5'*-.)2+.%&'*-%,A

White Young Green – Geotechnical, geoenvironmental and topographical studies

Jonathan Cocking Associates – Arboriculture

Land Research Associates – Agriculture

NAU Archaeology – Archaeology and heritage

Entran – Air Quality

<$,1&:"L%30-1%"!"E-*:%

<#%&$%."6,/"!"S*.%1,):

Bidwells –Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment
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